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ers expect
as high pay as their European

L BR BURLINGAME, Pyblisher,
To pid all letters on Yusinoss, remittances of
mopey, &o., should be gent. All communications
Yosigned for publication ald be addresses] to the
ditor.
Terms: #3 00 pery
per ear; or If paid paid strictly IN N AD
via
REMITTANCES must be. made in money or"
ders, bank Ohecks,or drafts, If pessible. When
neither of these can be procured, send the money in 4
registered letter.
All Postmasters are obliged to
register letters whenever requested to do so. Ji
The regular charges for money orders, ‘bank
+ checks, and*Post Office money orders may be de
ducted from the amount due, when thus sent. Agents
are particularly requested to make their remittances
as large as possible and thus save expenses.
Papers are forwarded until an explicit order is
received by the PaMisher for their discontinuance,
+ and until payment ef all arrearages is made as required by law.
Each subscriber 18 particularly
nested te note
the date on the label for the expiration of ‘his gubscription, and te Joyward what is due for the emsuing
year, without further
reminder from this ofiice.
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NEWSPAPER

DECISIONS.

1. Any person who takes a newspaper regularly
from the post-office—~whether directed
to Mis name or
another’s, or whether he has subscribed or not—is
responsible for the payment,

2.

Ifa person orders his

paper discontinued, he

must pay all arrearages, or the publisher may continue to send ryun
until payment is made, and collect the
whole ameunt,w
er the paper is taken from the
offi se or mot.
3. The courts have decided that refusing to take
newspapers and peniodicals from the
post-office, or
removing
and leaving
uncalled
r, is prima
facie evidence of intentional fraud.
* 4@~ When Agents receive premiums, no percentage
bn moneys sent for the Star is allowed in addition.
#5 We send ne books out to be sold on commission, or otherwise,
them.
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Meselale 5 Tefumph,
———

© North, with all thy’ vales of green!
O South, with all thy palms!

From peopled towns and fields between
Uplift the voice of psalms,

- Raise, ancient East, the anthem high,
And let the youthful West reply.
Lo, in the clouds of heaven appears

God’s well beloved Son!

A

He brings a train of brighter years,
His kingdom is begun.

He came a guilty world to bless
With mercy, truth and righteousaess.

O Father, haste the promised hour,
When at His feet shall lie
All rule, duthority and power,
Beneath the ample sky ;
When He shall reign from pole to pole,
The Lord of every human soul.

When all shall heed the words He said,
Amid their daily cares,

And by the loving life He led
Shall strive to paftern theirs;
And He who conquered death shall win

The mightier conquest over sin,
Library of Poetry ard Song.

Missionary Correspondence.
rr

o——

:

MIDNAPORE, INDIA, May 27th, 1871.
Several days of this month have been
very pleasantly spent in the company of.
the Calcntta missionaries, and a brief no-

tice of some of the things I saw and heard
there may interest your readers. All day
long it was hurry and bustle in the bazar,
where my business had to be done, but the
mornings and evenings were devoted to
learning what was being done in the various departments of mission work.
At first it was my privilege to visit Mr.
Pearce,

the

veteran

missionary,

who has

been in India upwards of forty years. He
is devoting his remaining days to teaching
native young men, who have the Christian

ministryin view. There were fourteen in
' the class. The course of study occupies
three years, and great

prominence

is

at-

tached to the thorough knowledge of “the

Bible in the vernacular. These young men
are taken up by missionaries at the various
stations, so soon as they have completed
their studies in this class. THe studies of
Such acourse might be greatly iricreased to
advantage by having an entrance examination and then inthoducing a wider range of
text books. Mr. Pearce’s men need much

more than they'get there, to fit them for

service as native preachers. Some of t hem
are dispdsed to supplement their studies
after entering the field, which is truly cheering. It is good to find this aged missionaTy thus nobly engaged in his declining
years. - ‘What better work than to train
these native youth to preach when he has
gone to his rest?
.

Mrs. Pearce, who came to India with

an

her

husbandin 1826, has

been

invalid

for

all who

It isa remarkable cir-

© years; still her patient life is a hlessing to
know

her.

~ cumstance that Mr. and Mrs. P. have lived
and labored together so many years in In-

dia, There is not probably another instance of the kind in the history of missions
in this part of the world,
The missionaries of the London Society
are doing a great and good work in Calcut-

pastors,

They consider thernselves as, well

educated as many of the

hence

they

demand

missionaries ' and

an equal

some cases this lust for money

salary.

They should look

In

has worked

at the

case

sponsibility of supporting a European = mis
sionary, for this would be far beyond their
financial ability. How then cah they support native preachers, who demand equal
salaries with Europeans?
The trouble, I
am afraid, however, is more one of the

in the several languages it undertakes.
I wished, as I walked through the roerhs

tains several hundred lads,

institution

con-

most of th

‘Hindus, and takes thend’ up to the B.
examination. There are several well

|A.

government carpenters give him a board
and some trestles, which he set up in the

communed

ih spirit with

the great men

who lived and labored on this sacred spot
many years ago. On the walls of the College library bang the pictures of Carey,
‘Marshman, Ward and Mack, and in the
burying ground may be found their graves,

beloved mother went out to her

brief life-

work in the Mission field of Orissa.

How

the past seemed vividly present to me,
these many
Serampore
hard while
impressive

as

memories thronged my mind!
teaches one to work heartily and
life lasts, and I was studying the
lesson when the train rumbled

imposing porte-cochere of the White House,
and on this ride counter displayed his
wares.

aly

office-seeker

luncheon of ih
when, an hour

keen
after

who

entered

little. merchant, and
the opening of the

riance with the

mischievous

thoughtless-

ness of his childhood.
He came back a
short while ago, greatly improved by his
out for the Calcutta |:“residence abroad, blit always the same corond LP,
did); frank, warm-hearted
boy. In his loss

he could not waste time in learning to “spell.

the women and children of India.

the alfeady fearfully
suffer a new

and

bereaved

deep

family will

affliction,

and the

world, which never did and never will know

him, will not withhold a tribute of regret

‘pokey.

Bob wasjust

sucha

little rascal,

six evangelistic sects represented at the and now he is a very decent boy.”
Home in Calcutta, all working together in
It was evident that with all his insubordi-

peace and

love.

Many

Bengali

families

ation and reckless mischief the spojled
are visited and several hundred pupils "inii was at heart of a truthful and generstructed by these ladies and their native
s nature. , He treated flatterers and ofassistants in the great city and its suburbs.
fice-seekers with a ‘curious coolness and
A great and good work is thus being done
contempt, but he often espoused “the cause
for the women and children of this benightof some poor widow or tattered soldier
edland.
whom he found waiting in the ante-rooms,

and it was most

amusing to see the hearty

little fellow dragging’ his shabby

proteges

The census office reports will show that

———

“What hurry is there? I'll turn religious there are 184 cities in the United States
having a population each of 10,000
orover...
time enoughe—>""__
Will you? Do dislikes grow loss by in- Massachusetts has eleven of these cities.. dulging? If religion be so. distasteful now Boston stands fifth in rank for the whole
that you put it away {rom you, is it likely “counfty, Worcester thirtieth and Lowell
it will be less so hereafter? You confess by “thirty-first. Main has four, Portland being
has
five, New
the wiiy you speak, that self-interest fs your forty-first. Connecticut
place.
only thought in connection with it;—that Haven holding the twenty-fifth
New
Hampshire
has
three,
Manchester
you look on it only as afine, or must be,

motive.
“ Youwill

repent

in

good

you? Take care. Old knees
bend. You may turn the key
leave it in the lock till the damp
it will break rather than move.
iron net; you may struggle in it

time,”

well toward the bottom of the list and is
numbered - the ninety-fourth. The
New
England States together have 25 of the
134 cities, or almost one-sixth, and New
York alone has eighteen, and with New
England43, or

ington is’ the

or conceals

from

us the t

, but, disen-

gaging the soul from the sendes, it purifies
our view of faith, and renders it'\more quicksighted in spiritual affairs; and
besides,
whatever is, in

the

smallest

degree,

dis-

pleasing to the only object of our love, ap‘pears serious and considerable to the soul
which loves.
Thus charity is always humble, timid, and distrustful of itself; un-

ceasingly agitated by its pious perplexities,
which leave it in suspense respecting its
real state ; always alarmed by those delicacies of grace which make it tremble at
every action; which make a kind of martyrdom of love, .from the uncertainty in
which they leave it; and by which, kowever, it is purified.

These

are not the vain

But,

“God

is so

merciful.”

Yes,

the

wreck

of famine,

and

war,

and

the

one-third.

Having received so large

Wash-

benefits from:

the workings of our own postal

money-or-

der system, Americans will gladly learn
that a sinfilar method of exchange is being
established between fais country and England. The Postmaster General has just
received from the General Post Office at
London the former articles of the conven-

tion, negotiated by Dr. MacDonald

of the.

"Post Office Department, for this exchange
of postal money-orders. The convention
‘is duly executed on the part of the United.
Kingdom, and now awaits execution by the
Postmaster General,

with

the

advice and

consent of the President. ~ The interchange
of postal money-orders is to commence on
the 1st of October. The limit of a single
monéy-order is to be $50, or ten pounds

sterling.

for

those who accept the conditions of His
mercy, but inexorable where they are rejected. In a world where there is so much
that is stern ang terrible in Providence, it
seems rash enough to trust to this dream.
Did not God make Death, whose eyes know
no tears, whose breast knov#s no pity? Does
not His will advance to its purposes over

almost

twelfth city in the Union.

There are only 25 cities numbering over
50,000 inhabitants each.
INTERNATIONAL MONEY-ORDER SYSTEM.

you will hardly break it. What would you
say of a bricklayer, if his wall were clearly

The other details will be official-

ly given to the public in due time,
|

ANOTHER

EARTHQUAKE.

New England was considerably shaken
by an earthquake last Thursday morning at
i o'clock. The wave proceeded from the
south-eastto the north-west. In Maine and
New Hampshire it was severe enoughto
ring bells, stop tlocks, &e., besides produc-

ing other characteristic results. In connec-tion with this there comes the report of a
ease His ministering angel? Violate any of ‘“seaquake,” which the ship Don Quixote
His laws, and will He turn them aside to
experienced June 10th, on the passage from
save you, or not rather let their wheels
Calcutta. The sea was considerably agitat:
crush you and pass on § Beware of making
ed, causing the ship to tremble and careen
a God as you would wish Him, not as he is.
earthquake, and the storm ? Is not Pale Dis-

His offers of mercy turn on

your

accepting

as though passing over a bed of rocks.

The sailors describe the sensation as quite a
novel one, and it seems to have frightened them about .as much as the eRrthqmiake did
New Englanders.

the salvation His Son has prepared. They
are made only to the broken h¢art and conHeaven by
of charity and of grace inseparable from trite spirit. You can't get
any
road
you
choose
y
the
straight
gate and
every faithful and religious soul. It works
WOMEN ADMITTED TO MIDDLETOWN.
its salvation with fear and trembling; and the narrow way alone lead to it. The"
mercy
of
God!
Yes,
if
you
choose
to
Women who especially desire a liberal
even frequently regards as crimes actions
which are often virtues in the sight of God; touch the Golden Scepter; if you confess education have now another opportunity ofThe Wes-and which, at most, can only be regarded your sins and forsake them. The lightnings fered them at Middletown, Ct.
as simple weaknesses. These are the holy of His law may be made harmless by. that leyan University, located at that place, has:
perplexities of charity, which derive their conductor; otherwise, dread them, for they: decided, by vote of its trustees, that nothsource even from the . lights of faith. This smite remorselessly, when penitence and ing in the charter of the University excludes
path has, in all ages, been the path of the trust in the Saviour do not protect the soul. ladies from its privileges, and expresses a
He dwells in the thick darkness, from out hope that they will avail themselves, of its
Just.— Massillon.
»
.of whose depths one golden beam, shining opportunities. Its privileges and opportufrom the Cross, falls at your feet, to guide nities are many, and there is no sound reaPrayer.
you home. Outside that, Mercy has no son why there should not be a good gather-

and -puerile scruples which

weak

minds.

They

we

blamein

are those pious fears

Spiritual good, after all, is the one thing
worth. What we have is little ; what we
are is all. To heal thé body is not worth
while if the soul be left sick ; it only gives
us health to sin and to sink still more. A
whole man in any true sense is a holy one;
the words mean the same—whole, healthy,
sound every way. Soul-healing is the restoring harmony = between our wills and
that of God; bringing us to feel that there

A
In thé

Hint to Ministers.
course ofa‘aa comparison

reign.

Watch yourself.
as to your motive

E

:

Suspect your judgments
and eonduct. To be se-

cure is to court danger.

the ramparts that guard it, every moment,

Tetwoon

future labors the good work will be greatly
extended.

who suffers his energies to waste away, and

President rarely refused a grace of this kind,

permits the spring of his life to become mo-

The serious illness of one of the new conf:
cast a’ gloom over
e

and the demands were not so frequent as to
lose the charm of novelty.

; when they feel particularly dull, and

that the Miramon and Buloga governments

from year to year, and not a crevice bur- in Mexico during 1858 and 1859 were not
rowed by the- mallest creature but raises lawful governments,and also that the Ameran alarm, tillit be stopped, and its repeti- ican government is not responsible for deption finally precluded. - Round your soul, | redations committed by Confederate troops
my brother, swells an ocean of the world's |4n Mexico. The commigsion have allowed"
desires, temptations, dangers; with nothing | one important claim, founded on a conbetween you and it but the defenses of your tract with the Mexican republic, and it is
supposed that they will allow all valid
Sleep, and you may perish; think yourself claims for military and other supplies fur.
secure, and the waters may be over you be- nished by our citizens to Mexico during ‘the
fore you catch the alarm; let the least n= French invasion,
road be neglected, and the wild waste may
' FRANCE,
rush through, overwhelming and wasting
The
news
from
France seems quite tame
all. —Evangelical Magazine.
<7
| after the startling events of the last year)

Push On.
Editors apd Divines, the Bajtimore Amertcan says :
‘
A wise man will neverrust out. As long.
The press, when it has nothing to say
that is regarded of sufficient interest to as he breathes the breath of life he will be,
write about, can fill up its space with selec- doing something, for himself, his country,
tions from the writings of others. Rather or posterity: Washington, Franklin, Howthan publish dull #nd spiritless editorials, ard, Young, Newton, all were at work althe intelligent and -experienced editor mostto the last hours of their existence. It
regards it as much the wiser course to ig a foolish thing to believe that we must lie
say nothing editorially.

ing of aspiring maidens at the next examination, seeking the title of freshwomen.. It
is plain that ladies are not to be kept in ig--

The enemy knows norance. College after college is opening that our weakest point is when we feel least its doors to them, and it will soon be theirfear. Nothing should be let “pass in your own fault if they don’t know as Twech as.
heart without a challenge. In
Holland, men do.
where the ocean leans against the land,
MEXICAN CLAIMS.
they watch the dykes night :and day witha |
The umpire of the Mexican e¢laims comconstant care, especially when of
west. mission
has decided that the Mexican govwind blows strongly, and lifts‘th waters ernment is responsible for the property of
into high tides. Watchmen pace the broad American citizens destroyed during the
earthen segwalls, all through the night, French invasion.
He also . decides that
when danger threatens, and spades and Americans doing business in México are
mattocks strive with the waves for mastery, entitled to indemnity, not being Mexican:
till the land is saved. Sleepless eyes are on citizens. The commissioners have decided’

down and die, simply because we are old.

Presence, “ordering ‘the

Providence, which is twenty-first on the list

and the second city in New England.
Ver=
mont has only Burlington, and thas stands

will

And here comes

into the Executive

being fifty-fifth. Rhode Island has but one
| city of over 10,000 inhabitants, and that is

are hard to
to-day, but
rust it, and
Habit isean
as you like,

ushers out of the way, and. demanding ime. the point which we wish to make with the
A whether it would not be better for
mediate action from headquarters,
The

| ers from America

30

CITIES OF THE UNITED STATES.

Cheating One’s Self.

for the child whose gayety and affection .and confessedly off the straight, going on
cheered more t
anything else the worn adding brick to brick, and telling you he
and weary heart
of the great President would attend to it allin good time? You
through the toilsom§ years of the war.— would say to him, “ Your wall is more and
N. Y. Tribune.
more off the straight each brick you lay ;
you may undo your mistake by holding
your
plumb line alongside at the first, but if
Charity.
you go on, proposing to straighten everyOne character of charity
is to be timor- thing when the wall is nearly done,I shall
ous, and to magnify to ourgelves our smail- take care not to stand under you as you
est deviations; not that gharity deceives keep working.”

for time enough left to learn his letters and get

I-found

“4

booth,a member of the household discovered the young pastryman,the admired center
ofa group of grinning servants and toadies,
he had filled his pockets and his hat with
currency, * the spoil
of the - American that passes you safe to Heaven.
Clearly,
pubiic. Thejuvenile operator made lively you don’t know what it means. Acts alone
work of his ill-gotten gains, however, and ‘are not religion, else the Pharisee would
before night was penniless again.
;
have been chief of saints. Rites and cereAlthough still a mere child at the death monies certainly are not, for the outside of
of his father, this terrible shock greatly so- the platter may be shining, while the inside
bered and steadied him. His brother Rob- is pollution. To paint the front of your
ertat once took charge of his education, house is not to make everything right.
and he made rapid progress up to the time within. Religion is a principle in the heart,
.of hig sailing for Europe with his mother. not a jingle of magical words, or a trick of
He has ever since remained with her, dis- the hands or knees. It is what you are,
playing a thoughtful devotion and tender- not what you profess ;—what you are frem
ness beyond his yearss and strangely at va- alove of it, not what yon may do from a

Early in the morning you could hear his
of that large building and witnessed the shrill pipe resounding tRrough the dreary
skill and energy
and promptness that |corridors of the executive residence. The
were apparent everywhere, that the Free day passed in a rapid succession of: plots
Baptists would find a practical printer and commotions, and -when the President
somewhere in America and send him out to laid down his weary pen toward midnight,
our little press here, that he might teach he generally found his infant goblin asleep
these native lads how to work, and work under his table or roasting his curly heads] should only be one will in heaven and earth,
right, so that this important instrumentali- by thé*open fice-place; and the tall chief and that His. Effecting this, prayer, in
ty in the publication of the Gospel might.be would pick up the child and * trudge off to any case of giving or keeping from us, is
made made mor¥ efficient in our mission. bed with the drowsy - little burden on his unspeakably blessed. To be brought into
At No. 140. DharamtoHa, there “is an shoulder, stooping under the “doors and cheerful, calm accord with tire. will of the
American Home, where I spent an hour or dodging the
chandeliers.
The Presi: Ever Good ; to feel that He and we are at
two one evening very pleasantly with Miss dent took infinite comfort in the child’s rude one—that the voice which speaks from above
Brittan and her corps of zenana workers. health, fresh fun and uncontrollable bois- wakes a spontaneous: Amen in our hearts,
is to be filled with the peace that’ dwells in
There aré now twelve young ladies in this terousness. . He was pleased to see if
the ‘breast of the ‘Eternal.
It was thus
Home, and they have a branch at Alleta- growing up in ignorance of books, but wi
bad in the north-west Provinces,
Last 80 Singljucly accurate ideas of practical mat- even with Christ himself. What was His
December Miss B. returned from America ters. He was a fearless rider, while yet so prayer, at first, in the garden, but ‘ Father,
bringing four new workers. These young small that his legs stuck out: horizontally let me have'my own will, if it be possible”?
women, some of your readers are doubtless from thie saddle.
He had’ that power of Bug it brought no peace, though thrice reaware, stand connected with the Women's taming and, attaching animals .to himself peated. It was only when, instead, there
Mission Society. of New York, of which | which seems the especial gift of kindly and
rose ‘ Not my will but thine be done,” that
Miss Doremus is the able and accomplished unlettered natures. - ¢¢ Let him run,” the, the cloud passed, and His soul was no longsecretary, No denomidational distinctions easy-going President would say; ‘the has er troubled.
:

During the past few months a small school
Dr. Mullens, whom you have ° recently| of orphan girls has been added to the eshad over in America, was one of the strong- tablishment. These girls are being trained
est men they had here, and-is now the for teachers, and it'is hoped that by their
Their

pore. It is only amnchour from Calcutta by
rail and this was my first ride in the cars
since the ride into Boston in '64. How it
brought back the old scenes, in- America

heart than of the head. Our native brethren can not be feeling so deeply as they in, and we rushed
should the wants and woes of their poor ferry boat.
countrymen, else they could never look so
Tad" Lincoln. 8 :
sharply to the money. What we most want
in India to-day i is a class of devoted, selfMost of those who read the “dispateh an| sacrificing native preachers, who will care
nouncing the death of Thomas Todd Linfor neither sur nor rain, as they go from
coln will never think of the well-grown
villageto village toiling for souls. Self;
young gentleman who died on the 15th at
abnegation is alesson our native preachers
Chicago. The nameof ‘“Tad”—a pet name
have yet to learn here, and nay they learn givenby himself with his first stammering
it quickly. . Remember them, my brethren,
utterances and afopted by his fond parents
in your closets and your prayer-meetings,
and the world—recalls the tricksy little
and bear them before God on your daily
sprite who gave to that sad and solemn
petitions. We long to seé them feel for
White Mouse of the great wir the only comthese Hindus and Mussulmans as Paul did
ic relief it knew.
The years that have folfor the Jews, when he went from place to
lowed, spent in study and travel, produced
place preaching the word. And pray too
an utterly different person.
The Tad Linfor us missionaries,
that we may teach
coln of our history ceased to exist long ago.
these native preachers right by our daily The modest and cordial young fellow who
life and example.
passed through New York a few weeks ago
Mr.
Wenger, the indefatigable Bible ‘with his mother will never be known outtranslator and the worthy successor of gide of the, circle of his mourning friends.
Carey, Marshman and Yates, we found But ** little Tad ” will be remembered af
busy at his work. Just now he is engaged long as any live who bore a personal share
upon a quarto edition.of the Bengali* Bible, in the great movements whose center for
also an annotated edition of the Bengali
four years was at Washington.
New ‘Testament. Mrq Wenger is a Swiss
He was so full of life and vigor—so bubGerman, and joined the mission in 1839.
bling over with health and high spirits, that
He is devoting his whole time and strength he kept the house alive with his pranks and
to the translation of the Sacred Scriptures fantastic - exercises.
He was
always a
into the Bengali and Sanscrit languages. ¢ chartered libertine,”-and after the death
The editiori with notes will be hailed with of his brother Willie, a prematurely serious
great joy by the native Christians.
and studious child, and the departure of
At Intally Mr. Kerry is hard at work in Robert for college, he installed himself as
the school. Why should he spend his time the absolute tyrant of the executive manin the class room?
And why
should so sion,
He was idolized by both his father
many missionaries, like him admirably . fit- and indther, petted and indulged by his
ted by nature and by qualifications for teachers, and fawned upon and caressed by
thorough missidnary work among the peo- that noisome horde of office-seekers which
ple, be wearing out their lives in teaching
infested the ante-rooms of the White House.
boys'grammar and mathematies? Is this He had a very bad opinion of books and no
not a serious mistake?
Why. should not opinion of discipline, -and- thought very litChristian laymen come out from * America tle of any tutor who would not assist him in
and England ‘and the ‘continent of Europe yoking his kids to a chair or in driving his
to do.the lay-work, that these men now dogs tandem oversthe South Lawn. He
bound down may devote themselves to bona was as shrewd 4s he was lawless, and alfide missionary labors ?
ways knew whether he could make a tutor
The Baptist Mission press continues its serviceable or not. If he. found one with
wonderful career of usefulness. Mr. Lewis obstinate ideas of the superiorityof gramis a printerby profession, knows the work mar to kite flying as an inteliectual employand does it, so
no press in Calcutta
ment, he soon found means of getting rid
sends out neater or more finished printing of him. He had so much to do that he felt

ta.

secretary at home.

a year of her arrival in India.
|
One Saturday P. M. we visited Seram-

philosophically. It is by no. means probable that native preachers will much longer
derive*their support from Christian countries, The home societies will look tp the
native Christian community to support its
own preachers, and expend their fonds on In the old house of Dr. Carey, afterwards
other objects. Now the best of our native occupied by Mr. Mack,. my dear parents
churchesin India can not assume the re- were married, and from its home-door my

are observed in this band of workers

N umber

One of the ‘tricks into which his idleness of the eloquent and able sermons that can vestments of gloom, There are scores of
and his enterprise together drove him was be found there., The editor” who writes gray heads living to-day that we would pre-the occasion ofCmuch laughter to the judi- merely to fill up his editoriak space, without fer in any important enterprise to those
cious, and much horror to the respectable in regard to the interest he may impart to his young gentlemen who fear and tremble
readers,
has mistaken his vocation, and we, when shadows approach,
‘Washington.
He invested, one morning,
turn away at
all his pocket-money in buying the stock in are rather inglined to think that the divine the first harsh word or discouraging frown...
trade of an old woman who sold ginger- who preaches merely to consume his allot- |,
bread near: the Freasury.. He made the ted hour, has niistaken his calling.
Events of the Week.

great mischief. [t is a great mistake in
our native brethren, Inthe first place no when I'shut my eyes and muSed, but one
foreigner can-tive so cheaply in—Indinas a look. from the carriage window rectified
native, for obvious teasons. Those who the glad delusfon and hurried me back to
have attempted it bave, failed” and had to India. * On this last page what can I say of
either resume their old way of living or go the thoughts that filled .my soul those few
at Serampore.
Messrs, Trafford,
home. Secondly, the
native preachers hours
Martin and Thomas are the present misshould seek no higher salaries than the nasionaries, but while talking with them one
tive churches are able, or may ‘be - able, to

pay them.

1871.

)

cated native preachers in thiis wiistion; some | otherwise wo household, You will hardof whom are settled - as pastors over native | ly believe it, that a strong, healthy Illinois
A WEBKLY RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER
| churches, as at Bhabanipur. One thing girl, who never knew a sick day at home,
‘FOR THE FAMILY,
about these educated native Christians dis- should be pronounced by the Calcutta facISSUED BY THE
pleased me greatly. It was told meé by one ulty *¢ hopelessly gone with consumption,”
of the missionaries that these native preach- as New Englanders say, and that too within'
FREEWILL
BAPTIST
PRINTING
ESTABLISHMENT,

Office; 39 Washington 8t:, Dover, N, H.

R26,

The man of energy is not old; it is only he

tionless, on whose hands the hours drag
heavily, and to whom all things wear the

Thiers is busily engaged in arranging the
internal affairs of the government, considerable attention being given to finances. .
Heavy taxes are imposed,

and the French

people will be obfiged to submit fo them

for years to come.
Gambetta has been :
making some terribly inflammatory speech-es, advocating revenge upon the foreign
enemies of France and the expulsion of those
now occupying her soil.
Favre aroused
Minister Washburne's ire by stating that .
the latter gentleman told him officially that
no Communist would

be

suffered to live in

America.
The Minister squarely denies:
the statement and of course everybody believes him.
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Communications.

ers, counselors and friends,and truth a con-

Dus. Department,

scientious advocate,
oe.
Too soon you mix with common clay,”
2, That the ministry. is deprived of the
:
oe
society of one whose heart ever beat in sym- |
tl
eee
| pathy with their work, care, joys and sor- |

Rev. Noah D. Wilkins.”
Gia
Rc TREN
}

| rows,’

Ey

.The Goodness of God.

.

3. That another family ‘circle . is broken,

covery of (tod in His works

| ———
:
W. Ch idlaw, the veteran Sunday-

tial dealings, and conformity with the laws Rev. B.
died in German, | and is bereft of a kind and sympathetic husThe Christian has great “occasion to reof
the universe ?. So does Christianity. But “school missionary of Ohio, remarks in his’
in the sixty-fifth| band, and a very fond and loving father, ‘joice oh account of the goodness of God as
ever
watching
over
his
children
for
good.
-'
Christianity
does a great deal more: it last report to the American Sunday-School
year of his age.
There seemed to be a
4. That we hereby tender to the afflicted manifested in his behalf—in his salvation. shows man the chief good, the knowledge Unioh, for 1870: ** Two things are now neccomplication of diseases, joined with ad-| family our sympathies, in their hour of sore How can he refrain from adoring, loving,
Sisury in our work: 1. A higher standard
of God through the. indwelling . of Christ, of Bible instruction; 2. The ingathering of
vanced age, which carried him as we be- trial, and pray the God of Israel “to ever and serving this ‘great Béiefactor!
Hard
neglected masses yet out of the Sundaylieve safe over the narrow stream to his fin- have them in keeping, and eventually to as adamant must be that heart which can and provides the way ' for its attalnment. 4 the
school fold.”
al and glorious rest. The writer much re- effect a happy reunionIn thegaint's celestial not be moved by such marvelous displays It does not leave him to himself. To say
In order to. attain. the first object ‘menhome. «
L: D. TURNER.
nothing of the absolute necessity of its tioned, a deeper and’ more patient study of
grets that brother Wilkins did not xeep a
of divine love. . The Redeemer’s special regrace for all men, whatever their condition,
fall journal of his. experiench.
and labors
the Bible is necessary by teachers in the pre
gard for our present and future happiness,
what can a great mass of mankind under- aration of the lesson. The Bible is a ‘¢ seal* Early Sketches.—No. 16
in the ministry. Under the circumstances
is enough to convince a rational mind that
stand of the subtle ideas and. transcendene ed book * except to thém that believe ; but,
:
BY JOSEPH FULLOXTON,
.
‘we can give only a partial acount of’ his
God is supremely good. He has, therefore,
to true believers, every line dnd every
pa
——
tal
philosophy of the strongest deniers of "Slows
life.
:
with a spirithal and divine light.
the first claims upon man,—upon his heart
RELICS.
“w
‘he more of study we give the Bible, the
Brother Wilkins was born in the town-of
and afféctions.
Tet him, then, fear:no the divine Jesus? They are poor, friendEvangelical religion has but few memoless, bereaved, wronged, despised, wretghmore of ' divinity we discover in it; the
Hamilton, June 8th, 1806.
Through the
harm, but calmly . resign himself in the
more of holy zeal we feel in our own hearts,
inflnence, of a pious father and mother rials. Thé chief is’ the’ use of bread and hands of this beneficent being. Let no one ed; and they want a strength better than the more of it we can inspiré in the hearts of
wine in the holy communion
in rememtheir
own,
deliverance
from.
their
curse
of
he gave his heart to God early in life. But
fear to come to Jesus, who has so fraternalthose whom we try to teach.
As to
throngh unholy influences thrown around [ brance of the crucified Redeemer.
pw views; new light, new strength,-|
ly invited all men to come, and be saved up- sin, consolation, rest, heaven. They wait
hips, he went back into the beggarly cle-| Freties-of departed —worthies,—no—great-im- onthe equitable terms of the gospel. Have to know that there -is a blessed hope for- Tiew comfort and peace, always cometo the
portance is attached togthem.
They are you refused, have you resisted the divine them, and for tliem an infinite Friend. devout Bible student every time he takes
ments of the ‘world, and continued away |
up thé'sacred volume, The Bible is an exvaluable
chiefly
as
having
been
possessed
‘from his Father's houses feediiig on the |
influences of thie spirit, and turned a deaf They can understand such a Saviour as that haustless mine of spiritual wealth that reby
those
whose
memory
we
love
to
cherish.
who
ate
with
publicans
and
sinners,
who
husks and vanities. of earth, until about
ear to the voice of wisdom ?
If se, how
pays. the explorer with new treasures at
. twenty-four years of age. At thisdtime God Randall has been dead 62 years. Some few ungrateful! How madly you have abused wept at the grave of Lazarus, and who gvery step of his work.
é
The
heartless, "formal = Sunday
school
again called after him by his Spirit, and he articles are yet preserved by his friends as the mercies of ‘heaven !” By so doing, you died on the cross. They can see that such
?
found Him to be the one altogether lovely. | mementoes of him.
deprive yourself of all true happiness. Not love as he manifested means good to them teacher does penance for his slothfulness
~ Among these are records of the church at only this, you dishonor God.
God can be and stupidity. His words have no power
Or can it be in their great and bitter want.
He was married to Marinda Smith,a pious
over his» scholars, his exhortations are the
New Durham, of ®me Q. and Y. Meetings; that you know not your duty?
no
better,
and
no
gore
gracious,
than is this
Can it be
» lady, then belonging to the M%E, church, |
most hollow cant, ** like tinkling brass and
when he served as Clerk.
He kept very that you have lived so long, and do not mighty and loving one who gives his life sounding’ cymbals;” and if such
‘ teachers
Jan. 1st, 1832.
About this time he was |
:
:
. , | accurate records. Portions of his journal realize the goodness of God ? Impossible. for-them, and is ever touched with the feel- are allowed to'remain in charge of, classes,
baptized
by
Brother
Asa
Dodge,united
with
|
|
,
:
!
4
:
| dre in my
possession.
His journal appears
such Sunday schools become mere showFor who supports and. sustains you ? God. ing of their infirmities, - If .a Holy Spirit rooms
the Coventry church, and was appointed |
YP
PP
for dress and parade and social and
|
to
have
been
a
diary,
carried
in
his
pocket.
help
them,
they
know
they
are
effectually
Who
preserves
you
from
dangers,
seen
and
Deacon.
Soon after, feeling that God was |
mugical entertainment.
The Sabbath thus
| Some years he wrote something every day,
helped
;
and
if
Christ
did
so
much
for
them,
calling him to the ministry, he made his|
unseen? God.
In sickness who restores
loses its solemnity and its power, and phar-.
showing where he was, the journeys made,
isnic pride and self-righteousness present
condition known to the Coventry church |
to you the blessing of health ? God. These they know that with him as their surety,
| meetings attended, and what, he.witnessed
It is,
are only-a' few of the exhibitions of the with his life in them, whatever their expe- the very counterfeit of true religion.
apd received license to- preach for one year,
perhaps; better to lave such a Sunday
| of the displays ofthe power of God. His goodness of God.
and was ordained July 1st, 1840.
He comBut even these .are rience in this\world, their blessedness is sure. school rather than none at all: but itis’a
| style was chaste, his writing fine, so that
menced his labors with the Coventry ¢hurch,
enough to convince you that he is your best Born into him, and constrained by his love, crying evil tha ought te be abated.
|| much was on a page.
fife is prepared fora heavenly movement
One of the most effective ways of doing
with which he labored a short time, after
| friend—=your only true friend.
Ah, will
|
There is also a lock of his hair.
A por | you still live unmindful of your highest and development.
So saints are made; not this is by prayerful, earnest, patient study
which he labored with the Walton church.
the ‘Bible lessons by the teachers themGod blessed his labors and a precious reviv- | tion. was speured by Fld. John Buzzell at the | good? Can you bear the thought of tramp- by beautiful speculations that ignore per- of
| timhe of
the funeral,and a part of it has been | ling upon the mercies of infinite goodness ? sonal sin and human infirmity ; not by re- selves, so that they go armed fully with the
al followed.
Feeling God called him to
shield of faith and the swordof the diving
other fields he commenced laboring with | sent to me. It is of iron gray, and remark- |! If you persist in your unhallowed course, jecting the glory and truth that shine in the Spirit when they go to their classes on the
face of Jesus Christ, but by a faith that Sabbath. A studious, earnest, prayerful
the Winsor church and continued his labors | able for 3¥s fineness, showing so far as this what reason will you have to complai
transforms
the soul more and more into his band of Sunday-school teachers is the life|
is
concerned,
a
pleasant
nature
and
good
|
with them
seven ygars.: From Winsor, he
should God, at last, appoint you a plac
guard and the fortress of every Sunday
went to Sanford ‘and began to sew the | disposition. The ivory head of his cane is | with hypocrites and unbelievers ? . When ~mage, and by which the man is erucified to school and every church.
?
the world. There is no such power of makpreserved
and
is
on
another
cane
in
posjustice is administered by the Almighty,
precious seed, and it fellon good ground.
An earnest Christian said a few
days
Another precfous, revival followed, and | Session of the family of his. son-in-law, the | you will be compelled to say thatit is ing human character pure and rich and no- ; since, nothing so chilled him and discouragble,
as
the
love
and
leadership
of
Jesus
ed his efforts to become a Christian, when a
soon after, assisted by Brother Ray Clark, | late Trmé6thy Hopn of New Durham. T he | right.
S. H. B.
Christ, the Saviour of men.—H. N. Powers.
boy, as to hear his minister say, at the close
3
a church was organized. . He moved to ivory part is small, plain and simple.
of -his sermon: **If the Bible is true, the
In
the
family
above
named
I
saw
his
|
Willett, Cartland
Co.,
April 1st, 1852;
p
:
:
Christian will be saved.” The minister's
Christian Character.
Bb
bows are brass and reIn Memoriam.
preached with the Willett church about two man
faith was not strong enough to encourage
|
markablg
for
being
large.
The
glasses
for
r——e—
years, then moved to German, Chenango
any one; but he rather discouraged even the
There is not an efficient resource of
Lines, by C. H. Doty, onthe death of Mary, daughimpenitent.
Co., where he lived the most of the time | the eyes are also a third ‘larger than we righteous and beautiful: character that the
ter of Rev. J. M. and Mary E. Kayser.
So thoroughly grounded in the faith and
findin use now.
The shade is nearly
until his death.
’
deniers of the Gospel lay claim to, that is
in the words and promises of the Bible
I’ve heard pgople counting their treasure,
green.
Through
these
Randall
read
the
sa‘When he came to German there was no
should the Sunday school teacher be, that
not embraced in the faith and practice of Their stocks, and their gold, and their lands;
F. B. church, but a class of good M. E. cred page and, wearing them it is said when
he will be like u rock, immovable and unTis well, if we meet the right measure,
the
Christian
religion.
What
do
we
want
brethren.
Brother Wilkins commenced making journeys, saw the handiworks of but good men, true men, men of the gent: To satisfy natures demands.
shaken by any'wind or storm that may beat
against him. So will his example be a siblowing the gospel trump and it gavea the Creator. His watch is also preserved, lest tempers, yet of heroic spirit, symmet- | There’s treasure that knows no corroding;
lent power, not only to his class, but to all
certain sound, the result of which was a and on the 7th of June last I saw it in Con- rical and strong, pure within, noble in deed A heart that is loving " pure;
men who know him.
The Sunday school
The wealth that is sure
and abiding
church organized in about one year, con- cord, N. H. Itis owned by George W. and in truth? Where isthe ideal of this
teacher ought to be not only the best man bat
I’m trusting through God to seeure. |,
Drew,
a
great-grand-son
of
Randall
on
his
sisting of fifty members.
He preached with
the most useful and the most happy man ;becharacter ? The Gospel alone gives it, and
cause the direct line of his duties is ealculatthem six years, erected a house of worship mother’s side. It hasa plain silver case; from this source it must be inspired -and
I’ve treasure uncounted beside these;
edto fit him for the highest standard of
The children that group round my knee;
whose spire, while he sleeps beneath the the figures are Arabic; the ring for the built up.
Christian excellence and spiritual power.
Their kisses and loving caresses
clods of the valley, points toward heaven. chain is quite small; and its- ticking loud.
It is the sneer against orthodoxy that it Are dear, very dear unto me;
The Sunday school teacher has the opporRandall
was
diligent,
faithful}:
improving
He closed his labors with the German
tunity of choosing which he will be—the
cultivates hypocrisy, spiritual vanity, and
I count them each mornifig and evening,
time.
He
was,
**
instant,”
and
if
possible
. “church, and preached again one year with
doubting, stumbling, unhappy, useless, unsloth ; that it lets charactér run to weeds if These blessings my Father hath given,
satisfied worker, or the undoubting, surethe Winsor church; then labored with the ‘ jn season ” in his appointments and en- there is the due acknowledgment of a
Nor do I forget to remember
footed, happy,useful, satisfied, joyous workdifferent churches where duty called him. gagements. The Son of Righteousness was creed, and the becoming performance of "a My dear little Mary in heaven.
er, who comes upto the harvest-home with
The past year he supplied the Congrega- his light ; "the Bible his chart; and his faithCote, listen : I’11 tell you the story;
his arms full of golden sheaves, with songs
set
series of exercises, which are termed
ful
watch
gave
him
the
time
for
the
various
tional church at East Pharsalia, and had a
of joy and thanksgiving. ‘To attain the latreligious. This is simply a slander. It is I speak more resignedly now,
precious revival, a goodly number being parts of his great work.
But
then
T
was
bent
by
its
fury
ter
character, the path is clear “and sure,
against these very errors—accepting a form
We glory not in men, but in the Lord.
and the way grows brighter and brighter
As trees neath the hurricane bow.
added to the church.
His health beganto
for
the
substance,
holding
an
opinion
unto the perfect day. Every step of the
Twas night, and all had been sleeping,
fail him before the year expired, but he con- God will have a free people and a spiritual
way has its reward, and a reward so sure
*
church. If our Denomination ever loses its instead of actualizing principles in the My dové folded close to my breast,
tinued his labors until the third Sabbath in
and satisfactory that he has no desire to
truth .of life, the delusion , that because When over us wakefulness creeping,
spirituality and the "glowing zeal o
March, when he preached his farewell serturn
back. Indeed, he can not turn back to
Unfastened
the
bonds
of
our
rest.
“Christ
has
suffered
for
sin
one
may
presumpfaith, these will re-kindle atthe grav
the ‘‘ beggarly elements of this world.” He
mon.
With suck earnestness did he comtuously live in sin—that the enlightened
Randall, or rather at the streaming cros
And then the bright angels came near me
has enlisted for life,” and there is no dismit his brethren to God that though dead,
interpreters of the Word most vehemently And sang in a strain, ol, so sweet! *
Christ.
:
| charge from this war.
It only remains for
his words still speak.
The last week in
Rev. Noah D. Wilkins
N. Y., April 21st, 1871,

i

March he moved back to German ; attended

«church the next ‘Sabbath
GY

4 vee

but he seemed to-havews#t that earnestness
whe had ‘when in the vigor of health. He
“assisted the writer in administering the sac-

rament, and the feeling manner in which
he spoke of Christ, the sacrifice for sin, will

not soon be forgotton ‘by those
Father's table.

around our
:

“protest.

to produce no hopeful effects.
He seemed
to go very rapidly toward Jordan's edge.
The writer visited him a few days before
his death, and he manifested a strong de
sire to once more get to the.church, and
make one more effort to save sinners.
He
manifested a strong trust and coufidence
in God.
He could
say with Paul, “I

In last paragraph but one, for Rev.

he seemed

to be resigned,

and these that stood around his bed could
not but say, “Let

me

die the death

of the

‘righteous, and let my last’ end be like his.”
He desired to depart at once, but God saw
fit t0.hold him amid the dashing waves of
the river a long time.
He suffered a great
".4leal, but we believe for every groan he has
been able to sing a note of praise to God in
heaven.
In the morning, Just as the sun
spread its light over the earth,and the birds

David

Onve read Rev. David MeClure.

reared

so well, —well? nay, I must abate the mod-

ifier a little.

They did intend to bring him’

him up well ; he was well fed, well clothed,

He was taught,—noteit ye parnoble

lessons of self-restraint in

isolated

from

the individual life. \It is not the fictitious
heliness of names, associations, ceremonials.
It is not anything that is false, mean, un-

joy. Iknow well enough what sort of persons some are who have been found in the
Christian church, and who are yet found. .in
it, and always. will’ be.

But no

fair

man,

has the good of his species at
have the disingenuousness- to
follies, falsities, and fanaticism
or corrupt ecclesiastics withthe

It is Christianity

early youth, and when he came to the with the Lord Jesus Christin it, that I am
threshold of manhood with ungovernable interested in promulgating, and if it suffers
passions,

he

flung

back

from its professed friends so much more the
pity. .
!
Now I insist that it is ‘character shaped

censure to those

who should have taught him self-denial, and

gave loose reinsto the appetites too surely

after the highest ideal

formed, and'most fatally to be indulged.
. At twenty-three he was a. confirmed subjeet of the worst form of mania a potu.

(because

divine)—

pure and true and sweet in its depths—in
the possession of which manag brought into
the harmony of God, and hence fulfills his
glorious use, that the Christian religion, as
taught and exemplified by its divine founder, proposesto create ahd nurture. The
material out of which this is to be accom-

“Young man,” said \his able physician,

as it came dashing down the hill-side, seem- asked the reckless youth.
ing to say, salvation full and free,—so beau“Not more than two years” was the omin~ |
*. come “down and enjoy the glory of the

of ethical

pure Gospel of Christ.

when he was restor
to a conscious
were singing high notes of praise, with not state, ‘‘ young man, if you continue your
a discordant sound to lessen the glory of habits you vill surely kill yourself.”
the morning,—the distant sound of water,
*¢ About how long will it tdike, Doctor ™?

tiful was the scene that seemingly angels
would almost wantto leave heaven and

It is not an aggregation

notions to admire in a book,

who really
heart, can
identify the
of ignorant

well cared for in all home comforts. But
his individual pleasure was too much indulged, his appetite pampered, and desires

ents,—no

intellectual

rounded fullness of beauty and strgngth.and

He was so young,~—only twenty-five,—so
brillant, so accomplished ; had been

an

generous, cowardly, or enervating to the
body or soul. Itis the glory of Christ's
Gospel thatit is snited to make the very noblest type of character—to perfect life to a

i

Mournful Suicide.

know in whom I have believed.” «His faith
was not shaken. In the last hours that he gratified.
was conscious

belief.

Runnells,” near the bottom of the preceding column.

Le

Christianity is not merely

Me., read Standish, Me.
The expression, ‘“relative of the late Samuel Runnells,” near the top of
the 2d column, should follow the name ‘ Samuel

From this time all medical skill seemed

lished is sometimes very poor.” Take the
ase of a coarse,
erson, addicted

ignorant, narrow-minded
to bad ‘habits and living

ous reply.
;
;
amongst vicious associates, and nothing
But ere the time had passed by, with its
¥
short
of a mirsele ‘could comvert:him at once
many loathsome scenes of debauchery, he

morning,—just at this time, God saw fit to was again, for many weeks, in charge of the

to a manhood clean, balanced,

beautiful,

exalted, But if Christ can capture his
cut the brittle thread of life, and let the spir- prophetic physician,
~
pa)
heart, if a moral revolution, through the
it of Brother Wilkins flys from a world of
*“ You are yet 80 young,” said the doctor,
{ipower of the Holy Ghost, can be effected
“that total abstinence may, in time, restore
suffering to a land of never fading glory.
in the roots and springs of his nature, then
© His remains were carried to Coventry for the almost wasted agencies of life; but in- he is confessedly in a fairer way of . better
burial, it being. the home of his early days. dulge once more,—if. you* take but™a single growth than if the subject of no such com-

The large attendance at the funeral and the ‘glass more, you are a. dead man ! »

« dleep fweling that prevailed, gave ‘eyidence
. of the abiding friendship between
a good

~The

doctor

spoke

like

o

one’ who knew

whereof he asserted, and the young man

we felt that the clrarch had lost one of its
+ best, preachers, “and |

“best friends.

rs.

The funeral was

the waiter, assisted by other

“brethren,

:

ists do with
one of their strength to drive, he again went to on of likely to fare
attended by his old haunts in the suburbs, and——Yes, Christ's ?
ministering he was 'car¥ed home, with less of life than
Where the
i131" death, and in a few hours the flickering

flame of life went out.
att
The following resolutions War passed at |,
Heart-anguish, exhausting tears,a gloomy
‘the June Ses on of the McDonough Q. M.,
Was Pg

in view
of his

[3

y

funeral, an early grave,—a sad record.

Godin
his: providénce lias seen i Death Speaks! oh, reader, dost thou hear?
fhe of our | i
Jo the minis~| Hast thou to-lurking causeto fear?

Tkins, from

earth to his reward in heaven,

Resolved,1. That in the death of our broth-

Hast not o'er the thee sparkling how]

Constant, commanding, sly ¢ontrol ?
Betimes reflect, betimes
Are—

Though rudd; 7, healthful now and fair,

such

a

case?

Would

he be

better in their hands than
:
:
individual is

giftsof sensibility

born

him

Then passed away fainter and fainter :
Their words I could even repeat.
Then thought I it may be a warning;
*

And then they came back to my presence,
Repeating the beautiful strain;

Then floated away in the distance,
And soon ’twas their mission to carry
The jewel—her spirit—away,

And leave me alone with the casket—

~

The beautiful casket of clay.

he

contemners of the Christ of

his

be a valiant

sleep-

. Receive them, and teach them, and guide them,
In harmony, wisdom and light.
aii
0 God, make me sweeter and purer,
That I may grow like her each day:
And then she can welcome me better,
‘When I shall the summons obey.

people here, half lying down on their

citizens. See there! he
room, and falling down
the feet of the man who
and begins to talk very
ingly to him. (To the

.

With hearts that are bleeding and torn.
My love reaches broader and deeper;

- .

principle

rushes right into the
on his knees, clasps
had been speaking,
earnestly and pleadscholars.)
o is

this

Jesus:

‘‘Be

not

believed

| How had he yn that he did? ‘On this,?
as a string, thri
1] the facts Of the lesson.
How the Ruler came to believe, What kind
of faith: his going to- Jesus on such an er-

rand showed.
His worship, his patience at
the interruption by the way, How implicitlv he puts all things into Jesus’
gives up all to him. Jesus takes

hands,
posses-

sion of
the house.
How safe, how
blessed
to do so. Only believe, and death and life

and all things, shall'work for your good.— +
18. 8. Teacher.
1

—

‘HE THAT

1S NOT

WITH

ME 'IS AGAINST

ME.” ‘You don’t'mean to call'me an enemy of religion, do you ?” said a farmer to a
gentleman who was urging him to Beeome
a friend of Christ.
‘+ He that is not with me is against me,’
are Christ's words. © Are they. not decisive
of the question ?” replied the gentleman,
-*Bat--af-friendly to religion; replied
the farmer,
;
“Friendly ? How? You. do not revile

The darkness is tinging with light.
The mingling of laughter and voices,
The patter of tottering feet,
The smiling of innocent faces,
Awake in me memories sweet.
Each one seems a brother or sister

Christ, I know ; but do you“serve him ? Do

you avow yourself: his disciple ? Are you

his disciple ?
speech declare
ry to salvation
“I do not

Do you by your life and
that faith in Christ Ny necssa?
profess faith in Christ, sir,”

said the farmer,

*‘and, of course,

I can not 4

consistently urge the faith on others.”
“Then, you see,” replied the gentleman,
“that your influence is against the aceeptance of Christ by others.
Its voice is,
“Personal faith in Christ is not a very important matter ; if it

were,

I should

seek

" The farmer was silenced.
He felt that «
his friend was right. He saw that not to
be on Christ's side

is

to

be

against:

him;

not to be marching with his pilgrims to
heaven is to be marching with his enemies
to hell. He was right. There is no middle
course. Every man is fighting for Christ
or against him.
Reader, where do you stand—with Christ
-or against him ?
TEACHERS’ MEETINGS.
Some meetings
held under - that name hardly answer the
intended purpose.
‘
The teachers’ meeting must not degen
| erate into a Bible-class, spending the hour
| listeningto two or three sind members
| discussing some curious, question thai never

| can be settled.
| Neither must the teachers’ meeting degenerate into a prayer-meeting in which
the

members

get all

in

a

glow of

pious

rassion and strong desire.
ere is a place
| for all things.
All things are beautiful in
their place. But passion, unction. though
very profitable in a pulpit ezhortation after
instruction, is quite out of place in the ordinary routine of any pity
Neither Should
the meeting degenerate
into a. lecture wherein the teachers hol
their cups, while the leader trickles for an
hour with

information

derived

from

Bible

dictionaries and commentaries.
The ideal teachers’ meeting
is a. Sunday
school in small.
It is a Sunday school
class, drilling beforehand in order to separate and drill ten or fifteen other classes in
precisely the same way.
~~

How To CoME TO
how should we come
feet are our desires;

.

REPENTANCE.
But
to repentance? Our
we

are

what

we

de-

sire to be, and where we desire to be.
Mary was not where she was, butwhere
her desire was,

and that

was

with

Christ.

When we earnestly desire repentance, we
are at it. There may be a faint, languid

wish of repentance—‘‘Oh, that 1 were am
otherman!”
This is a foot, but a lame

foot; the soul can not walk upon it. There
may be an unwilling willingness to repent,
which is a preposterous foot turned
backward, “Fain would I repent, but I am
loth to lose the sweetness of my sin;” so
watermen look one way and row another;
they give a look toward repentance, but
their actions meve toward wickedness;
they would arrive in the east, but they steer
their course westward.
We can not go
upon stilts and crutches to heaven. Hearty
prayer ‘and diligent endeavor,. these are
the two sound legs whereon wé must come
to repentance.—

Adams.
v

—

IMPORTANCE OF METHOD.
Knowledge
is necessary to the teacher, but especially
the knowing how to use knowledge was well
illustrated by Hon. Job Tuckerman before

a Sunday school Convention in Ohio:
In reference to individual labor, it has
been said that a man without method knows
just what he knows; a man with method

nows mdre than he knows.

Standing as

an engineer or a pijot,the Christian edueit='"
or should certainly work by a plan.
He

should, however, possess a

quick instinct to =

perceive emergencies requiring
modifications of his plan when in actual operation.
Heshould intuitively grasp the. principles by
whith he is to be guided, and then by. enpaging the attention,by awakening thought,
y charming’

the

soul

into

&-love

of

the

As through disappointment we move ;

especially has the most peaceful, kind, and
noble face I ever saw. A well dressed, dignified looking man, but who looks tired

In sanctification of sorrow,
The world seems the field of my love,

Our God knew our weakness and frailness,”
And forming these links of our love
He carries them over the breakers

P

And anchors them firmly above.
Roll on then, O time! beating ever

and

sad,

keeps

close
to the man

noble, loving face. But, oh, see there!
What is that miserable, poor, sickly-looking
woman about? See how stealthily
she is
creeping up behind the man with the calm,

kind face. 'Isshe crazy?

was a man

The singing leader

of skeptical

tendencies,

moral '

and upright, though far from being a Christian. One Sunday the hymn “Even Me™ ,
was commenced as usual, but when the
leader cameto the passage :
“Pass me not, O gentle Siviour,

Is she Foing to

| murder him? See how pale she
How she trembles? Just see her

°

with the

one of our

in'and Sabbath schools,

Let me live and cling to Thee,

looks?
stretch

his ‘voice quivered, his frame shook, and in
anguish he cried out, “Pray for me!” It
To the scholars.) Who is she? What was a scene. of thrilling interest, and earnest
oes she want?” ete. Two other descrip- prayers then went up from teachers and
tions of this kind ave mapurally: sugsectod: Scholars, that he who had so long sung the

out her long, bony arm and touch his robe.

Sometimes as I sit in the gloaming,
The stars-peeping out from the sky,
I think that the ungels are coming,

by the lesson ; one of the &cene when Jesus

And Mary’s bright spirit is nigh.

reaches Jairus’ house, and one in the room
of death, when the girl is raised. This com-

pletes the work. ;

:

1

When ' grief sits down, folds its hands,

upon its own tears,

;

No lecture. * No *“ appli-

cation.” Tfyou have been successful, the
scholars have seen Jesus, .and’is not that:
enough?
J

_(5.) Suppose you want to stir the emotions, and make the class feel what a blessed thingit is to have

such a tender, loving,

and almighty friend as Jesus is. *¢ Chil
dreny did any. of you ever have a little
brother ora sister die? Tell me all about
it?" Let them stir their own hearts, again
with“that old soirow ; the wasting sickness

sweet songs of Zion,

without feeling their

power, might now sing with the spirit and
= Their prayers were

the understanding.
soon.

anawered;

for

in

the

evening

the

skeptic confessed. Christ openly, and announced his intention to serve him, and
ever since has been a faithful Christian,
ni

FrESH Ar.
quent demand

“Something fresh” is a fre*
in pulpit and press. © Above

all things let us
have fresh aiw,. says the
Rev, T\ 1, W, Talmage:
¢
:
Give us ventilation, We want air in our
Sunday school .rooms,
Air! Not such as

we find in the damp cellars and basements

But pure air, such as
. Life is made up of moments—and ‘a stc- —the doctor's coming,—the kindness of of our’ churches,
triends-—the unavailing sympathy,—the aw- ‘comes panting off the sea, or comes sweep-.
cipleship of Jesus.. But ordinarily, for cession of well-spent moments makes a ful,
sad” moment, —the room of the dead ,— ing down from mountain ‘hights, oris w
people as they go, what possible help to well-spent life.
wil
the funeral. - Mingle your tears with theirs. ed over the meadows laden with the aroma
Give us
the most noble and useful life, have these
Then turn their thoughts to the scene of of whole acres of clover-tops.
that

A man must not liye jto eat and

drink,

Gospel does not afford, and infinitely more ? butto use. his life for the attainment of hap*| Do the free religionists insist upon the most

piness,

°

Sh

ol

,

it"

row, crooked street.
They seem much ex. “EVEN ME."The Congregationalst reports
cited.
‘A few men,—about a dozen,—are | a marked instance of the power of the Hoclose Jogether, and seem calm ; one of them
ly Spirit that lately octurred in-

may not be sure of illustrating in the dis-

God,

-

man on his knees ? Who is he whom
truth,
by the communication of correct prehe holds by the feet? What does this- cepts,
he may be instrumental in developnew comer want? Thus having brought ing a strong, symmetrical Christian characthe scene vividly before the class, let them
ter.
:
fill out the details. Then start again:
1
bl
see a great crowd hurrying through a nar-

My prayer takes a loftier flight; = |
:
Each comforting ‘promise seems sweeter;

sorrow becomes our master.,

‘and

sides on wide lounges around a long table.
They rest on their left elbows, their heads
are toward the table and their feet exténd
from it.
ey have been eating. Itisa
feast. Now they are through, and one of
them is talking. Oh, see there! Who is
that man coming in such haste? He is well
dressed, and looks like one of the

Ah! now when TI see a crib empty,

Thy surges of constant unrest,
For nothing henceforward can sever
My soul from the land of the blest.

own
you
you

them. = After hearing the lesson, begin this
part of the exercise by saying, “lamin a
strange city, The streets are very narrow
and crooked, and all looks odd indeed. 1
will go into this house. There are a great

‘| many

They tell me, in those beautiful regions,
That guardians holy and bright,
Ea

A coffin-lid close o'er a form,
I know how to sympathize truly .

words of

&

want to bring the scene itself v widly before

And led up to heaven again.

and mournfully feeds

he will

THE TEACHING. ‘Settle in "your
mind before hand just what impression
want to make with the lesson, and how
will do it. I give a few specimens:
. (a.) You have quite young pupils,

in weaving the dim shadows that a little exer-

is no admirable feature of character that

whether

di

Or may be perhaps I am dreaming;
Forget it and let it pass by.
:

in $ tion might sweep away into a faneral pall,
with fine the strong spirit is shorn of its might, and

and intelligence, there

to show

soldier, orian idle, sluggish seutinel,
ing; at his post.—S. S. Workman.

Is it one of the children, or I?

Yea, ¢hide me, and call it a fancy;
manding and blessed force., Of course,
It may be, indeed, you are right;
with the best Christian nurture, . such a perBut surely it never can harm me,
son, in some points, must advance slowly To think Mary is with me to-night.

man and the surrounding community. As was evidently startled. Perhaps he sincere- toward the perfect standard that is set . bethe coffin was lowered down in the grave ly resolved never again to touch the mad- fore him,’ But what could the free religiondening bow!, and yet, soon as he got

-

pa

in feeble health,

-

Corrections
: In article No. 15 of these sketches, 4th
in
line of 3rd paragraph, for Sandwich,

(c.)You wishto impress the thought sug-

gested by the

afraid; only believe,” (Motto: ** All things
are possible to him that believeth.”) Notice
!{-just when Jesus said this,—in the last exLa tremity, Hadg not the Ruler

: A Higher Standard.

and providen-

ITAA
oereAr
——

emer

they talk about
death in the Ruler’s house,~—th3 willing Sav-- fresh air! In the ‘churches
the time
power. the ministers being dll. One-half
We aré not balfas
Oh,what would you give for suzh a friend ? it is bad ventilation.
| dull as the people think we are. , *
He may be yours,

jour—his tender love,—his mighty

»

(3

i]

-

Before slow reason lose her stay,
Reform, Postponed another day,

‘

-

‘When we shall plan for endless years;

( And joy

in Ged, 3nd ow

Lie in the sole tomb that

The tomb of all our hs

our

fears

appears

.

2

_—

There, beckoning to some shining throne,

| in elegance,

Our suffering darlings, crowned our own,

we shall ‘distance all

nothing of the religion ~of such

———Amd-if; obyytng Love's command,

" Among those ransomed ones shall stand
Some soul uplifted by our hand,
1
What praises will be due!
And oh! to see our Saviour smile,
We being certain all the while
The sin that did our souls defile
And made us ery ** Unolean, ”

Is blotted out; as from the sky,

'

When the great sun goes shining by,
Are the dark clouds that threatening lie,
As if they had not, been!
.
;
LJ

So that He whom our souls adore,
Can look us through, and o’er and o’er,

compe-

| tition, and fill and sell the pews at once, ac| corling to ‘the ’ popular phrase.
To sa

Shall fold us in a bliss unknown;
The patient, tried, and true!

:

olent,

and

rural clergy are benev- |

have a real concern

terial welfare of those
many

are

under

self-sacrificing;

for the ma-

their charge:

not a few

assid-

uous in discharging their pastoral functions.
But the ‘‘ parson” is the legally-recognized
head of the village community. He is, naturally

the

friend, ally, and

often-

cottages,or to condemn

the immoral

action of the game-laws. In fact, his position hardly : warrants him in urging proposals in the direction of those social reforms
which are so urgently needed in the rural
districts.
Then the rural clergyman enjoys a monopoly, which he, like all monopolists, is

them;

as in

| your

money

before

you

have

it, or

see

where you can get it.
In choosing a building

ou éven

ask

information of your

clerks,

ministers in those churches called, to distin-

Secret of a Praying Soul.
Gils ———g—
:
I doubt if there is one man who has been
for any length of time in the habit of going
to God in prayer as a child goes to a father,
wii ir) | not be able to testify to innum.’

guish them, orthodox, pride themselves on
account of their relief from all the embar-.
rassments of creeds, and interpret Scripture
with remarkable

freedom, on

collision with them.

as

whereof he teaches and affirms:
Again, and more

homely

re

plied the poor

would think me,

recognized:

‘I

friend,” said the gentleman, ‘¢ where do you

question-thaf if I think you will be in twenty years ?”

on this matter

WE
m

£

requires

of education.

the aids and

‘As a teacher,

the

7

600D

needs

but it must be en-

some

aquaintance

with Christian casuistry to direct the chui®h
in those meetings

where he holds the place

of honor and service, and may contribute
most of all to the harmony and efficiency of
the brotherhood.

He needs to have a sense

of the greatness of his respensibility in
guiding diseipline, so that candidates may
be duly admonished of the qualifications of
membership, so that backsliders may be reclaimed, and so that the ordinances may
not be performed by the unbelieving and
the immoral.

And he needs to know, as we

have dlready suggested, the limits of his
power, that he may not aspire to be, what
80 many examples among his race, so many
encouragements of circumstance, so many of

Old.

“ Songs of Salvation,” by
Perkins ‘and Rev. Alfred
e best

the method he

to

and

dp;

book

out.

T. E
Taylor

Only

$30

hundred.
Aa Send 25 cents for a copy,
ry it. SF

133 Eighth St., New

York.

t27

3875 to $250 per month,
Clinale, to introduce the

GENUINE

GEORGE

HARD AND TOUGH

‘

The Fall term will commence on Tuesday,
and continue eleven weeks.
ly

Languages

at

least, a

“In heaven, I hope,

versation,

the

sir,”

old man,

cheerfully.

re-

On further con-

geptleman found ‘that this

you full?

Are you full?”

.

Prices reduced one quarter.

servatory of Music,

Eben Tourjee.

nited with N.

under

Con-

direction of Mr.

German,

French,

and

GREEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.
The Summer Term of Green Mountain Seminary
will commence May 4th. For particulars, apply to
C. A.
MOOERS, Principal.
Waterbury Center, Vt., Apr. 8, 1871.

AG ENTSREY:

WANTED
FOR
ery
and
will
&c:,

. SECTS AND CREEDS DIFFER, but there are no dissenters from thie general principle that a great medicine
is a great Dleselnz, We have many of these blessings, but
among them all, in the province to. which it belongs, none
greater than
.

_ 1m?

Music

Facilities for

painting, unsurpassed. Fall Term begins SEPTEMBER 14th. "For Catalogue address REV. CHAS. W.
CUSHING.
4126

=

and he" found no rest till he sought ‘the
fullness of the blessing of the gospel of
Christ.”
Secure the genuine article only.
Christian readers, here is a.guestion for
SOLD BY ATT, DRUGGISTS.
L
you. It is not as to your knowledge or capacity ; your. capabilities, or talents; it is |
-not *“ How large is the vessel?” but *“Is it
full?” Is your joy full?
Are
you “filled
with the Spirit?”" Are you * full of the Ho1 ly Ghost and of faith.? ”
A cup, though very small, may be full.
And it matters not iow little, or how weak,
or how feeble a Christian is, if he is only fill.
And if he is full to-day, he may be full to-

$8.00
$2.00.
$1 50.
wish

~ LASELL
FEMALE
SEMINARY.
AT AUBURNDALE, MASS.
;
School raised to full college
grade, including Greek.

Full?”

- "The question went to the doubter’s heart

$6.00

formation furnished on application to the Principal,
M. E. SWEAT, Sec.
N. Parsonsfield, June 26, 1871.

METAL,

Aperient.
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to board themselves.
i
Board at the Boardiog house and in good: families
for $3 00. Wood and lights extra.
Any
further in-

ITS

Seltzer

0

Music
Use of Instrument
Penmanshi p
Suitable rooms can be obtained by those who

|

DR.

STEVENS’

The Parables

16

NEW

of Our

Saviour Unfolded.
One vol. 8 vo., 8 steel engravings.

Boston.

’
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He is a petty ruler, who

credulous and perhaps

superstitious. dupe.

BN SLLTZER

‘Gteow17

beggar was rich in faith, and rejoiced even
's has prescriptive rights to maintain, not on- 1 know it, and the thing remains, therefore, in poverty, having a believing trust in
'
ly in ‘respect to the church and charchyard, a sécret between my soul and its Father Christ.
Surprised at the clear, scriptural views of
but over the souls of his parishioners. ~ The who is in heaven.
:
poor man, the
best of village parsons.will not seldom reI say that a physician "who was himself salvation expressed by the
entleman inquired where
he had got all
sent the spiritual action of Dissenters as an unhappily a stranger to the meaning. of
“I will tell you,” said he.
- intrusion into bis exclusive domain, and ¢ fellowship with$ God,” would in-tinctively Be knowledge.
in how many cases does he so regulate his put his finger on the wrist and scrutinize ‘¢ About nine or ten years ago, I was heg- morrow ; for while God énlarges his heart
shop-custom, dispense his charities, and ex- the eye of almost every one of the ten thou- ging at one of the houses in Royal Ores- to praise his name, he will also increase the
The'* Gems" and ** Pearls" of Song.
ert his social influence, as to crush this un- sand times ten thousand who love to pray, cent at Brighton. After waiting for some tide of blessing to fill the renewed soul.
authorized agency? Instead of * sweet- if he were to avow to him in a private con- time, as no one gave me anything, I turned © It is for us to inquire to-day, Are we doA servant then came ing all that God requires, and receiving all
ness and light,” how often is there bitter- ference what he - most surely believes as the and walked away.
ness and strife, because Nonconformists result of his own long experience of the after me, and said that a lady had sent a that he is ready to impart? = Ave we living
“AND HOW THEY WihRE MADE.
Many songs enjoy a transient popularity, and—are
‘ venture to assert their right to preach and blessedness of prayer. And you might as penny anda little tract, which she desired up to the full measure of to-day’s duties, and | forgotten.
Or,
THE STRUGGLES AND TRIUMPHS OF OUR
Others
acquire
n
permanent
reputation,
SELF-MADE MEN.
By J. D. MCCARE, Jr. The
teach in the clerical parish, or rather be- well try by argument to convice a child ’ I would read. It was that little book, sir, to-day’s privileges ?
and eontinue to sell largely for many" years, Such
which
taught
me
about.
faith
and
about
taking, instructive and universally sought-after
mest
ones
will
be
found
in
the
books
entitled
cause of the unreasonable, claims of the sucking an’ orange that the Jruit was net
The
great question of salvation is'to be
for years. Sells fust and easily, and de~
id
‘ educated gentleman,” called the clergy- sweet, as to try to convince such a man that being born again.”—Britesh Workman.
pettled here. It should not be left till hereAgents are clearing from $80 to
livers splendidly.
:
WREATH OF GEMS,
$200 per month, in spite of hard times. Send for eirman of the parish!
.
he was possibly mistaken. © And such men
after. We are to be saved now.
‘To-day ‘GEMS OF GERMAN ‘SONG,
'
|
extra terms.
notice
and
&e..
cular,
It can hardly be asserted that this policy easily believe all the statements about praythe day of salvation;” and if we are
GEMS OF SACRED SONG,
GEO. MACLEAN, Publisher, Boston, Mass
6mll
A Serious Word to Skeptics. issaved
of jealousy, if not of proscription, is obso- er that they read in the Scriptures—uot beto-day, we shall be saved in death,
- GEMS OF SCOTTISH SONG,
D 8.8. FITCH'S Family Physiciun, 96
=
/
—
PALS
.
dete. The exclusive claims of the rural cause they can convince a skeptic that
judgment, and. eternity.—
7 he Christian,
OPERATIC PEARLS,
:
7p ges; sent hy mail; free. Teaches how to cure
“Dr. Magee, Bishop of Peterborough, in
all dlvedses of the Joteon, skin, hair, eyes, compiex-.
clergy have not diminished, hut increased, Abraham's servant, for instance, asked of
SHOWER OF PEARLS, (Duets) and fon.
- Write to 714 Broadway, New York.
© ly,
of late years. They are not only endorsed God plain guidance in the matter he was in- some recently published sermons entitled
SILVER CHORD.
Providential Care. Hs
by the authority of the State,but, as it were, trusted with, and received it; or because ¢ Pleadings for Christ,” has this pertinent
All ofthe above are bound uniformly with the inANCHOR LINE STEAMERS
sanctified@y recent changes of opinion in they can historically demonstrate that when
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|.
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and
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them
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every
respect with all the modern improvements cals
was
an
Incarnation;
we
have
a
right
to
of the peasantry;
to
stifle
religious
life
by
Daniel
in
a
night
vision,
and
Daniel
blessed
to grow in Sabbath sunshine as well as
eine’)
culated to insure the safety,comiort and convenience
OO. DEATNON & CO, Boston,
the profession of ereeds and the observance the God of heaven ;” not because they can| say, if that perhaps prove to be a certainty, amid Saturday's rains?
Who _is it that
of pnreengers,
|
C.
HL.
DITSON
&
CO.,
Now
York.
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of sacraments ; persistently shitting out the establish by scholastic evidenee, cach sepa- if What we think possible is really the case, hears the cry of the raven on Sunday mornPASSAGE RATES, PAYABLE IN CURRENCY,
TO
GLASGOW,
LIVERPOOL.
AND LONDONDERRY.
then
if
you
think
wrongly
about
it,
you
will
enlighicnmont of the age {rom the.agriocul- rate narrative in Scripture whiely shows the
ing and feeds it? "Whois it that
keeps u
FIRST CARIN, $65 and $75, according to Location.
Cabin Return Tiokets, $150. jecutingbast accommodations.
‘tural mind; exercisinga virtual ‘censorship worth of prayer ;—but because, by “enter- have to suffer the consequences of your er- the pulsations of the heart, from which if
INTERMEDIATE,
$33.1
"ERAGE,
$928,
over opinions and books in their parishes; ing in at the. gate of prayer, they have roneous thoughts, If, when the man of God were. to withdraw His finger for a moParties sending for their friends inthe Old Country
can pirohase tickets at redueed rates. For further pare.
" prescribing Dissent, and bribing of threat. foundsthemselres og. ground where corres- science puts into your hands a book: which ment. each hearty would be still and life
th
NDERSON BROTHERS, 7 Sowing
» ening its ‘converts; discouraging whatever ponding phenomena ae not strange. *¢ The tells you of sanitary facts—of the. danger would instantly depart? In our hospital
LS)
NEWSPAPER
FACES,
of
infoetion—if
you
ja,
as
too
many
men.
religious enthusidkm is manifest outside the secret of the Lord is with them that fear
wards and sick rooms; in the broken limb
orthodox "boundaries ; and acting as a drao- "him, and he will show them of "his cove- do say, ¢ We do not believe your facts, we where the bone is gradually united’ in the.
chain Hoa natural progress ;—if these are, nant.” Thercis many a blessed ‘secret are skeptical about your teachings, we will I» severed
muscle, where amediatorial subBrus for churches, Acade
Electrotyping in all its Branches;
as wo
believe, for the most part, the ten- between every devout soul and its God, and ge on as we have done, we will'suspend. tance is ‘put forth that rejoins it; in the
mies,
WFaotories; ete. . of
clearus
give
you
till
Teast
at
v hich more haye been made at
it
is
idle
for
any
man.
who
isa
stranger
to
judgment,
dencics of" the rural clergy, now as in past
our
health that returns to the withered frame—
DONE IN THE BEST MANNER.
thin
establishment
than at all the
er
proof
'—what
will
be
his
answer?
*I
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ACENTS WANTED.
TULL LIBRYRY OF VOCAL MUSIC, GREAT FORTUNES,

BOOK AND JOB TYPE
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WORK,

.
Price from $3 to $5. Christians of evsect will rejoice at the appearance of this beautiful
valuable book, and good
Agents, male or female,
reap a harvest in its sale.
For circular of terms,
iddress L.P. CROWN & SON, 199 Washington

Street,

Tarrant's Effervescent

Aug.

M. K. MABREY, Principal.
who will spend his entire time and energies in and
for the school. He will be assisted by teachers who
have had experience in the Dep.
ent assigned
them. A course of lectures of general interest will
be given by Clergymen, besides a course on anatomy and Physiology by P.W. McIntyre, M. D.
Terms Prima
$3.00
Common English $4.00
High English
os
$5.00

Las

A column would not suffice to enumerate the ailments for
which it is prescribed by physicians of the highest standing. Itdoes not belong to the class derisively enlled patent. medicines, but it is an article based on scientific anals
ysis, and will stand the test of the sharpest and most rigid
medical criticism as a cathartiesa stomachie, an anti-febrile
preparation, and an admirable remedy for all bilious
complaints. LET THERE
BE NO MISTAKE.

1871.
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his objections, the other turned, and fixing
his eyes on him, said, ¢“ Brother, you are a little vessel, but are

r

August 24,

NORTH PARSONSFIELD SEMINARY,

his own instincts encourage him to become
—a lord over God's heritage.

“Are You

Dep’,

* C. A. FARRELL, Secretary.
Pittsfield, Me., June 27, 1871.
?

IMPROVED

And its large varieties of

Preceptor,

geneWade, Pittafleld, Me.

THE BOSTON TYPE" FOUNDRY,
FOR

©

Winter Term commences
November 9, 1871.
For further particulars, Judress G. B, Giles. Unity,
Me., during the month of July, and afterward, E. Eu-

It makes the ** Elastic Lock Stitch.”

NOTED

A. B.,

Length of Term, ten weeks.

First Lotter Foundry in New England.

ALWAYS

B. FILES,

Fall Term Commences

here

1817.

CENTRAL
INSTITUTE,
PITTSFIELD, ME.

ing, Wax-work and
Wood Carving.
MRS. J. F. STEERE, Teacher of Music.
D. Aq WAITT, Teacher of Writing 4nd Book-Keepng.
4

Every second stitch can be cut, and still the cloth
can not be pulled apart without tearing it. We pay
c3 agents from $75 to $250 per mouth and expenses, or
a commission from which twice that amount can be
made.
Address SECOMB
& CO., Boston, Mass.;
Pittsburgh, Pa.; -St. Louis Mo.; or Chicago, Ill.
3ml6
2

IN

-

y

Miss L. MARIA SIMONS, Associate.
Miss ADDIE SAWYER, Teacher of Drawing, Paint~

ETE:

eve!

\

Lapham
Institutte.
TERM will commence on Monday, Aug.

EEA

Miss AROLINE M. FERNALD, Associate.
E. EUGENE WADE, A. B., Prin. of Normal

1 five years.
We will pay $1000 for any machine fhat
Twill sew a stronger, more beautiful or more elestic

COMMENCED

7

Miss NELLIE KNOWLTON, Preceptress,

COMMON SENSE FAMILY SEWING MACHINE.
is machine will stitch, hem, fell, tuck, quilt, cord,
<Qyind,braid and embroider in a niost superior manner.
I Price only $15. Fully licensed and warranted for

WD geam than ours.

"

of ALBERT R. SAVAGE, A.R., Prin:

MAINE

to]

. E. Perkins, Publisher,

spring, the flowery sum-

Piety is presumed,

He

MUSIC,

—

»

A. M. JONES, Sec.

~

No. Scituate, R.’I.. Aug. 10, 1857,

Sparkling.

New

Ent:

§

Complete courses of study for both sexes,
G. H. RICKER, Principal.

POPULAR.

colored

mer, the fruitful autumn, the frosty but
kindly winter, tracing forever the same
round, yet awakening a sense of novelty at
every retuin—is the presentation of things,
old and new, by the cultivated “preacher of
the gospel. In like manner there is need
of training to fit the colored preacher to
lightened.

a

DEVOTIONAL.

restraints

of vision, to multiply the resobrces, and

rule.

!

of au-

impart a perpetual freshness to instructions
which would otherwise become trite. Like
the varied yet uniform displays of the seabudding

A SALA-

.Good Poetry.

and

employs is precisely that which tends to
e Stalliz e into favorite phrases and figures.
Education is needed to enldyge the scope

sons—the

THIS!!

AGENTS

FULL OF LIFE.

proceed, and is

But now, in either instance,

PAY

1, 1872, and

cipal, assisted by other efficient Instructors.
horough instruction will be given in all branches.
Classes will be formed in Vocal and Instrumental
Music, Pencilling and Penmanship, if desired.
o The Trustees aim to ‘make this school one of the
est.
y
Address, for circulars or information, the Princ
pal, or
THOMAS TUTTLE, M. D., President,
.'8. TABKER, Sec’
Northwood, N. H., Yaty 10, 187.

RY of'$30 per week and expenses,or allow
a large
commission, to sell our new and ‘wonderful inyen ons. Address M.WAGNER& CO., Marshall, Mich.

confined within the legitimate limits of an
office which embraces neither prelates nor
politicians.
preacher

continued cha

41tf

READ

WILL

Jan.

’ Ai

NORTHWOOD SEMINARY.
°
The FALL TERM of this Institution will commence
August 23, 1871, and continue thirteen weeks, under

plain as any

were to narrate the half of what I am most
surely convinced of, I could haglly expect
even my best friends to believ ne. They

possibility of

AGENTS!

a

Compe

Lewiston, July 2,.1871.

whose Stock is one ofthe LARGEST
and BEST Se-

thority the colored preacher responds; he
speaks and thinks after the sy. of his people.
Learned or unlearned, he has the
password and the sign of African fellowship. And he easily wears and uses authority ; he will make an excellent disciplinarian when he has fairly comprehended’ the
principles on which he must

Superintendents

lected in the United States.

Monday,

Scanning, &o. The location of the school 80 near
the College and Theological School, affords advantages of association with students of a higher rank
and teulurg, The public lectures of these institutions
are invaluable.
.
¢

will find it forthe advantage of their Schools to send
all orders direct to
:
J
. Messrs. D. LOTHROP & CO., Boston,

His res |"

requirements

complete

SUNDAY SCHOOL BOOKS

ligious leader must be in some sort a chiefthese

MAGAZINE

and all Buyers of

a

France would be called Ciesarism.

the &inter-

have had such unmistakabte answers to
rayer—palpableto my own. consciousness,

Ron

Clergymen,

even harmonious thrusts. And the African
is possessed by that tribal spirit which in
both

als rye assortment

in every niimber one

ns

TERM

SuMMER TERM begins Monday, April 1, and closes
Monday, June 24,
,
.
A
Tuition $25.00 a year. .
Torn
'
L.G. JORDAN, A. B . Principal, with three Assists
ants,
{iy
Lh
:
The special work of this school is to fit students for
College, and it is open for both sexes. The school
being composed of only one department, a thoroughness in doing their work is secured from both teachers and
pupils, which is not ordinarily found’ in,
schools where so many kinds of work are
done. Th.
students are faithfully drilled in the Latinf%nd
Greek
languages also in
English Grammar,
etic,
Aubiey Geo, aphy, Ancient History, Algebra and
metry.
ecial artention is
given to reading.

prize stort value at $100.ews-dealers
Hort Dasat | doclamadion
0

SE

LATIN SCHOOL.

closes Friday, March 22.

10 cts, per copy. Splendid Preminms,
$500 cash to be
awarded for prize clubs, Specimen copy free. Address
8 8. WOOD, Newburgh, N. Y.
A
ii
1y42

particularly, the color-

and’ familiar illustrations, and

To

«+ SPRING
3

TROY BELL FOUNDRY.

* HOUSEHOLD

Bele-

ed preacher has ac won
ke a leader in
worship and discipline,
The
African mind
requires a peculiar method of teaching—
something imaginative and
proverbial,
having a certain rough resemblance to the
method’of old Thomas Fuller. Its emotions
are stirred not more sy impassioned tones
and appeals than by striking . fancies, plain’

tain,

NICHOLS

FALL TERM
begins Monday; August 2ist, and
closes Mobi mB
i
b

of Church, Academy, Fire Alarm, and other Bells
constantly on hand, and made to order, Made of Ganuine Bell Metal {Copper and Tin), H
with Rotar:
Mountings, the
and most durable ever used.
ALL BELLS WARRANTED SATISFACTORY. S¥-Large
Illustrated Catalogues sent free on application to
JONES & CO., Troy, N. Y., or, 149 Dearborn 8t.,
Chicago, 111.
pi
yal .
WOOD

est of a very elastic Gospel; and they eontinue to drift. Some falling into a more vi-

A gentleman . was - walking across a
meadow a few days ago, when he overtook a. beggar bending under the weight
of three-score years and ten, carrying a
bundle of sticks on his , back. , ‘“ Well, my

listening - God is -happily

OLD ESTABLISHED

We can not alter these |-XBOX, N,V... catablishod- 108,

Two Christian men were conversing at
olent current, or aiding it by their native
.impetuosity, float more rapidly outside their the table. One of them was bearing witness
narrated in the
k. And more than former channels, and enter at once.into, as’ to the blessedness of a holy life, and the cththat. The very commonest thing among they esteem them to be, broader seas.”
er, who had long heen a laborer in the Christhe mutual heart-confidences of Christians,
tian work, was speaking of the impossibiliEm
when they have overcome the natural shyty of his ever atiaining to such a state of
ness to speak of their most secret experiPoor Yet Rich.
blessing and rest. When he had finished
erable answers to ‘prayer,

TROY BELLS.

light; if you tell us Jou are. groping in the
dark, then we say take heed how you grope
—take heed lest these facts prove hurtful
and dangerous to you, if you come into

They write-books-about b
[am contentto say now that it is poor policy Him, and never ask Him to help them. in
| as well as poor principle to speculate thus the composition. They prepare sermons, Tonepusly concerning the physical facts in
| In church property, and most enterprises of even on Him, and never implore His aid in your’ own nature, or in the world around
| this kind bing bitter repentance.
Far bet- the preparation. The¥ “fish into" busihess you.”
| ter build within our means, and enlarge without ary consciousness that all -their
‘and beautify as opportanity may allow.
success must come from Him. They enChurch debts are fearful curses. Let dur gage in their professions and pleasures, un-|
The Colored Preacher.
congregations 160k well to this danger; and ‘mindful of Him
by whom are all things,
be content with ‘any excess of simplicity i
and for whom are all things. Be ye not
The following extract from Rev. Dr.
their structures rather than be ground mto like unto them. Do not disregard Christ.
- sermon, preached -recently" at
| the dust by a load of debt for costly finery. Xe are Christ's. Do you show it by fre- Winkler’s
| Subsgribe as generously as you can, and in- quent interviews with Him? Yqu consult Chicago, on the education of the eolored
| duce others to subscritfe ; but do not spend your partner; consult this Chief Partner. ministry, shows that he well understands

" times the protege of the squire, and must
support him in respect to the management
of his estate,or silently acquiesce in his plans.
We do not expect the clergyman to différ ences, is a confession of this kind, uttered
in politics from the landowner, to pester ‘in the low tone which is instinctively adopthim with complaints about public-houses ed in speaking on sacred themes, when the
on his property or the inadequacy of labor- utterance is honest, and the presence of a
ers’

about

‘as well

A

p

enough,

darkness

a course,I | | moment, entertain.

Drifting.

sibly, as a rule, the

if you think wrongly

there is danger in

conference with Him as to the direction of
their affairs, or the bestowment of their
means, or time or .words, they do not for a

s
- workmen, servants.
How
much more of
Nor find one stain forevermore ;
committee, it is your Lord and Master. You seek wisdom
And we can look on Him,
well to have at least one man who is prac- of the thermometer and barometer.
How
tically
acquainted with building, and who much more of Him who maketh winds and
Nor shrink, nor strive to hide, nor sigh;
knows the tricks of the trade and the ways weather. You ask advice of your wife how
But find it Heaven's joy to lie
of économy of material and work; also one to spend your gains. How much more of
Full in the light of His pure eve,
Made pure like Him, by Him!
man at least
who is used to large and ef- Him who alone has given you anything to
:
— Evangelist.
fective mong4
operations, and understands spend. !
.
how to make ways gnd means meet, and
“Ye are Christ's,” implies complete abone man at least who has some taste in ar- sorption in Him. He isallinall. He is
chitecture and knows the difference be- your breath; your thought, your love, your
The Country, Parson.
tween art and mechanism.
The minister wisdom, your business, your pleasure, your
i.
—
ouglit to be the best judge of religious fit- alter Ego, your other and
greater gelf.
The invaluable influence of an educated
ness and effest, and a copehugation does You think _His thoughts, feel His feelings,
gentleman in rural parishes, and the hu- | well to consult as far as~ possible, the de- live His
life, You are not” your own.
manizing and civilizing effect of his pres- | vout sentiment and Christian. wisdom of a You are dead, and your life is hid with
I once knew an Christ in "God. So live, so love. Then
ence, is one of the stock arguments for an cultivated clergyman,
Established Church. Sir oundell Palmer, | honest and well-meaning man who moved will you have perpetual peace and power.
that his minister should have no vote on
in the recent disestablishment debate in | the building committee for fear of his med- Then will nothing trouble you above your
ability to easily bear. Then will you go
Parliament, rung melodious changes on dling ‘With matters out of his line, and who, forward cheerfully on the path of life, abin spite of his minister's protest, led off the sorbing to yourself all that is good, repellthis sentimental and well-worn theme :
that entailed enormous debt.
ing all that is bid, serene of soul, dwellI do not wish to speak against hy
class : movement
As
to
the
different
styles
of
church
buildbut I must say that the class of al other ing, I have no space here for minute criti- ing in the heavens. All are yours, bewhich
has attracted my, sympathies, accord- cism. The Gothic in all its varieties, from cause ye are Christ's and Christ is God's.
Here and hereafter, life and death, time and
ingto the opportunities I have had of observ- the
round arch to the pointed, and from the eternity,” finite and infinity, creature and
ing them, 1s the class of the poor, and severe
English ecclesiastical styles to the
man, angel, devil even, to connot least of the rural poor. I can not im- pliable and convenient Italian adaptation, Creator,
quor, heaven to .dwell in, hell to subdue
agine any institution to which this characs the best suited to our American
people, and shun, all are yours, for ‘ Ye are Christ's,
ter of the laboring
poor, so far as it really and
allows good architects to do what our and Christ is God's! "—Zion’s Herald.
@ prevails among
em, is due, more than to people
generally want. The Greek style is
that which has placed in the center of the
costly if its columns are stone. The
population of every parish in the country very
Roman style, if grand, with the dome, is bad
a man educated and intelligent, whose busi- for sound,
iii 0
ness it is to do themgood, whose whole
The New York Advocate illustrates a story
great point as to good architecture
and sole business is to take care of their souls is The
to make sure of a good architect. The of Dr. Cheever’s of sriling sixty miles one
_ as far as by God's help he is enabled to do common
course is to ask a number of archi- way, and finding themselves thirty the othso, and in every other way, in all circumstances of life, to be their friend and coun- tects to compete in their plans, and give er, with these applications:
the work to the author of what seems to be
selor.
In proportion as he ~does that work,
*¢ Changes in the theological world quite
the-best design, and the result is that the
he does a thing of inestimable value.
Of
as often as in the political, result from driftcommittee
are
perplexed
between
many
decourse it is very imperfectly performed, signs on paper, which give a poor idea of ing.
The Church has constantly floated
even by the best men; of course there are what the building will redlly be when erect- away from its periods of purity and reformany among the clergy who do not: rise, ed,
and that the designs themselves are apt mation into seas where deadly calms reign,or
as nearly as they ought, to the hight of such
to be fanciful and ambitious,~more fitted to has been slowly and unconsciously borne
a calling, but it is not the less, true of the
take the eye than to grow upen the judg- along by" fatal tides into dangerous quick_ parochial clergy, taken as a whole, that ment.
It is far "better
for a committee to sands of unbelief. . There have been continthey do this work, in a degree, and to un look about
among the best . hurches near ued eras of recovery necessary under specextent,
which is of inestimable
value.
far, to get an idea of -about what they ial divine providences, as in the German and
There may be other means by which the and
want and can afford to have, and then fix English Reformations, to warp the spiritual
condition of the poor may be and ought to
Church back/ again into its true chanel.
be improved; but nothing is more certain upon some competent and reliable architect But still the Church drifts. Formulated
to
serve
them,
upon
fair
and
carefully
stipthan that, as a class, they will never cease
creeds and books of discipline, like so many
out of the land; and nothing could ever ulated terms, until he gives thém a design buoys, point out the deep water, and, at the
It
supply to them the want of such benefits to their mind, and within their means.
| is very dangerous to go for the cheapest and same time, serve to show how considerable
as these.
’
If plainer walls so a proportion of the fleet is between them and
The Nonconformist draws another pict- | most plausible man.
save
expense
as
to
allow
tke building to a dangerous shore, floating toward it. The
ure:
3
stand
upon
ample
ground,
with an extra noticeable tendency at this hour among
Every rural parish, it is averred, contains
lot
or
two,
great
is
thé
gain
in
economy and Christian teachers and their people is to
an educated and intelligent gentleman whose, so also in beauty.
drift.
Liberal minds so called, naturally besole business is to do good to the parishioncome more liberal.
Many of the young
ers, and to be their friend and counselor.
We do not deny that, |
That is the theory.
to some exient,it is realized in practice. Pos-

passing
‘perilled

~

And pore o’er secret wonders past,

While Heaven’s revolving ages last,
Yet we no older grow!

CO.

136 WASHINGTON ST ,
you, if you be doubtful; rememBOSTON, MASS,
ile you: are doubting, time is
; if’ these be facts, then you are im- CAPITAL STREET, CONCORD, N. H.,;
No. 4 GOPHIC BLOCK, BANGOR, ME.

|

and continues 12

weeks. Tuition,
$6.00; Incidentals, $1.00;°Penman-.
shid. #1 50 for twenty fessons; Instrumental Music,
with
use of instrument, AL;
Board, $3.00" per
waek; Board in clubs, #3.
or less; Rooms for self
boarding at reasonable rates.
{
N. B. Special instructions during this term to stu.
dents preparing for teaching.
.
WM. REED, Sec.
Ridgeville, Ind., July 8, 1871.
$
29,

AND FOR SALE BY ALL FIRST-CLASS GROCERS,

‘When we shall fly ‘on errands vast,

MACHINE

COLLEGE.

FALL Term begine August22d

—

THEHOWE

of science does; and

&c.

ST., BOSTON,

Thirst not forevermore !

RIDGEVILLE

SEWING MACHINES !
ARE THE BEST IN, THE WORLD.

entreaty, and not of denun-

the man

Academies,

HOWE

4

.

No. 65 CHATHAM

The vital, balmy air,.and still

and

“as

3

DAVIS,

\

ing

a

CURTLS

.

‘When we shall hear the cooling rill, ~
And feel the fountain’s freshness fill

on the con-

cs

The World-Rensnned

ELIAS

denunciation

of God's anger upon unbelievers—(God forgive us if we ever speak so!) but we speak
to you in the same tone of warning, and
not
of threatening, in the same fone of

I

:

BY

For Juily bread ; but, wondering, suy,
“ We unger now no more!”

The Apostle closes a burning climax with

in

R35

rom

merely And
because
you suspend your
we say to you, not in an-

ger, not in bitterness,
' not

the exalting word, ¢- For ye ure Carist's and
Christ is God's,” Are you Christ's? Many

talk about Flip commendingly

1871.
=

judgment.)

fdthd trary, Who feels that he is His? ‘What is
Look erore you leap. 1 Begin by in Ing such a feeliig? That’ of entire disposses| to find out what you really want.
Try-to sion by
ourself, All unrenewed: people
learn, first of all, abotit how much you can have a faficy that they are their own, They
afford to spend upon your edifice, whether ‘an do what they will with themselves.
ten, or twenty, or fifty, or a hundred thou- They can employ their affections, their
| sand doHars, or half a million, and what is time, their money, their brains, on what
the utmost limit upon which you care to ‘they please. If they owe allegiance to an’
venture,
io
person, it is to those of their own household,
It is safe to remember that. nothing is or to human beings to whom they are inmore likely to keep away the’ very families debted; not to Christ. They may have a
whose substance and character ‘make them blind thought of something due to God,
desirable parishioners, than a burden of but: only in the sense of not violating any
debt beyond the ability of the congregation voice of conscience in themselves, that is,
| to pay. Itis as easy to build .congrega- of not opposing their better self. Any
| tions in your eye as it is to build castles in thought of personal allegiance to: Christ,
{the air, and to say that, if we only erect a they do not entertain.
Any affection for
| fine building and distance all our neighbors Him, any solicitation of His guidance, any
i

=

MANUF. ACTURED

When we shall ny more kneel and pray

p

;

26,

TE

Unequalled for all Family Purposes,

TE:
'

His first counsel

cape

JULY

=

hd

strange w ui eitheday,
he day
tly skengo

sweetly

ha

Are You Christ's.

Dr Samuel Osgood has some things to
say upon
economy in church: architecture
:

which are worth heeding.

STAR.

s————

MERICAN PEERLESS SOAP.

|

movin

7

|

mee

Awarded the Highest Prize at the Mechanics’ Fair, Boston,1869.

Church Architecture.
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MORNING

i

Stu.

Hinto the whole a large share of real genuine

He who causes the wrath

| soul.
To be an agveeable as

man, to praise him,

ha speiker, even in the presence of the masses,

: WEDNESDAY, JULY 26, 1871. Bi;
“

*.

T. DAY,

x

Editor.

be the

Far from it,

most

sa All communicatibns designed for publication
business,

to the Editor, and all letters on

remittances

of money, &c.,

should

be

ad-

dressed to the Publisher.

- Platform

Speaking.

world

runs very, much

sound,

yet

happy

ed.

to speech,

;

to cultivate this gift, if

and it is fortunate for us that so much of it

»the seas.

it be

:

men essubject,

in them, and

by study, pains-taking, careful preparation,
and practice, maké themselves efficient in

"there is any attempt at formality, is regard- | |
success

without

a

that its action’'on all leading subjects in the
Hence |
| interests of our Zion, shall have been wise

speech.

2ood speakers are always in demand.
" The occasions

for

the

exercise

and

commendable,

and

of this | *
ances true and faithful,

“art are never wanting.
A man adapte dto|
it, and practiced in it, will become a fave n- |
te in almost any community.
If rightly |
|
employed, that is, devoted to good and be- |
|
neficent ends, it becomes a means of great |
|

: influe nce, and an instrument of extensive |
"ns sefulness.
Itis a gift, so far as it is a|

it will occasion
know,

that

all

ho
its

its pulpit
able

less

utter-

effective,

gratification to

public

speeches shall have
ter as to commend
tour people and
give the assurance

and

discussions

and

been’ of such a characour specific mission both
to other peoples, and
of a purpose-and an abil-

ity to carry it through to the end.
gift, to be coveted, to be sought, and ifposdy”

sible acquired, as one of the ‘‘best gifts.”
Thereis no class of men

be more frequently employed, and wielded
to better advantage, than by Christian ministers; and .no profession furnishes more
successful platform orators, than the clerical. “And yet the number of good speakers, the men of this class of whom the people never tire, is sadly. limited.
Good
+ predchers,able preachers,powerful and pop-

|
|

|

——

Tis treaty has been

| has

been

but

little

very

quietly made,

commented

on,

has

| awakened no specidl sensation ; yet regarded in its various bearings and connections
it is a great event. We refer not to its
provisions in detail, nor.seek to anticipate
its adjustment of claims; but simply regard
the events leading to its formation and the
principles involved.
The niatter in controversy was a serious.
one. It was no trifie—some fancied breach

ular preachers, abound.
But out of this
class, even, comparatively few become fa-

vorites on the platform. In .our own denomination, while the pulpit has steadily
growa in that breadth of culture, and kind
of strength and efficiency adapted to the

of etiquette,

with

the.

Christian

sects

in

felt at

general. Take any denomination of like
“extent as ours, or ‘a section of any of the

the

a bit of disputed territorial

time, and

have ever since, as a

flagrant wrong of the highest magnitude.

The Engiish, from their stand-point, had
larger ones that shall equal our whole peo- their plea of justification. Old recollections

- ple numerically, and count the number of
favorite speakers, whose soul-stirring appeals” delight and inspire, —zount them
all on. the.ends of your fingers, and see if
you can not easily number them |
Take our own ministry, and what is the
prospect for the future? How many of our
young preachers, many of whom are doing
more than filling responsible pulpits acceptably,.and not a few of whom are promising
even eminence
in that sphere,— how
many‘of them give evidence of more than
medioerity, if indeed of that, in the depart
ment of Christinh influence apd usefulness
of which we are’now speaking >.
~~

and grudges had their influence,

ings of rivalry.

True they

mies of slavery, but the

also

feel-

were the ene-

American

govern-

ment legalized the institution,
and at the
beginning ofthe war seemed bound to perpetuate and extend it. Why should they be
very solicitous for the result of such a strife,

Ps

rile as ever, and under

boundary,some questionable prerogative,
changed times, it is very .much doubted or imaginary ‘advantage
of small value
whether our platform is as efficient as it to be gained or lost. Look at the grievance
was twenty or twenty-five years ago. Isit fromthe American stand-point. ‘When our
not at least in part due to this, “that our nation was struggling for existence with a
Conventions, Anniversaries, and General gigantic and most iniquitous rebellion,
Conferences are liable to be dull and unglingto break the fetters from four
interesting? Subjects for the highest or- millions “of slaves, which that rebellion
der of speaking,—missions,Sabbath schools, sought to rivet forever, privateers were fitted|
‘temperance, church extensions, &c.,—are and sent out from British ports, swept our
not wanting.
But, is it not true, that.to. a commerce from the ocean, burnt our mergreat and unnecessary extent, the men for chant ships by scores and hundreds, greatthese occasions and for this service are ly succored “and strengthened the rebels,
wanting?
A
made the result fora time doubtful, and
Perhaps we do not suffer in this respect much prolonged the bloody strife. “This we
in comparisen

“but to those who have few

object has been to make

While there is such progression

—r

1.
The Washington Treaty.

by whom it can |

to different classes. | of ing Sento:

readers—not only the critic and expounder,
but the common reader, the Salfbath sehool
teacher and scholar; not only those who

its circumstances awd

doctrines and

or none.

connections,

precepts, distinct

»

specious

and

often

‘its institutions and precepts, to destroy our
confidence in Christian character and expe-

rience, and substitute in place of true religion some ever varying scheme of worldly speculation, must be faithfully, earnestly
exposed, and the Scriptures in all their
fullness, simplicity and purity shown to

be

the only

sufficient rule of faith and

practice. Never was it more essential that
the young especially should be thus instruected, warned, and guarded, than

now.

Sab-

bath schools may and should, more than
they do, help in this work.
Doctrinal sermons also unfold, explain,
and

enforce

gospel:

It

the

great

principles of the

is mot necessary

that

these

should be set forth technically and systematically asin a polemical treatise; thou gh
it is sometimes interesting and useful to
have a distinctive doctrinal sermon, setting

forth some fundamental truth of the

gos-

been

The

and the

and clear,

To do this without obscurity from conciseness on the one hand, or repetition and pro-

would

have

and

responded, “Let

come, as we hope, intlividually united in er- were deemed most practical. “Opposing
and bles the world, With jor conflicting views have Tarely beet given,
fifteen maihute. speeches ona variety of top- | ® common language, so excellent in struet« ilest . confusion rather than
satisfaetion
|ics—fromi
88 many.
There
Here, Sl ure, 0 rich in its literatute, world-wide iin should be preduced. = Results often have to

toislisten to the discussion of a sin-

gle man, and mot when they. it down to: forts to elevate

passions, are

prevalence; with so rapid. advancement in,
i be stated, rather than ‘the précesses

, | science and art; with their vist résources,

—~

fixedby an ‘awake

power and influence on both- continents,
¥ho can tell how much and how soon’ Brit-

zeal

and America may acconiplish the
vation of other nations?

flavor

pleasantry,
ab. i

ory

in the justest

5

made known the

day

before, “and the

AN i

SNUBBING

~The hand ofGods Fisted 1a alr this. 1}

prof rtions, will,all othe. his power «is 'sesh in ‘judgihent, in the sub:

‘though

The Cheney case

is seemingly for from a state of rest. Con
demned by his supgrior in’ church mange
ment and canonical interpretation, he nev
ertheless’remains in his. pulpit and is supported by nearly his whole parish. If Mr.
Cheney has any of the “Old Man " left in
his nature he must have . enjoyed the recent

snubbing that his wardens gave the Bishop
who degraded him.
The latter gentleman
recently sent a letter to Mr. C.’s. church,
annbuncing Ms intention to hold an Episco-

.

ca

1

Yo

|

feature of the case that should awaken considerable concern if not actual alarm.

ance in making

preparations for

it as their

It is offices may require, - It is to be feared that

shown by personal investigation and unde- churchmen are very aptto stretch their conniable facts that the board of education,—
mostly Catholics,—is steadily expelling the
Bible from the public schools; that in sev-

sciences and to manufacture duty when they
become involved in differences of this nature:
In the present case both parties betray a
eral complete wards itis not read at all: good amount
of stubbornness; but’ if it
and that the city laws, which state express- shall help in disenthralling conscience and
ly that this Book shall be read to open the leaving the individual untrammeled in the
daily sessions of all the public schools, are exercise of duty, a good result will have
wholly ignored. >» The Principal of one of been reached.
the sixth ward schools,

who, by the

¥

way,

——A
REMARKABLY CO
OR. When the old Roman

The flew

ng

been already announced.

Affairs has

He has perform-

ed the arduous duties of his office with credit, and doubtless with

considerable

-

benefit =

to the Indian race. He has received his
fair share of detraction, and charges have
been laid at his door which, though almost
entirely swept away, still leave room for
suspicion and douht. ‘The Commissioner
gives asa reason for this step his dissatisfaction with the comparatively subordinate

position which he has been obliged

to as-

sume under the operation of the law constituting the Board of Indian Commissioners, These Commissioners are really out-

“with

no

nonsense

in it,

The truly popular mgn is he who modifies

his methods to meet varying circumstances.
The deservedly popular literary institution
is the one which varies its mode of instruction, its course of stady , and even its organic
constitution, to meet the actual wants -of

the community by which it is patronized.
Hence, in the midst of the intensely vital

civilzation of the 19th century, when

Eor a long time there was a growing de-

mand that our schools should furnish young
patriot refusedto men the facilities of obtaining a business
speak lest his words should be used against education. This’ call was unheeded; and
the cause he had espoused, it is doubtful if the result was that a host of Commercial
he expected to be copied by so illustrious a colleges sprang up independent of the regpersonage as the nineteenth century J. Da- ular ‘schools, to accomplish the work.
vis. Whether interested friends have la- They failed to do the’ work which they
bored with him, or whether native sagacity ‘promised,—as any well-informed person
has convinced him that he should keep could have foreseen, —but indirectly they
quiet, does not appear; but he definitely | fulfilled their mission, by inducing the older
nounces his purpose to speak no more in institutions to furnish facilities for commerpublic till a better day dawns.
He was in- cial training.
vited a few weeks ago to deliver an oration
For several years there has been another
or a lecture before a society in Mobile, and demand coming up from the farmers and
on the 22d ultimo wrete from Memphis de- mechanics of New England calling for a
clining the opportunity.
He said: * It course of study specially adapted to the
surely would not be difficult, with the wants of those who are fitting for the shop
freedom you allow in the selection of a and the farm. Men say that the present
subject, to avoid any expression which atom of education weans young persons
could fairly be used to the injury of any
the old homestead, and teacifes them
southern friends, but it would hardly be to despise labor. * Parents complair that
possible, under
existing circumstances, boys will come home from the Seminary
to prevent my words from being abused and talk very fluently of Greek roots and
for such a purpose.” He adds in conclusion cube roots, of sines and cosines; of Troy
that he hopefully looks forward to the and Rome, of Cicero and Homer, but they
brighter day when such- restraints shall no lgnger talk of horses and cattle; of
no longer exist.” It is not quite clear what plowing and sowing; of fruit and grain;
the man means by this remark; if he has and such useful things.
anything sensible and patriotic to say, there
And the men of common sense seem to
is no reason in the world why he should think that there is some defect in the syshide his counsel. . But if he continues in tem of education. They see good houses

the faith he had whenhe recently spoke in

in the rural districts uninhabited,

-

parents .

moving into the village, and children flocking into the city. Thus farming is neglect-

ed, our bread is. brought from the West,
and the result must be disastrous.

Jo meet this abnormal state of things,
| ABicultural colleges have been established
——AN ITEM iHOM THE CENdus REPORT, which will undoubtedly do their appropri- The census returns show tht the number of
ate work § but they are above the common
persdus.

of Chinese

birth

in" the United

States a year ago was 68,190; As the aggregate of the population of the Country at
the same time was 88,549,987, we find that
China. has contributed but ene in 610 to our

Europe.

If every persofi of all ages and

but full of both sexes of Chinese birth now in the Unit-

peoples and farmers are aware that they

must necessarily fail to incite in the minds
of the masses a love for the cultivation of

the soil. The demand of the laboring men
fs, that there shall be a shorter and niore -

practical course of study, not beyend

the

red¢ of ordinary farmers’ sons, which shall
be cottiplete in itself, and which shall fit

them for thé ordinary business of life.
The Trustees of the New Hampton Inst.,
perceiving this
rative want—after ma-

ture delibertioni—Hhave decided to make sev.
eral changes in the coutse of study, so that
young men and young wortfien may fit for
any calling in life.. In order to effect “this,
two new courses of study of two years
Leach,

have

been

introduced

with

elective studies, in order to. adapt

all classes.

There are now

several

thém to

six regular

courses of study in the Institution.
The first is the Commercial course, com-

prising three termy, and ‘designed to prepare the student fo) business,

The seconed ig te Scientific course, comprising two years and embracing a large
part of the regular ‘English course, of
which it is a systematic
ridgment. It is
designed to fit-wstudents - for mechanics,

courage and dignity,” as ‘the Jowrnal of ed States were set at work making: boots
well says, “had the Si of be- and shoes, they could not replace numeri. teachers

But ré- | Gommeroe

even

literary culture is estimated by its utility, there is an imperative demand for a change
in the old courses of study.

ERATE TRAIT-

of papers on both sides, one party laying lately received any extraordinary impulse.
the blame on the Governor, accusing him’ ‘Out of the “barbarous millions” of Asia we
of falsifying, the ‘other placing it all at thé HAVE ds yet among us less thax seventy
door of the- Mayor, who finds but little syn: thotibatd. Exhausted Meland swelled the.
pathy in any quarter; - The Superintend-] census figures id the year preceding the
ent. of police comes in for a good round census by near] y as great a number assovershare of the scolding, but - his energetic flowing China has done up to- the present
condutt on the day of the parade has par- time, ‘These well-known facts, now con-:
tially relieved him of blame. - But the May- firmedby official returns, show how absurd
or himself, clothed with almost unlimited is the fear that ‘“American labor,” as it is

est,

:

CHPY HiLriNNo
G Hdsir,

Denomination Now and ote,

frequéntly aware that others hold "his proclamation, though’ evidentiy in earn’
¢
doubt-

in that’ in-

pal Visitation there on August 13.
He instruced
the
wardens
of
the
church
to
give
Ww
notice to the parishioners of his intention to side the Bureau, but exercise a severe s
Current Topics.
administer the.rite of confirmation and to pervision over every act of the nominal head
er e—— 7
d
celebrate holy communion ;and requested the of the Indian service. Whatever may be
~——THE BIBLE A FORBIDDEN Book. The wardens to have those seeking confirmation
said of the wisdom of the action of ConBaton Advertiser, of July 17th, contained a properly
prepared by .some
minister gress in creating this Comission, it must
*¢ Special ” from New York, concerning the of the church in good standing. :* The wardbe vonfessed that the history of the Bureau
religion of that city’s officials.
An examin- ens in reply stated that Rev, E. C.:Cheiey is
has “disposed people to regard with complaation of the dispatch shows that every de- a rector of the church in good standing,
cency a curtailment of the great powers
* partment of the city government is headed and is still in the exercise of his ministra- heretofore exercised by its head !
by or is'under the control of an Irish Rom- tions. On account of the late hour thai the
an Catholic, with the single exception of Bishop's notice was received; the wardens
{the Mayor's office.
To this no valid ob- say that the day assigned can not be canonjection can be offered, provided a majority [ically appropriated to that purpose. If any
of she New York voters have so decided, arrangement can be made for a visitation at
New Hampton Institution.
and then have fairly elected: their officers. another time the ‘wardens will take pleasThat is their own business.
But there is a ure in affording their. rectors such assist-

seek td any value, is now paying. the penalty of his. pensation because she-Sixtioth of the acceswritten.
Opiniofis’ cowardice. Whether the, Governor himself sions from abroad im the last seventeen
are. freely - given; is.fr
from ee
blame does mot ‘appear.
For years have, come from ANY ‘rather that fiom

different views o the same subjects.

—h

fice of Conimifsioner of Indian

A Brsior:

are nof ¢onsidered, lest we should

‘be wise above what is
honestly yentertained

eully the
¢ persons how employed

dustry in Massachusetts alone.

The retirement of Col. Parker from the of-

by
which’ they are attained.’ Metely spettitla- | power, but atraid to use it ‘at the very mo- called,~mdinly naturalized American labor,
tive diffioufities and questions of curiosity| ment when that possessiofi of powler is of —is to lose its dighity and its proper com-

most admired, and | version.of nations and dynasties; no less is.
Many eomments are made which
most successful, pric ed always he puts | it so in building, sirengtheting, ulmng, less appesr to some unnecéssary.
*

all

coursé'whe haspursued towards anothef na- ing and study preparatory to writing. Noth- difference whether the Bible is read or not"? population, or
less than one-sixth of one per
tion, and agree to make reparation for the ‘ing but an ardent love of the sacred Word
cent. This is the terrible Chinese problem
injuries inflicted ; but this she has done in eould have prompted the gudeavor, and = ——A TIME OF RECKONING.
As doon as which has terrified, so many of “the ““workthe Washington treaty, Many declared cated it on fhus far,
the smoke of the recent New York battle ing-men” and their leaders. Chinese immishe would never doit, but she has, with a
The aim has been fo make the notes cleared oof there Wasa general showing gration is not a new thing, and it has Rot

good degree of promptitude and cheerful- throughout plain, concise, and instructive.
the first place, as a , rule, IL
Ww ten oseays, we ‘care not how * sound in ness. So far from degrading herself by this With the limits assigned it fs impossible to
gic, or how. finished’ in style, are not suit- act she has ‘immeasurably exalted her dig- ‘present lengthy - discussions of intricate
ed to such’ occasions,
‘These belong to nity. Henceforth the two nations will questions. Diffleulties have not been avoid© times and seasons when ‘men assembly 08~ more and more respect each other, and Bes ed; but such remrarks ‘on them offered as

‘the und
oe messi propriate
ie
i

If the

protect

Georgia and Alabama, there is no occasion
for him to appear again, and. it wilt be the
The moral
should be especially ‘deplored.
prudent part for him to stay in retirement
tone that will inevitably grow out of it till
he experiences :a radical change of heart.

But‘agein, there is something inthe
i
subject, tha
is, tin the character and kind of
speaking, that forbids equal. success<on the
part of all who may be even eminent in the
pulpit.

tensibly.

late,
to

~

all the wisdom. Though long smarting under the
him wrong, they gave vent to no reproaches;
New Testament Commidtary.
come again.” And he would be compelled they ‘showed a full appreciation of their
must be chiefly a négative one, and conseto come again, committee of a*rangements rights, but uttered no menace. “Pres. Grant
The writer may be indulged in & fod ' quently” the broad influence that goes out
to the contrary notwithstanding. . And by and his advisers deserve touch praise for { personal remarks and explanations. It was from New York over the rest of the counthis, ndreffection is intended on those who their worthy statesmanship in this most dif- more than twenty years since, at the sug- t#§ can not but be vitiating inthe extreme.
manage such affairs.
For generally they ficult affair.
gestion of two 8 our ministers well known We éatled that a narrow method of rea-.
would invite the men, whether old or young, | The British government
aud people have 10 otir churches, that this work was first soning, when Ruskin said he * would dewho give :preef of competency, who show exhibited scarcely less of magnanimity and
undertaken.
Owing to othér numerous stroy New York and never rebuild it”; but
themselves to be masters of the situation Ftrue
greatness, It is no small thing for and pressing duties it progressed slowly, wouldn't that be preferable to a prevaflin £ |
on sueh occasions,
Great Britain to express sorrow for the requiring 2a large amount of research, read- public sentiment that *“ it" makes but little
peaple

authorities

crowd who made themselves drunk that municipal gevernment. of Washington sity
night in confidence that they would not be has taken a step which well njgh amazes
interferod with; whatever they might do, the country. It has absolutely resolved to
had had some authoritative and decisive ass tax the one hundred and twelve thousand
surance that if they broke the peace they people of that cify the sum of four millions
would'be punished, the riot never would of dollars for permanent improvements,
have taken place. It is still in doubt wheth- collected, not out of the National Treasury,
er Gov. Hoffman had such knowledge of but out of the surpluses of the property-ownwhat was going on as would have justified ers. Thissum is t6 be applied by a “Board
him in taking the powew into his own hands of Public Works” —composed of the most refn season to have stopped the riot. The spectable and the richest citizens—toward
the abatement of nuisances, the paving of
Tribune, says :—
Governor Hoffman began his criminall | streets, the installation of a comprehensive tardy proclamation with an untruth whic
systemof sewerage, and, in fact, the dehe offered as an Apology. He was not ‘on- | velopment
of a-perfeet-modern—city out of
ly that. day-what has heretofore been. the settlement of
of things’ in
New York. . He knew all.
The
about it; and the only dnd intperfect excuse an accident and a civic compromise.
country
will
admire
the
novel
and
pictur.
ossible’ for him is that Mayor Hall may
ave deceived him fora few hours on Mon-' esque attitude of. a gapital town ready to
day afternoon as to the contemplated. Kelso help itself, and it augurs well for the new
order. Did he ? Mayor Hall boasts to our
reporfer that the Kelso order was no sud- generation of Washingfonians—mostly imden resolve, but the growth in his mind of a portations of the war, like Gov. Cooke and
year's thought.
Could, he then have told ‘Delegate Chipman—that they comprehend
Governor Hoffman's staff-officer on Monday the fact that Washington ig a rich city, able
i at he intended to protect the procession to help itself, -and that it has no reason to’
had long ago resolved to prohibit, and
|b
“ ow hours later .did prohibit? If he did besiege €ongress for improvements without
setting the example of self-help.
not, the Governor must stand in the same
‘pillory with the Mayor, ahd go down to the
same political death by ‘the same disgrac eful
THE RETIREMENT OF COL. PARKER.
road.

-

deceptive forms lead many astray.
It is one purpose of doctrical preaching
to defend Christianity against these assaults,”
whether madeby armed opponents, or, as
more frequently, by professed friends. Fatal error in its'insidious attempts to weaken our hold on the Bible, its historic verity,

hourd.too

of the

peaceable citizens and stop all rioting had

the history in all

has_held his ‘position nearly twenty-five
‘pel in a well defined, ample and vivid man: | years; hoasts’ “that the
Bible has not been
ner. But Scriptural doctrine should Bedi:Foad in Kis
school for twenty years, and
or careful to repress the paftilities of in- woven into the texture of every discourse; that the very idea of reading it proceeds
it should furnish the theme, the substance,
terested parties?
from asilly notion. The Principal said :—
Trace the causes, real aid’ supposed, of the life of each. The preacher in this day * We Catholics are opposed to the reading
of worldly conformity and fashion and folly
the wars that for the last two centuries hav
of the Scriptures iin the public schools, for
devastated nations, and you will not find should, like Paul,determine to know nothin € | the present reason that itis s Protestant
one to compare with this, Take the last, but Jesus Christ and him crucified, :preach- form. The Protestants open all their meetthat between Fradce and Prussia,—the ing his word in season and out of season, as ings and begin all their public proceedings
avowed cause was, next to nothing, a ridicu- adapted to the needs of immortal beings. with it, and when they endeavor to make
If the acquisition in question be of so lous pretense ; but how fearful the ravages, This subject needs a moré full and prac- us do the same they wish to impose their
much -impoftance in the furtherance of how wide the ruin! Who ean compute the tical enforcement. There isa painful and | forms upon us, so that we do no care to
. Christian and moral enterprises, and the consequences of a war between America alarmirg deficiency here. There is an | submit. Our custom under similar circumsupply be unequal to the demand, is there and England? That between France and abundance of the flowery, sentimental, stances is to make the sign of the cross and
not a cause?
And where does it lie? In Prussia may be overruled for good to them ectentric, smart, great preaching; but the utter the blessing, * In the name of God
men or in the subject, or in both? Doubt- and the world ; but what except evil effects simple saving efficiency of the divine Word" the Father, God the Son,” “and God. the Holy
is not- declared. Men are very profound Ghost!
less in both.
could arise from a war between these great
Now if Protestatits *afe ‘willing to
in
speculative theories, wise in respect to
Two young pastors, who are suecessfully liberal, Protestant countries, united by so
make use of that form on opening “the
occupying responsible eity pulpits, being many bonds, and engaged togetherat so material forms; but in that preaching schools we are quité Filing ita. use theirs.
asked upon their return from the late Year. many points in enlightening, civilizing and which is in demonstration. of the Spirit and 1 said the same thingiirecently to a Protesly Meeting at Great Falls, why so few of Christianizing the world.
Such a war of power there is a fearful lack. They tant Principal up town and he laughéd at
our young'and even educated ministers ap; would have thrown a dark pall ever the na- know enough of the inferior life, of beasts, me, but I guess he appreciates my reason.
fishes, insects, reptiles, genealogies, devel- That, sir, is my only motive,
peared on the platform om such occasions, tions, and perhaps retarded their progress
for I consider
opments,
rational and irrational &pecula- the reading of the book of no great imporreplied, we are not invited to be there. for ages. Thank God that such an awful
tions; but of the higher life in the soul, tance either way.”
Now, there doubtless.is truth in this; but calamity has been averted.
not allthe truth,
Volunteers. were ealled
It is this fdea, that ¢ the sealing of the.
The result reached js: lighly céreditable allied to God, and of those daily experiencfor on that occasion. and any man feeling to both countries, We may well be proud es which the renewed heart enjoys in ‘com- book is of no great importance either way,”
the gift -bestitring itself within him, had a of the forbeuraiice’and self-possession of our munjon with God and heaven, they know that puts the darkest coloring upon the
right to speak ; And with his feet once on people. * It wag
$0 bear the load and nothing. They are but blind leaders of the case. Itis of not much use to. compel Bi». “the platform, and showingby the value of repress the grief; |
‘we did
with no- blind. Give us the trie ambassador of ble reading, —that is, with the belief that it
his thoughts, andthe inspiration of his ut- ble fortitude,
oft the justice of our Christ, with his infallible book of instrec- is to result in general good.
The very act
terances, that the place was for him, and fe cause and bidingox time. Our govern- tions to teach us the ws of life, and guide of compulsion would prevent that. But
for it, he would have been-hailed as a mes- ment has herein shown great discretion and to joys on high.
this free and easy*‘‘ don’t care” is what

senger happily sent for good,

purpose

lixity on the other, is no light task. Often]
it would have been. desirable to say more,
and doubtless sometimes less would hate
adjusted svithout the sacrifices and horrors of been better.
war. Will not, must not this example tell
The distinctive evangelical dodtrities have.
powerfully in its influence on other nations ? been made prominent, and prevalent errois
Tp God be the praise for this.mispicious re- exposed so far as practicable.
Eminent
sult. We can not glory in princes, nor, authors ,“both ancient and modern, have
give the praise to nien. It is the gospel of been freely consulted, and very little pre“Christ thathas done so. much for us, It is. -sented-—without “good “authority; but the
the-Jaek-of
its moral power and sovereign works in no sense a compilation. Novelties
grace among the people that has left France and paradoxes,either of style or sentiment,
SO W retched : and desolate, In her distress have not been sought; but the aim, has
may she seek Him whose counsels she has been to set forth the truth of Scripture‘in
‘SO fong contemned,
Our hope as peoples its simplicity and purity.
and nations ds in.God and in keeping his
We have, in common with many others,
commandments. We shall prosper,be strong, long felt the need of a work of this kind.
be enduring, as we honor God and true re- Few have the means togpurchase or the time.
ligion. The experiences of the past may to read such a Commentary as Lange's, of
encourage us to believe that great blessings ten or twelve large, volumes; or even
await us in the future.
Barnes's thirteen volumes on the New Testament. Many of our churches and Sabbath
schools are wholly destitute o f such helps;.
Doctrinal ‘Sermons.
and if books are obtained from other deDo we not too often fail to make the nominations, good as they may be,they conto our needs,
proper distinction between’ doctrinal and tain much not adapted
and
even
subversive
of
qur sentiments.
controversial preaching? For the latter,
Hencea plain ‘Commentary. on the New
as between different branches of the evangelical church, theré is now little occasion. | Testament in three volumes, in accordance
It is doubtful whether it ever promoted the with our doctrine and practice, if generally
truth, while it often sowed seeds of bitter- used will promote the study of. thes Seriptwess, divided and separated those “who ures among us, and be an important aid in
the dissemination of the truth.
should have co-operated m a common
The favor thus far extended to the first
cause. But the evil measurably destroyed
itself, and a spirit of charity “and mutual | two volumes is highly encouraging for their
helpfulness succeeded, Still it is necessary | general diffusion, and open the way for
to contend earnestly for the fhith, Infideli- the remaining volume at no very distant
ty, skepticism and false doctrine are as day.—J. J, B.

ery re form, social or moral, every proje ct, rangements seek out such talent, and bring
of every kind summons it to its aid, -~ The |Tit into active service.
General Conference, With its public dis:
occasions for its exercise are legion and
| cussions, and
anniversary exercises will
are everinereasing.
No gathering of men |
| soon be upon us.
While it will give us
for business or for pleasure, atleast where|’
| great satisfaction to know, when it is past,
a

the earth shall be. full of the

of

is turned to a good account.
There is no
enterprise that needs friends or aid which
«Joes not rely more or less upon public | this ‘department of useful service in the
Let cominittees of ar.
Spee sch for success. Every new theory, ev- | cause of Christ?

©d

more the

‘knowledgeof the Lord as the waters aover

most

turns

Does it ‘not become our young
pecially to give attention to this

p———

The

still

in every department of useful enterprise, it
thought, merited sarcasni, and flashes of is not to ‘be presumed that" the scourge of
genuine wit, savor the hole, and make war can long he the arbiter 6f nations. A
the more acceptable and effective an ocga- brighter diy is dawning.
The treaty- at
sion where the blood is to be stirred, as ‘Washington shows how ‘equitably and satwell as the understanding to be ‘enlighten- isfactorily the gravest difficulties may be
grave and

should be addyessed

prevail, until

The subject may

weighty, the arguments

| even the tolly of gard ‘must be had

blesses

forever; truth and peace will increase and: have access to various books of reference,

gne nead not descend to the selection of a
[ trivial topic, or to a trivial treatment of a

grave topic.

————

counsels of wisdom and love.
Truth ‘is
Zaining ground; the sword shall not devour

well as aforcible

EN ——————
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GEORGE
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and

the common business of life.

-

. THE MORNING STAR, JULY R26, 1871.
T.

ficial to all concerned.

Dimm

Ast.
; Rev. Jno. Ashley,assistant Clerk, All

. Quarterly Meetings.

delegation. Rev. G. H. Ball, D. D., ofN.
X., and Rev. A. K. Moulton, of Cleveland,

men Mathematics

the young

teach

Rev.

the Q. Ms. were. represented by letter or

operaté with it. It is not designed to fill
the mind with impracticable theories, but

to

Moderator;

were present and added much

“ HARPER'S FERRY

Q. M.—Held

its last session

at Shepherdsiowh, July 8and 9.

Large

delega-

tions
from Martinsburg, Charlestown, Haxper’s
Ferry,
Leetown and
Smithfield were present.
‘We were also favored with the presence of Bros.

to the inter-

enough to do business, Book - keeping | est of the meeting,by their counsels in conaccounts, Philosophy ference and labors in the pulpit. Revivals Jackson and Burrill with others from the Winenough to keep
Q. M. The new house of worship, not
machinery, Natural bave been enjoyed the past year in many] chester
understand
to
enough
Jat Plastered wah wail filed. Wi Nere cheer.
showin,
the nature of of
enough to.know
Science
the churches,
One church has been ad- | {1¢'869:
due r on heey’spofinan and $13. of this
ine
plants, the analysis of soil, the utility of va- ded.
:
,
hy
Juised at the morning contribution. The Jhve

rious fertilizers, and the generil principles

years,

designed

A special interest

to fit young men for col-

:

:

.

The sixth is the English and Classical
- course of four years, and is similar to the
course usually pursued in female collegi. ate institutes; -

Ce

All these couf8és ire open to both sexes,
and diplomas will be awarded to those who {
complete either of the above courses to the
satisfaction of the officers of the Institution,
But only the graduates of the regular
courses will take part in the anniversary

exercises.
Scientific

Classes will be formed in the
and

Agricultural

courses

at the

commencement of next term, the members
of which will be prepared to graduate in
two years.
val
Practical agriculture: will not be introduced at present, but will be taughtas
soon as the funds of the Institution will

warrant

the necessary

outlay.

Term begins August 21st.
;
A. B. MESERVEY,

has

of the denomination,

Principal.

:

short and interesting addresses were made,

Rev.

E.

evening,

C.

even-

ing called out a large, appreciative audience.
"The speaking was of a high order and
would have done honor to any institution
of learning... At the close of the speaking

with which the school has

been favored.
The number of students
during the year, the character of the exercises at the close of the summer term, and
the appreciation of the worth of such a

Seminary of learning in our midst eneourage us to have high hopes for the Fall term,

which commences Aug. 29th.

R. M.M.

|

One

year

were low

ago

the

interests of religion

in al¥ the churches of the Honey

Creek Q. M. During the past winter some
extra meetings were held with favorable
results.

The church at Mt. Pleasant have secured
the labors of Rev.

gan higs labors

R. L.

the

Howard,

first

who

be-

of January last,

ATKINSON,

prospects, looking for

thé fulfillment of the promise that labor
done for the Master shall not be in vain. *
The church at Raymond, so long without a pdstor, have recently secured Rev.
E. M. Corey, to preach for them and with
them, who 1s leading the church to apparent victory.
This church has passed

through some trials

and

hands of its professed

friends, but ja

suffered at’ the
better

day,it is thought, is revealed by the dawn of

the morning.
.
The Lord graciously revived his work in

the New Berlin church under the labors of
Rev. O. D. Augir. Eleven -have been baptized and addedto the church, and three
- more have been received as candidates for

hsplisp

church

The interest is still good.

The

is greatly strengthened and encour-

aged,

Prof. N. Woodworth "has ‘had charge of
the Instituté and church at Rochester for

the last two years,both of which have pro
pered.

The Lord

favored

additipns of such as it i

CP

blessing to the world.

the

church by

hoped

will be a

The church is with-

1

ME.

A precious

revival

has

reclaimed. Last Sabbath, July 9th, 25 hapPy converts were baptized by Bro. Palmer,
assisted by the writer. Thirty connected

themselves with the Atkinson church.

In

afew weeks there are some 15 or 20 miore*
expected to go forward. Bro. Palmer is

an earnest worker for Christ, butall the
glory belongsto God.

J. J. BANKS.

kens of the divine faver, with the fact that’
the

debt

on

the

Rochester

Institute

has

“been provided for, and a goodly sum paid
on it, serve to increase confidence in

God

antl stimulate to greatdr labor for the fu.

ture.

The Q. M, generally is considerably

advanced from its camping
year ago. - Paul's expression
way to Ronte; at’ sight of the
expresses the feeling. He
* and took courage.

groundof a
when on his
Waves
thanked
“God

.
G. H. HUBBARD,

‘Honey Creek, July 12, 1871.

N.C. BRACKETT, Clerk.

I had the privilege of admiristering the ordinance of baptism to eleven happy converts. And also Sabbath, July 16th, to ten
‘more. Both of these occasions were deep-

ly solemn and impressive.
ing it was to see husbands

rents and chidren going

How/interestand

wives,

forward

pa-

together

in the same blessed ordinance.
Le
J
E. G. PAGE.

made him * a good

minister’

of

Jesus

We feel and mourn our loss, but we
that he fell at his

post, trusting

view of his death we pledge

Christ.”

Christ.

ourselves

Beware of Tooth Poisons
Vended under the name of Dentlfrices. Adopt and
adhere to the only preparation that really preserves
the teeth, and hardens the gums. fragrant SQOZODONT.
Its effects on decaying teeth are marvelous,
SA
.

poved,

of Rev. D. M. Graham, D. D.

tion, and

person

It is a good selec-

office

that combination of qualities

FREMONT, N. H

17.

Q. M.—Held its

the

Next session with the Raymond

oward

June

-

Education

a good. interest all
and

the kingdom.

The luke-warm

a short time.

five. In the afternoon a council, consisting of
Revs. Edgerly, P. 8. Burbank and J. Fullonton
organized a church of 18 members.
Two others

‘were baptized the first

Missionary, recently arrived at Alexandria, Va.
She was shipwrecked in the bay of Biscay and
picked up by a passing vessel and taken to London.
She started with five ¢hildren, and lost all
but one before reaching here.

July.

town is small with a sparse population,

The

yet

the

congrégations are good. Not unfrequently 60 to
75 are present at a third

house.

service

in

a

private

The Freewill Baptist Sabbath school

Haverhill,

a donation

Mass., has made

of

in

120

services another year.

his

secure

A LOVER OF Tims CAUSE.

Saviour in baptism, and others expectto

attend

to this duty soon.™ June 25th, a church was or-

who

can

make.

best

the

best, in the steady

ome

show on

oceasions is not always the one

or

two

who will wear

work of the ministry”:

The Pacific Agency of the American

gand,.or three per cent. of these are identified
with churches, Nearly all of these are in Cali-

Bro. Harvey Farrar and

John

Oiler

and Thomas

Kiesenogle,

Treasurer.

A

S. S.

wan, 8. M. Lively, Clerk, and R. Miller; Treas.

T.
RT

;

|.of the gespel
the

E+EDEN:
f)

Ordinatjon.

Mr. James J. Hall was

ministry

church at East

ordained

and

to the

work

Tn 1859, California

of population in the mfantime
per cent. ‘West ofthe Rocky

only

has been only 52
mountains -there

ave about one hundred and eighty thousand

chil-

dren of suitable Sunday-school age, only thirty
Protestant schools.
extends a hundred

of whoni are in
The field of one colporier

installed Pastorof thousihd

Farnham, P. Q., on .the 9th

in advance,

$7.50, we will send, post

paid, the
Critica GrEEk AND EnGLIsH CONCORDANCE. OF THE NEW
TesTaMENT,”

a work

of the highest

value to all careful students. ~The reg-]
ular price of the

work, here and

-else-

where, is $2.50.

Special Notices.
BOSTON

AND

MAINE

RAILROAD.
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5, 1871.
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by’ the candidate.

Bro. Hall is a student from

Rev. Mr. Spurgeon’s College, Eng.

a

' Per order of Council.

Christian Union reviewed it under the title of
“ Thre Lest. Sheep, the Lost Cow, and the Tost
Sow.”

. /

4

«

a

‘DOVER & WINNAPISSEOGEE R. R,

make any one their own doctor. Remedies are given
for Thirty Diseases, which each perspn can prepare.

Send your direction to Dr. 8. 8. FITCH

Ai Broadway,

New

xoik.

-

eX

& SON,

rulyls’

D. D;,is

our--hands.

Price $2,00.

Special terms given

ders are solicited.

|

_ Prices of Freewill Baptist Books.
Single and By the dozen;
FL

also Postage

”

_Psalmody,
18mo, in Sheep, single,

Address,

DoverN..H

Three sizes
-

from $3 to $10.

Circulars free.

DAME, 102 Wash. 8t,, Boston, Mass.

" FREEWILL

deo’ x
do
82mo.
do
do
Butlex’s
Theology,

do

do
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do

‘
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1.88

dozen,
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dozen,
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Question Book,
GIR

an

MARY LATHAM CLARK,

‘Ts now-complete and reddy for customready for

Conference, it-has been enlarged to a 12mo. 1nsize
and besides the matter heretofore furnished, it Sgn
tains u large amount of information: respecting
various. denominations of Chrigtinna 8 JAfagriohy
Missionary ‘Operations, Edudational Statistic
hough thus enlarged and imyivaved ¢ hap been de:
| single

itd

1.20

There is no discount on the Minytes by the.

New

60,000 alread

LA

ence,

Total.

20

.
1.96
08
..9
28

single,

"| Minutes of General Con-

REGISTER,

delivory.

1.00

dozen, 10.56
single,
.856
dozen, 8.18
single, 1.60

Christian Baptism, Bound, single,
dozen,
- do
do
do
do
' do Paper Cov.single,

LITTLEFIELD

The Register for 1871 is out of pressand

on the same

Price. Postage.

do0 Po ALL
s8’d
Morocco,single,
a: rf1.

Enerprising Agents’& Peddlers
for our New Culinary

sold In a few localities,

Or-

,
@

Early Choice.
17
Strawberry Hill,
1560
do
0 do.
do
dozen,
Overcomingy
125
Life of Marksy”
single,
Perfect Man,
100
do < @A@ ie
dozen,
Willie Maitland,
405
Church Member's Book,
single,
Who is my. Neighbor ?
eo.
D3
dozen,
do
do
Triumph over
Midian,
50
do
Treatise,
:
single,
When we were Young,
56
: Sybil’s Way,
do
i
4oen;
125
Thoughts upon Thought, . single,
Rescued from Egypt,
»90
dozen,
.,
h
do
“Claudia,
y
490
I
«
4
single,’
Child Life,
¢
\
100
The Book of Worship,
do
re
0
dozen,
Any of which will be sent by mail, free of postage
Story of Jesus,( Ques. Book) single,
on'receipt of the price.
0
0
dozen,
Parties designing to get new Sabbath School Li.
Wonderful Works of Jesus,single,
do
do
- dozem,
sbraries, or to replenish old ones, can send us their,
Butler’s Commentary,
single,
orders which will be immediately filled with our own
Lessons for Oe Sunday ih
the Year,
es. Book) 8
8,
publications, or will be filled with the books of othe
.
do:7
do
do
. dozen,
| publighers, and will be furnished to Sabbath school
| Appeal to Conseience,
single,
in Libraries, at wholesale prices.
do
dozen,
Whatever profits may accrue from the sale (atre-. Communionist,
single,
dozen,
8
0
dallor ia libraries) of these publications at our office
Choralist,
single,
n Dover, (but no others) belong to. the Denomination
”
:

Cheese, ete.

Postage,

extra, 24 ceénts.

to agents who sell 100; or more.

.

Parsonage.

L.R. BURLINGAME,

now. .

that they appreciate
it. At this rate of
gale this whole ‘Edition will soon be off

J5
a5

100

Ll

miles from the mouth of the Columbia river. In © SUMMER ARRANGEMENT June 5, 1871,
all this fleld there are but five Sunday schools,
Trains leave Dover for Alton Bay,
the first Hymn. Rev. D. 8. Frost read the Script. and Astoria is the only place enjoying stated
10.10 AM. eves JOTTIS 2 Sen :6.45 BM,
preaching
on
Sunday.”
ve
;
and
prayer,
offered
Moulton
P.
T.
‘ures, Rev.
for the joke to
The Independent ip responsible
preached the sermon. D. 8. Frost prayed at
Trains leave Dover- for Wolfboro’ -& Center Harbor,
the laying on of hands. T.P. Moulton; gaye the effect thut-Rey. Dr. William R. Williams, the
10.20 AMus ee ego 26400 PMigss ove DAB POM
he hand of Fellowship, gnd D. 8. Erost gave eminent Baptist ‘Divine, recently published a
'»
DR. S. 8. FITCH,
the charge and addressed the church ‘and con- charming Jiftle workin the three parables in the
The title was “The Lost gends his. “IFAMEILY "PHYSKOIAN,” 90
gregation. The singing by the choir was highly fifteenth of. Luke.
creditable to their tasty, and skill. Benediction Sheep, the lost Coin, and the Lost, Son.” "The pages, free by mail, to’ any one. This book is to
0
:
i.
A. Vilas offered the Invocation and read

Butler,

others think the work a good one and -

Press & Strainer combined, for
pressing and straining all
kinds of Fruits, Berries, Vegetables, Lard, Tallow, Meats,

.... THO. ...:

ssi
DO Ey Re

‘nouncemént is sufficient fo ‘show that

1.25

Glencoe

,

printed on
throughout

ready for delivery to our customers.
Fifteen hundred copies of -this the

125

150
150

B43

for Portland.

2.40, .... BAS

Has been revised and much improved,
Siersotype plates, made from new type

The Commentary on the Gospels by

. 126
125

Anecdotes of Animals,
Bloomfield,
|

AM. AM. AM. AM. PM. P.M. P.M. P.M. B.M. P.M.
5.51

The Sacred Melodies

Rev. John J.

5
15
[5
15
a5

.

and are to be used for its advancement.

Trains leave Dover for Lawrence and Boston,

“

Now Ready.

Ja5

Archibald Hamilton,
;
Starlight Series.
Starlight Stories,
\
Brother and Sister,
Miscellaneous

hs
[7

WORK

tee

a5

Pompell and Herculaneum,

Rev.J. J. Banks, Mr.John P.

To any person sending us three new
subscribers, with a year’s subscription :

a million inhabitants, and only about thirty thou-

fornia and Oregon.

§nst;, by Rev.O. Butler,

:

It has a large number of selected and choice
Tunes
as well as many of our best Jns.
It 18 compact
in form, can be easily carri
the pocket, and is
‘well adapted to use in social meetings. Pri ce
per
single book, when bound in cloth, 40 cents ;
Flom ;
$3.84. Price per single book, when bound in thick
asteboard covers, 80 cents; per doz. $2.88. Postage
extra) on a single copy bound in
s 4 Cts. ;
on a doz.,48 cts. ; bound in cloth, 8 each, or, 60 cents
per doz.
.
Address,
LR RURLINGAME,

J5
J5
5

J
Mrs. Child’s Series.
The Christ-Child,
3
- Good Little Mitty,
J
Making Something,
Jamie and Jeannie,
Boy’s Heaven,
Bright Day Series.
Bright Days,
-Sunny Skies,
;

r

ENTITLED

.

Rainy Day at Home,

y

Me., by

Sbries.

:
:

150

Fireside Angel;

"A Fine Premium.

|

tory west of the Rocky mountains there are about

was organized the samé™day, with J\ Morrow for 6,812 church members. Now, there are about
Supt., G. Bartlett, Asst., B. F. Conrad, Librari- 28,000, an ificrease of 340 per cent.
The increase

THE

150
150
150.

A Rainy Day at School,
Birthday Present,
- New Year,
.

Willy, of Levant, and Miss Ella A Fisk, of C.

evangelical churches. The Roman Catholics claim

members.

have been chosen deacons, B. F. Conrad, Clerk,

&_ 4 Rainy Day

Mr. Frank H. Pickard and Miss Marsha P. Jones, all
of P.

ciety reports that “Only four per cent. of the
people of California are in’ membership with
control of one-half the population. Iniill the terri

Miss Eliza A. Garland, bath of

i

SOMETHING NEW!

($150
150
150°
150

«

Aunt Mattie,
Light from the Cross
.
Contradictions ; or, High Life in Edgerton;

In Pittsfield, Me., July 18, by Rev. A. L. Gerrish.
. In Corinth,

“

:

L. R. BURLINGAME, Dover, N. i¥;

8. S.

‘Sabrina Hackett,

,:

B.

.

Milbrook,

OF “CHURCHES

Andy Luttrell,
Shining Hours,
Master and Pupil,
May Bell,

65.78

Mr. John Selba and Miss Maria Fanigan, both of B,
In Bowdoinham, Me., Jiily 5, vy Rev. Er be Rate,
Mr, Libby B. Dingley and
Migs Henrietta L. Curtis,

Tract So-

ganized
by a council consisting of Rev. H. J
Carr and the writer, to baknown as Petrea Freewill Baptist church. It now numbers eleven

és,

Address,

Superintendents of

1
1
1
2

The Good Girl,

Ei by the Prison
Daisy Seymotir,
Torch Bearers,
Olive Loring’s Mission,
Susy’s Shecueles,

L. R. BURLINGAME,
No. 39 Washington St.,
Dover, N. H..
>

TO PASTORS

Hopkinton. - July. 16, Mr. Hiram Doyle: an Mrs.
Martha
M. Phillips of Richmond.
June 8,871, at the June session of the Catt Q. M.,
held at Ashford, N. Y, by Rev. A. N. Woodward,
REV. 8. R. EVENS, of Olean, N. Y., and Miss M. Z.
ROBBINS, of Ria Lenawee Loo Mich.

© Mrs. C. Damon, the widow of a New Zealand |

to do! hope of securing a call, a plan. which many of the
shrined in their hearts. May he live long
most high-toned and conscientious clergy utterly
work for the Master among, the people of his refuse to have anything to do with. A man
but an effort is mak.

0
62,70
freas.

In Carolina Mills, R. I., June 29, by Rev. J. N. Rich,

th of

The Episcopal Bishop of Vermont, in his last
annual message, insists that vestries ought alThe friends are very grateways to consult with their spiritual -superior bemouth 80 volumes.
F.
:
=
ful to the donors.
fore proceeding to fill a vacant parish, inasmuch
as the bishop has a larger opportunity for perRev. D. A. Pope lately closed his labors with sonal
He also pointedknowledge of the clergy.
pastor
Stony Fork church, of which he bas been
ly condemned * the practice of getting candidates
He has’ labored with energy for the
two years,
for a vacant parish to preach in succession, in
welfare of this people and he has ‘becorié én-

;

Orders are solicited from all parts of

Mr. John M, Burdick and Miss Selina M. Kenyon, of

starts

valuable books to the 8. S.,” and that in Ports-

Ruinie Shaw; or,

1.50

1

Nattie Nesmith; or, The Bad Girl,

can be done in good'style at short notice
and upon reasonable terms.
sp
the country..

Puice.
$1.25

-

Blue-eyed Jimmy ; or, The Good Boy,
sonny Jones, or, The Bad Boy,"

printing of cuts and printing in colors,

SILAS CURTIS, Treas.”

In Biddeford, Me., 13th

Mame.

Hester’s Happy Summer,
One Year of my Life,
:
¥
Building Stones.
Hours of Christian Devotion, Tholuck,
Alice Benson’s Trials,
The Quiet Hour. Di. Lincoln,
Child Life in May Lands,

kinds of Job-printing, including the

Strafford.

p
General.
Durham, is.engaged here one half of the Sab-|- N
A
Chinese,
Young
Men’s Christian Association
baths. On the first Sabbath in June, he baptized

Illus-

NEW BOOKS, CHRISTMAS, 1870.

of the best offices in the largest cities
of the country.
It is believed, therefore, that all

)

8. Woodman and

Lothrop

The Jadge’s Son

ence of twelve years, and that in some

In this city, J! uly 4, by Rev. J. Malvern, Mr. Daniel

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.
It

Lute Falconer

manufactures

:

:

.

D.

Price $2,00.

Short-Comings and Long-Goings,

The Presstian_ has” had an expeéti-

Society.

MARRIED,

a. W. INGERICK, Clerk.

has been organized in San Francisco.
with a membership of forty Celestials,

by first-class

phia.

MISSION.

Concord, N. H.

their intentions to take

Rev.Dr.

em

Morning Star Office. This Press is the
best in use, and is, of course, capable
of doing most excellent work.
The Job type is entirely new, and
has been selected with great care from

C Dan-

.

»

a higher and
holier stand for Jesus, and to fight
the
battles of the Christian warfare with
a firmer
tread and a steadier purpose.
Sinnersclooked on
with almost amazement and some wept tears of
regret fortheir sins.” We believe that much good
might have resultedif the meetings had contin-

u

Press

Job Printing

A new Steam

r

The old soldiers of the cross
praised God whilst feasting on

By

For sale at the offices of publication and at the
Please send to the STAR office for @
bookstores,
supply of these books.
.,

Ch in Buffalo, N Y, per D M Stuart,
$30.00
Catalogue of New Sunday School Book just pubCol Maine Western Y M, per CO Libby,
«14.00
Mission boxes, Greenfield ch, Pa, per J H Phelps,
5.55
lished by thé Freewill Baptist Printing Establish
“
**
North East ch, Pa, per
| *
6.67
ment. These Books are now ready for sale and de
a.
“
Shermanch,N Y,per
~~“
4.29
hie
*
Clymer & Harmony gh, per **
4.72 -| livery.
Prize Series.
Gilford ch, N H, per 8 C Kimball, I
50

sented yet we
a good attendance, and were
blessed with the présence of the Master.
The

Boston:

lis

dress J. E. Butler, Biddeford,

has just been put into operation in the

$

SILAS CURTIS,
!

embracing The

THE WORNING STAR
Books
New
JOB-PRINTING OFFICE. More
For the Sabbath Schoo’.

Mission.

.

may be no

in New York, Boston, and Philacel-

P H Mills, W Deer Isle, Me.
F WB 8 School, Deerfield, N H, care of R
forth, Newmarket.
Rev N L Rowell, Manchester, N H.
;
Rev W H Littlefield, Carver’s Harbor, Me.

Concord, N. H.

BRADFORD & T10GA Q. M.—Held its last ses-

d dec

o

The great success of the first volume of Dr. Butler’s Commentary (the Gospels), having pasged
through two editions in as many months, assured the
publishers of the demand for such a work embracing
as it does, valuable features and arrangments found
in no other work. These have been retained herein
while the clear exposition of the difficult passages
and doctrines of the books composing this volume,
render ix a valuable aid, if not a necessity, to all
lovers of the Scriptures and to the student.
Though not exclusively a subscription book, agents
are solicited for this as for the first volume.that it may,
receive more immediate attention from our churches.
Persons in New Hampshire and Massachusetts
desiring agencies should address Rev. N. Brodks,
Manchester, N. H; reaiding elsewhere, should atl-

i

.-

Steep Falls ch, Me, per J Clark,
eter Silvernail, Chehsire, N Y, per A H Chase,

Clerk.

there

Establishment;

trated.

4w29

‘Register.

type made

St. Johnsbury ch, Vt, per W'L Noyes,
Steep Falls ch, Me. per J Q Clark;
Wentworth A. M, N H, per L D Jeffers,
Boston Q M, Mass, per J L. Roberts,
Little estate, Hatley, P Q, per C. Head,

Rev. R. L.

that

volume,

the Corifthians.

& Co; Biddeford: J. E. Butler.

unnecessary delay in its issge
Changes in the P. 0. addresses of ministers shoulda
late
be made known at once, and they may be at as in
the
day as it is possible to give them a place

N'Y,

FREEDMEN'S

4

asipossiblg,

thereafter

goon

Daniel W Libby, Carthage, Me.

Home

tist Printing

CLERKS.
Q. M. for the Register, should
The statistics of each
a bath in May, and should
be made out to the a
be sent to the Agent of the Rrinting Establishment as

John Bunker, W Ellsworth. Me.
Rev D J Apperson, EHaville, Scheley Co., Ga. (2)
Rev C M Prescott, Harrisburg, N Y. (2)
Wm A Reynolds, Martin Corners, Mich.
T N Seward, Leighton’s Corners, N H,
G H Smith, ‘Box
34, Hampden Corner, Me.
RevC C Foster, E Randolph, Vt.
G W Wallace, Apponay RBI.
' W Glazier, Fowler. N
Y.
Rev J D Cross, Vershire, Vt.
Rev W Brown, Hicks, Chemung Co, N Y.
«» Rev C B Mills, care 8 N Vincent, Lapeer, Mich: J Hardy. Oakmos. Mich.
Charles £ Crandall, Carolina Mills, R I;
- EXPRESS,

sion with the Stony Fork church, June’ 2—4, and
though some of
churches were not repre-

was attended with

year.

BUTLER, Professor
the Theological School at
Bates College. Publishers—Dover: Freewill Bap-

Kx

Rev J M Purkis, W Bethel, Me.
Hodgdon, Me.

vi

The second

Acts, Romans, and

on’s Celebrated Kathaiadd most popular hair-dressuses the hair to grow luxuri=’
{from falling off and turning

‘gray.

Forwarded,

Mrs B Smart, Lacon

Now READY.

connec-

In

but 18.

ar

really mak

Jacob Moody, Haynesville, Me.
James L Getchell, Lisbon, Me.

is appointed to preach Friday evening.

meeting

copy, 30 cents a

Do-

Commentary on the New Testament.

are not Beautiful,

tion with tl

BY MAIL.

B J Smith,

4w29

wh #5.

but all may have a. pretty complexion and,a soft
skin by the use of Hagan’s Magnolia Balm. Instead
of a face covered with coarse Pix
Sunburn,
Mothpatches, &¢., she
may pgBsess apes
plexion, the envy of/her séx, and thy’ admiration of
the other. Its effects are wondepful. Nothing so
elle as this Balm.
transforms a
It imparts a y
i countenance, and

Rev,A N Woodward, Rawson, N Y/

Books

CARPET CO.,

his

A. L. GERRISH, Clerk.

L4

its Jupe

G. H. HUBBARD,

-

stage is payable at the office of delivery.
he volume begins with the first number in
April. Orders are solicited. * °
o percentage js allowed on money sent
us for the Myrile.
Sample copies will be sent free on application.

Saxony, England.—

NEW ENGLAND

!

All Women

horne—G F Harvey—O H H—L Harvey—O CO Hodge-—F
L Hodgman—B F
Higgins - A Hall—S Johnson J F JohnKinney—0 Killgore—J A Lowell
aith—W
son—G 8 J
L A Lang—T
Luttenton—T P Moulton—O C Manley—O
D Moore—R
Moore—W L Noyes—E H Noyes—E H Nealley--B Penney T C Partridze -P W_Perry—W_ Russell
—~N'L Rowell -W Reed—J R Reynolds—A Redlon—8 J
Rollins—M H Rand—W H Rice—S8 W Schoonover—Bb
Smith—A A Stetson—G A Silver—Miss L Swett—E Smith
—J Short—C. Stilson—C
Small—I H C_Tompkins—J C
Tucker —-V P Tasker—W Tinim—Rev A N Woodward—A
M Wade—Anna Weeden—dJennie Williams—O G- Wall—
E Winslow—8 H Willlams—C Wheeler—S Whittemore—
E Wyman—W Walker.

church, com-

Sept. 1st,at 2 o’clock, P. M.

street,

ddy—
Frost—W

session with the Pickwick church on Richmond
Ridge, 9—11.
Nearly all the churches were represented by letter
delegates, and it was a
season of’ spigitual ihterest and profit to all.
, Next session with the Warren church, commencing Friday before the second ‘Sabbath in
Sept., at 2 o’clock, P. M.
A.. G. BRANN, Clerk.

HoNEY CREEK, WiS., Q. M.—Held

ry

cents each,—payable in all cases in advance.
PosTAGE.—The postage on a single copy
of the Myrtle, under the new law, is 24 cents

BOSTON, at our new warehouse, 76, 78, 80 and 82 Friend

Letters iReceived.

tive

s from

. offered in this market.

Ashley—8
B Andrews—E Allison— W Bair—S B
N F Bassoit
D Bates -E W Bordwell-S F Beede—
J J Ban
G Beals—Mrs J K Burby—Mrs J D Couillard

W. BROWN, Clerk.
its

8

Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20

ENGLAND

They are the bést low-priced carpet that has ever been

J

with the
meetings

M.—Held

TeErMS.—Single

y

ceived 100 rolls of these

Post Office Addresses.

were well
attended
and interesting.
Two
churches
were received,—~the LeRoy church
composed of 34 members, and the Ridgebury and
South Creek church, composed of 14 members.
Next session with the Ridgebury
and South
Creek church, Sept. 22—24th.
Conference
commences at 6 o’clock, P. M.
>

-

in

kn

«

eches composing the Q. M. were reported by
ettgr and delegates.\ Appointed Rev. T. J. Fer-

' WINONA & HousTON Q.

«A. SARGENT, Clerk.

BRADFORD AND T10GA Q. M, will hold its next session

last session with 2d
*Four of

ver, N. H.

THE CHEAPEST Yir—~Yard-wide Carpetings, in imitation of3-Plys, for 37 cents per yard, We have just re-

with the Middlebury church, at the Roe School-house,
Sept. 1-3, We hope the shageiiet will bé well represented,
+ W. INGERICK,
Clerk,

were represented with the exception of 2 or 3.
Business matters were done in union and harmony.
Two churches were received, viz., the
Gaskill Corners and
the
Herrick
churches.
James M. Roberts received license to preach the
gospel.
Also a council was chosen to examine,
and,
if advisable, ordain to the gospel ministry,
E. C. Coffin.
Next session with the Owego church, situated
on the Apalachin® Creek, commencing Friday,
Aug. 20th, at 2 o’clock, P. M.
G. W, MAYHEW, Clerk.

Saou

Hu

PENOBSCOT YEARLY MEETING, Me., will hold its
next session with the East Corinth church, Aug, 156-

anew to

Rev. D. L. Edgerly, of New

Sabbath

Portiana;

August 15-17.

:

In

that will help to make the future history of the
college worthy of its past.

& CoO.

SANDWICH Q. M. will hold ite 'mext session with the-

OWEGO Q. M.—Held its last session with
the Rome church, June 2—4. All the churches

and cold-

we doubt mot that Dr. Graham will

bring to the

Address ELWELIs PICKARD

church at Upper Bartlett,

be faithful to Christ, to the church and the
world, that we,
ur beloved brother, may
be gathered in like shocks of*corn fully ripe for
the harvest.
:
Next session with the chureh in Washington,
Sept. 16—17, E. PRESCOTT, Clerk,
EO
ii

Huntington church, July 8th.

NEW

All orders and remittances for the paper

should be sent to L. R. BURLINGAME,

Mrs. J. R. BOWEN, Wellsboro, Pa., has used her
other makes of Extra, Supérflnes and 3-Plys in the new
a year; and no more on 10
ies or any
Wheeler & Wilson Machine almost constantly since
colorings and most modern and stylish patterns just re1859 on all kinds of material, without any repairs or | ceivedat-our new -warelipuse,
76,
{8, 0
and 82 Friend
St. | ‘number between one and” 10, when sent to
personal instruction, =
:
one address, than on a single one.
The
NEW ENGLAND CARPET CO,, BOSTON,

rejoice also

in

warehouse.

published by the Free-

‘use of Sunday School scholars, was enlarged
and much improved about
the first of April,,
1869, It is printed on paper of a very
superior quality, and its mechanical exeellence is
ou
to that of any other paper of . its class.
All communications intended for publication should be addressed to *‘ THE MYRTLE,”
Dover, N. H.
i TR

INGRAIN GARPETINGS —English, Lowell, Hartford and

Notices and Appointments.

Sunday morning.
wept for joy and

HILLSDALE COLLEGE.~A President has at last

LADIES,

and constant fellow-laborer for the truth. He
was a true peacemaker for Christ and a madly

warrior against all sin. ‘With a truly joving and
gentle spirit in bis heart, he had also that
decison of
purpose and firmness of principle which

new

CARPET CO., BOSTON.

ness and devotion as a:Christian minister. This
Q. M.-has always
found in him a willing, able

the goodith

been-secured for Hillsdale collége in the

FORTHE

turers’ prices, at our

,

SPECIMEN cop1€§ of the PORTLAND TRANSCRIPTSent
free to any address. Terms $2 a year, and subscriptions
taken for three or six months.
A first-class literary
weekly, which has just been greatly enlarged and im-

through; and especially Saturday afternoon

Ministers and Churches.

;

Godin his all-wise providence,having removed
our dearly beloved brother, Rev. J. L. Cilley, by
death, since our last session, we would place upon -our records some recognition of his faithful-

enc

On the first Sabbath in June,

PETREA, O." The Loxd has graciously revived
his work in this place. Nine have followed the

These additions,to be sure, are not large,
but considering all the circumstances,it
reveals clearly the handiof God.. These to-

.

MONTVILLE.Q. M.—~Held its June session with
the 2d church in Montville, June 16—18. All the
meetings were interesting and profitable. The
Dowie was unanimously adopted by the conerence :

is still good.

principal at present. The school will open
in the fall, as those having the matter in
hand do not work without a purpose.

*\_ result of the revival the past winter.

organization, at

which a delegate to Gen. Conference was chosen,

ferest in our church on Bowdoinham Ridge,

The religious int

out a pastor, ‘and the Institute withouta

odists.,
The Honey Creek church have received
nine hy baptism to its rnembership as the

as provided for at the

is

the
¢. M. was

scssion with the Mt, Pleasant church.
It was'a
season of considerable interest. The churches
were tolerably well represented, and the spirit
of the Master seemed to be present.

Me.

choice. The church is poor
ing to raise the amount necessary to

Some revival spirit has been enjoyed at
Caldwell’s Prairie, which has served to show
that God has not left his people, nor forgottén to hear prayer. Three have been baptized and othérs have united withthe Meth-

also held,

hope in Christ, and backsliders have been

The church are laboring

with encouraging

movement

Troy Q. M.—Held its last session
Sullivan church, May 26—28. The

been enjoyed in Atkinson this present season,under the labors of Bro. F, A. Palmer,
of East Corinth. Some 40 have expressed

since which time tokens of the divine favor

have appeared.

A

|

Clerk.

Revivals, &c.

BowpomnHaM,

Honey Creek Q. M.

Contribu-

and
A special session of Virginia

house.

good: cause ad-

S. D. Bates,

Prof. Mooers and Mrs. E. C. Jenness were
surprised by valuable presents from the departments over which each presides.
The instruction that has been imparted
during the past year has elevated the standard of education in our midst and merited

encouraged.

ed

thorough

students,
sd
:
The prize speaking on Wednesday

was

es and the ministers and laity returnfon delegate
to
Y.§M., Bro. 8. E. Hawks alnate. On Sabbath{Rev. Thomas J. Ferguson
with new purposes und a better . conseas ordained to the wrk of the Christian mincration to the work of the kingdom.
lh
the following
er: Sermon by
the imposition of
P. Randall was chosen delegate to Gen. T. E. Peden; Prayer du
hands, Rev. Job Kettle;
"¥land of fellowship,
Conference, and Rev. S. D. Bates alternate. Rev.T. E. Peden; Benediction, Rev. R. I.
’
The Clerk was appointed a committeeto Jackson.
Next session with Athens church,
locate the next session of the Y. M#
:
S. E. Hawks, Clerk.

Bass.

training on the part of the teachers and
commendable proficiency on the part of the

the patronage

meeting

The business wasgdone harmoniously,

pression was excellent, the

The examination of the several classes was

fair and impartial, and showed

“The

the preaching in the. ’¥. Baptist and other
pulpits was able ad satisfactory,and the devotional meetings were soul-stirring and
refreshing seasons.
It was a feast of good. things.
The im-

July 9th, by Rev. D. H. Adams,
.On Tuesday evening an able and scholarly lecture was delivered before the united
by

singing.

closed with the sacrament of the Lord's Supper.

Societies,

systematic

A large and very enthusiastic S. S. meeting was held during the session.
Several

The anniversary exercises of the Green
Mountain Seminary commenced with a ser-

Literary

taking collections and

giving.

The Fall

Sunday

felt in the

subscriptions, thus encouraging

Green Mountain Seminary.

before the students,

been

Cleveland Mission. During the meeting a
collection and subscriptions were taken, to
meet the present liabilities of the mission,
amounting
to $300, about one third being
paid down. Having the labors of Rev. A.
K. Moulton,
the mission is enjoying a good
degree of prosperity. The surrounding Y.
Ms. are rallying around it for its support.
Resolutions were passed favoring the organization of a State Mission Society for
home mission purposes, the -union of all
evangelical Baptists on the basis of church
.independence and liberty at the Lord's table, commending the Baplist Union to confidence and patronage, recommending that
all the pastors in the Y. M. preach once in
three months oh missions, Foreign and
Home, or the other benevolent enterprises

| interspérsed with

mon

af

large and edrnest audiences.
now on foot to pay the

such as is pursuedin lo. ond other -benevelent-enterprises:—

The fifth is the classical course of three
lege.

and

~

ands
most serhinaries,

ips

There has been a good degree of interest | yj, during the ee oth a Quarterly collec
in the Sunday schoo] ‘work, in missions, in tions from the churches, amounted to $30.75.
the education of young men for the minis- Bros, Preston, Kirk and Jackson’ préached to

£0
course

.
of agricultire,
The fourth,is the regular English

——of-three-

:

ceipt of sixty cents.

This semi-monthly,

will Baptist Printing Establishment, for the

222S8TusvER:

was chosen

“This course ‘is not designed to take the
placeof the Agricultural college, but to co-

+
o

©

make them intelligent, practigal farmers.

mer months, This is favorableto the minister,
wise in the managers, and can not but be bene-

Rev. ‘P. Randall

3®w

The last session was held with the. church

in Marion, June 9—11.

SUMMER. CARPETS. —Another fuvolce of Canton MatThieves! KNAVES!! SWINDLERS!!! ‘These are
tings for 20 Gents per square yard, at our new wareh use,
mild terms with which to designate those mean, contemptible adyenturers, who have been induced by | 76, 78,80 and 82 Friend street, NEW ENGLAND CARPET
COMPANY, BOSTON, ;
the high reputation which DE hess Qatarrh Remedy has won to put up and
for sale a worthless
STRAW CARPETINGS, JAPAN AND CANUON MATES ag
imitation of this celebrated medicine, Remember
~—A portion of a cargo. from a recent cargo auction sale.
that Dr. Pierce’s privaté Stamp, which is the only
Thebe mattings are fv 'h, and comprise the finest qualiPOSITIVE guarantee of GENUINENESS, should be upon
ties
and most beautifiil fancy styles; willbe sold to the
every package. This private stamp, issued by the trade or at Te
at Jess than the market prices; at our
United States Government expressly for stamping
new ware
, 76, 78,80 and 82 Friend street. NEW
‘Dr. Pierce’s medicines, has upon it his portrait,name ENGLAND CARPET COMPANY, BOSTON,
BONRL
and address, and the words U. 8. Certificate of GenENGLISH TAPESTRY CARPETING at popular low prices,
uineness.” Don’t get swindled by men calling themat our new warehouse, NEW ENGLAND Carrrr CO.
selves Dr. Sage; Dr. R.V. Pierce, of Buffalo, N.Y,
!
:
is (he only man now living that has the right and can Boston.
prepare the genuine and original Dr. Sage'’s Catarrh
FLOOR O1L CLOTHS. ~The trade supplied at manufacRemedy. Sold by Druggists, or sent by mail on re-

fod
vr

Many of our churches have adopted the plan
to omit the afternoon service during the sum-

"Ohio Central Y. M¢-

8)

-

10 cts, ;

dred copies, $7.00. Po#tageon a single copy;2
ots. ; on a dozen copies,24 ets.; on one hundred cop:

‘ers. Its adaptéd to classes that have:
just completed “The Story of Jesus.”

This book received the prize offered
not long “sifice by the Printing Estab-

I tishment; ‘and is ‘recommended fo. pastors, superintendents and

teachers

as

being in every way worthy of their’
the purchasers. Or patronage. ' Orders may be sent at any
ies, $2.00, whioh {8 to bo paid Bypromptly
filled.
be
will
and
solicited,
are
ders
LR BURLINGAME,
Address °
time and they will be filled immediate- ’
L
SE
oY this_ Office:
ly. , Price 15 cents ; Postage, (extra)
T. c. EVANS, Advertising Agent, 106
ington Street,
BOSTON, MAS

Wash-

ents
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¢ Yes 'tis rev'rent,”

—

I closely held within my arms
A jewel rare ;

:

Never had one so rich and pure

SE
Rs

But the dear Master came

one day

“I can not let it go,” I cried,

My heart would break.”
’

|

“Nay, but the Master comes for it,
"To bear above,
To deck His royal diadem, © He comes in love.”

-

:

And very gir.”

=F I

was at Aunt Mandy's last Samer.

The threshold of my home no thief

Has ever crossed.’

Your jewe] will be safe above,

v

Gone before thee.”
The Master said these- words
With pitying look,

and gazed
:

While in the early hush of morn
My gem He took.

Pad

with wreaths and vines, and

Close to my breast that morn I held,
Tears falling fast,

Yes, Master, thou mayest keep my own,
For it is thine. ¢
\
i

1/50 lovely.

Safe in the house not made with hands,

bows,

dress, and

and

| tins, real early that morning.

roses,

| time, and

It hurt

aw-

said I looked like a

bald

eagle;

“but I di
mind. When it wagfirst taken
down it looked worse than ever, 1 thought ;

but Miss Tilly brushed it out, and pu

a

blue ribbon to
match my dress. Sh
t
some fumgry on fy handkerchief, too, and
made me ‘wear her little breast-pin.
‘¢ The party wasn’t much different from
the one we had here when. twas Uncle
Frank's birthday, only that wasn’t a s'prise
party. They played ‘ Take home what you
Borrow.’ and ¢ Clap In and Clap Out,’ and
¢ Name and Sentiment,’ and had music and
supper ; and laughed and talked and stayed
till I was most tired to death. But then I

in the center,

"Large and strong, and never still,
‘With magnetic power moving
All the other wheels at will,
Love, the fairest of my weavers,
Turns this mighty wheel, my friend,

‘Weaving countless threads of beauty
That no human strength can rend.
Round this wheel, revolving swiftly,
Watch the wheels of Hope and Joy,

had a good

- And the triple wheels of Duty

time.

Mrs.

Jesse

Warnerls

Bobby was there. He's so smart; ard the
ladies and gentlemen kept asking him
questions, and trying to get him to talk.
One lady asked him who killed President

Busy in my life’s employ.
How the weavers cheer each other,

And how quickly and how well
They obey Love’s gentle orders,
It would take me long to-tell.

Lincoln, and he said ¢ Cain.’

In this high and spacious chamber,

Then they all

laughed.
;
| “Was anybody s'prised at that party ?”

*

blue,

See thé B¥ain-wheel, wheel of magie,
‘Weaving threads of every hué.

|

Thought, the wisest of my weavers,

asked Rosie, solemnly.
“You wouldn't catch me

| them old wires in

At this wheel unwearied stands,

my

havin’

/
any ©’

said

Rubie,

hair,”

| with a jaunty toss of the head. -

* Until Sleep, with wary fingers,
Steals the distaff from her.hands,

4

|
“Of course not,” answered Sunshine,
| with dignity ; ¢“ yours curls naturally; but
| I don’t see any uge of feeling big *bout it.”

God upreared this noble structure—
*Twas a God-like. gift and free—
And he put the wheels in motion

‘With this solemn charge to me

and

what. I
see, Miss
do in the.
it up in

| fully and Uncle Jerry teased me all dinner-

1 live in Good-Will Kingdom,
And for twenty years or more
I have owned this model factory—
Just you step inside the door.
There are many unseen weavers
Busily at work within;
There are many wheels a-going,
But you hear no whir or din.

¢¢ Sunshine,” e¥elaimed Willie, bounding

{ in\through the kitchen with his skates on his
arm, ‘‘mother says it's after eight ; and now,
if you ain’t ready in three winks of a turtle’s
eye,I'll be off before you.”

:

© “See you keep this building holy,
Fair without and fair within;
Keep the wheels all bright and busy,

And your work unstained by sin.”

Mrs. Williston made buckwheat cakes for

But sometimes old Care, on crutches,

J supper that night, and as a. matter of
course, Sunshine attended to the baking.

Hobbles in and clogs the wheels;
And then Sloth, the cunning vagrant,
Follows close behind his heels,
‘With a loathsome breath of canker,
. And his wallet full of dust,
And with stealthy step approaching,

“1

do

love

to

turn cakes,”

said she,

pushing up her sleeves a little, and nibbling
a crispy bit of fried batter that had been

dropped on the edge of the griddle.

Specks each idle wheel with rust.
lo

a white

I. can’t tell
— Watchman & Reflector. » | satin, and, oh my!
| had curls myself that night. You
| Tilly said my hair would never
world the way it was; so she did
Factory.
——

»

She wore

was all curls, and

’Tis thine and mine.

With its windows paned with

every

| ‘twas always that way.
;
:
| ** That night when she was all dressed
| ready, I thought F-gever saw anybody look

‘Was safe at last.

-

made

| thing look so kind 0’ graceful that I- wished

Anempty casket,~the bright gem

See the Heart-wheel

Well,

Hunter asked Uncle Jerry if they . couldn't
make a s'prise party. Uncle Jerry said yes,
only to give Aunt Mandy time to bake some
‘cake; sorhe said they'd come Thursday
evening. Aunt Mandy and Clarissa Hodkins cooked all day Thursday, and Ihélped.
‘Twas most ‘as nice as Thanksgiving or
| Christmas. Miss Tilly fixed up the rooms

The heart will be;

And sometimes old Mother Gossip,

Gadding whither she doth choose,
On her way from Tittle-Tattle,
Saurftersin to tell the news;

And sometimes poor scowling Envy
Comes to tell me with a whine
That my neighbor owns a factory
Twice as large and fine as mine.
But these visitors come seldom,
And they do not tarry where
They must stand in mortal terror

‘ Pshaw !”

they wasn’t

said

Sunshine;

always

the

“ I reckon

cleanest

in the

world. They couldn't help: coming down
wrong sometimes.”
!
:
‘“ Sunshine, what was that story Gyp
: Kennedy was telling you girls in the hall,
this noon ?” asked Willie, now seraping his

- .

Of my watchmen, Faith and Prayer.
So P11 live in peace and quiet,

gun with a piece of broken. China.

And when anything goes wrong,

Or the days seem long and weary,

«<¢¢ Oh, that was ‘The
have his teeth pulled.’

Take my harp and sing a song;

For my weavers weave the faster,

boy

that Wouldn't

“I don’t quite "prove of Gypsy's stories,
somehow ; but I'll tell this, and maybe it'll

And the wheels turn swifter round,

‘When I touch my harp with gladness
And awake a cheerful sound.

be a ben’fit to Rubie.

ig

“Once there was

The Family Circle

have his teeth

a boy that wouldn't

pulled.

His mother

tried

every way to get them out, but she couldn't.

He was always too cute for her.

~ When he

got to be a big man he had the dreadfullest

A Sunshine Story.

| tushes ever was, and people couldn't bear
to look ‘at him. He-=hired out to "tend store,
| but he seared the customers so that the man

...

-* Do, Rubie, hold still! You're the fidg- couldnt keep
etingest boy I ever saw,” said Sunshine, as"

him,

He' tried

gnd ther she felt her strength leave her,
and sank upon the floor. Lotty and Mabel,
after'a few ineffectual attempts to ask some’
questions, fell fast asleep; but Harry had

exclaimed

Ru

curls, ‘cause I saw his piciure

3

““

in

God's

‘got

ma? why did you bring me into your room?”

Receiving no immediate answér, he sat up

grandpa’s

big Bible; and there was light shinin’ round
and round -‘em, too. 'Spect there'll be

in bed, and began, “I thought I hedrd Dick

light shinin’
round and round mine, some

day, if I'm good and think "bout God every

‘niture from her big babg-house, and neatly |
scrubbed the floors from garret to kitchen,
with papa’s nice new tooth-brush, using the

hard soap with an unsparing hand.
Harry,
coming in later in the day, had added a lib-

eral contribution to the day’s disasters,

whep

Mrs.

West

bought

«« Well, that's only » ploture,” "said Sun-

~ How B@&ss Managed Tom.
Tom's sister Nell was pretty and fastidious, and being a x
older than Tom,
was inclined to éxercise authority over him.
Tom was rough and uncouth, and just at
the age when a boy feels .like resenting all
interference with his * rights?” He would
put his hands in his pockets, his chair on
Nell's dress, and his feet on the windowsill. Of course they did considerable sparring.
“For

the bird-fancier two years ago, theaman had

shine, soberiy ; ** ant we don’t really know

would he keep up!"

|

how ‘ts, I don’t think, though, it's
rriepoelioivic
eons
Sli

~=On this occasion Dick was deep in dreams,

. with his bright eyes closed aud his saucy
“head snugly tucked under his wing, when,

in the midst of his slumbers, he was

sud-

stir

denly waked by a light. Instantly he was
on two legs instead of one, and in a few
seconds was chirping in a very lively tone.
Thinking that a nocturnal lunch would taste
good, he hopped down to the seed-box, and
was busily engaged. in eating.
Brighter
and brighter gleamed the light, and presently it attracted our wise little bird: so
that he flew into his ring, and began a soft
little song. But the light that pleased little
Dick was far more dazzling than the ordinary gaslight, for a live coal had snapped
from the midst of the glowing fire, and in
a monient the aprons began to blaze! One

heap of clothes,

and

these

were

ed in a sound, childish slumber,

soomr

your

from harm?

he look

heaven

down

from

inch,

which

of course

was

very

that coaxing was better than

driving; and sometimes when he sat with
both hands plunged into his pockets, Bess,
witha book or a picture, would nestle down
beside him, and almost before he knew it
one hand would be patting her curls, while

the other turned the leaves or held the pictures. If she chanced to see him making an

levator of the wiadow-sill, she would say,
in her pretty, coaxing voice,—
“Just try

“Yes;

Itaught your father how to make
0

v

;

mint-juleps.”

“ Well, the old man got to be very fond

and he kept

on taking them from’ early in the morning
until late at night; and he never . stopped

he went under.”

my

ottoman, Tom,

dear, and

though Tom occasionally growled in a good
natured way, about its being too low, the
boots always came down to its level. Whenever his hair looked particularly rough, she
would steal behind him and smooth it out in
a way Tom liked so well that it was a
temptation to let it go rough just for the
pleasure of having her comb it. Yet, for

while the

the next three days a¢ least,he -would take
special pains to keep every hair in its place,
simply to please little Bess.
:
As they grew older, Bess, in thé same
quiet; loving way, helped him to grow
wise and manly.
If she had an interesting

Would

and see them

perish, without stretching forth His arm to
help?
:
id
No; God did not bring this great sorrow
upon our friends; He told little Dick to" book, she always wanted Tom to enjoy it.
sing, louder and yet louder.
. with her; if she were going to call on any
The children, tired out with their play of her young friends, Tom was always inslept on, and did not hear the friendly voice ; vited to be her escort.
~,
/
but Mrs. West,

down. stairs,

held her breath to listen.

started,

wi 41 ‘can’t

and

understand,”

said, lady

Nell;

‘“ why, you should want that boy forever at
your elbow! He's rough and awkward as
a bear.”
. :

‘“ Why do n’t you

go on my dear?” said her husband. ‘Hark!
George,” said she; ‘I think I hear Dick
singing!” ¢ Well what if he is singing?”
‘Why, he never sings unless there is a
light !® «Probably Norah is up there for

** Some bears are gentle as kittens,” said

Bess, slipping’ her arm through his with a
loving hug, while ‘the bear” felt a greaf
warm
glow at his heart as he walked away
some reason. What a little woman you are
to be so easily startled about the children!” with Bess, and .ceterinined to try harder
to be ¢‘ gentleas a kitten ” for her sake.
|
A

Grass in his Liquor.

-!

of people who sat there and

looked

N

at him

Some

wir
little

seemingly, those smiles were for him.

Bu

| .°
puzzled Our Dog.
‘He could see
ng_sense in it,

boys and girls did smilé as he stood there:

80 soon as he reciprocated the apparent at-

tention, so soon as he rade for them, the
smiles would . vanish, the faces “become
solemn. - And so at last, with a yawn, Our
Dog flung himself on the aisle floor, laid
his head on his fore paws and coupted over
@uring the
the beef bones he had buried
Not a word of the sermon
last week.

Bridget

and

Bridget's

cousin,

“What
landlord.

is a mint-julep??

“Will you

John

There's ‘nother one,

Mrs. West, though almost fainting with
is so. * It's called terror, caught up Harry, and made Norah

One time there and Bridget understand that Lotty and
Mabel must also be snatched out of bed;

real good, nice, - splen-

a

\

Jesus

was conducted

fallen, and

broken

and buried the

ace-

duct in its fall ; and the original pavement
of the ancient road in the valley itself is
now forty-five feet below the present surius Tord by the ruins of the ancient
waltsawl
houses.
Nor is thisall. A perfect net-work of subterranean chambers
was also disclosed, some of which were
probably used for the storage of food, and
others as aqueducts and ‘cisterns. And the
whole result more than confirms the ideas
of Jewish architeetural
deur which the
books of the Bible and the pages of Josehus combined to give, but which have

own resources for amusement. He was delightfully ignorant of the -proprieties of
church or church service. .Thé choif is separated from ‘thq congregation only by a
slightly raised platform. On this walked
Our Dog. Again there was singing.
He
smelt first of the organ; he then smelt of
the organist,” and wagged his tail at him.
itherto béen regarded by many skeptical
The orggnist looked with an amused and
minds as apocryphal.
kindly eye, but he could not stop. Our
Along the southern wall his
s
Dog then smelt of the basso profundo; he were scarcely less interesting. discoverie
Here he
smelt of the tenor;

he

smelt

then

first on

found

a

double

pavement,

one

twenty-

one side and then on the other. Then he | three, the other forty-three feet below the
went back and re-smelt them all over again; rosent surface of the ground. Here also
e found some curious remains both of
also the organ. That was a little curious. Hebrew and of Christian
origin. The
There might be a chorus of dogs inside, and lowing description of his explorations -folat

that man at the keys tormenting them.

To this point, taken from one of his letters writ-

him, at any rate,

He

it was

not melody.

walked around it and smeltat every crack
and corner, to get at the mystery.
He
tried to coax a little familiarity out of that
choir. They seemed to be having a good
time; of course, he wanted a hand or paw
in it himself. It was of nouse. He stood

and looked, and wagged his white, bushy
tail at them as hard as he could. But,
selfishly, they kept all their pleasure to
themselves. So he left the choir and came
down again ‘among the congregation.
There, sure enough, were two little girls on
the back seat.
He knew them; he- had en-

joyed many

a romp

with

them. Just

the

thing! Up he jumped with his paws on that
back seat; yet even they were in no humor

for play.
They pushed him away, and
looked at each other, as if to say, * Did you
ever see such conduct in church ? »
It was rebuff everywhere.
Our Dog
would look closer into thig matter. “The
congregation were all standing up. So he
walked to the.open end of ar pew, jumped
onit and behind the people’s backs, and
walkedto get in front of the little girls, that

he might have an explanation with ‘them.

Just then the

hymn

ceased. - Everybody

sat down with the subdued crash of silk and
broadcloth.

Everybody on that bench came

near sitting on Our Dog.

It was a terrible

ten at the time, will afford the reader a
more graphic picture of the difficulties and
dangers which attended his investications
than can be given by any

general

tion :
:
*“ 0a Friday, having arrived

of 'seventy-nine feet, the men

deserip-

,

at a depth,
were

ing up a stone at the bottom

of the

break-

shaft.

Suddenly the ground gave way, down went

the

stone

and

the

hammer,

the

men

barely saving themselves, They at once
rushed up, and told the sergeant they had
found the bottomless pit. I went down to
the spot and examined it ; and, in order that
you may have an idea of the extent of our
work, I will give you a description of our
descent,

:

** The shaft mouth is on the south side of
the Sanctuary wall, near the southwest an-

gle, among the prickly-pears;

beside

it,

Pp

to

the east, lying against the Sanctuary wall,
is a large mass of rubbish that has been
brought up ; while over the mouth itself is a
triangular gin, with iron wheel attached,
with gay, for running up the excavated
soil. ‘Looking down the shaft, one sees

that it is lined for the first twenty feet with

frames four

feet

six

inches

in

the

clear:

further down, the Sanctuary wall -and

cut through are seen, and

at what

appears

to

a

be

the

man

soil

standing

bottom.’

An

order is given to this man, who _ repeats

and

then, faintly, is heard

it,

a sepulchral

voice answering, as it were from another
world. Reaching down to the man who is
visible isa thirty-four-feet,
rope-ladder ; and,
on descending by it, one finds he is standing on a ledge which the ladder does not

:
touch by four feet. This ledge isthe top of
Still he kept employed. There was a a wall running north and south; and abutline of chairs in the aisle. In one of these ting on the Sanctuary
wall; its east face
eliberately sat Our Dog. If everybody just cuts the centerof the shaft, which has
would do nothing but sit still and look-at to be canted off about two feet toward: the
east, just where some large loose stones jut
that
man in the

pulpit,

so would he.

But

out

in:

the

most

disagreea

ble manner.
somehow he moved one hind leg inadver- Here five more frames have been
fixed to

tently. It slipped oyer the ehair's edge. keep these stones steady. On peering down
Our Dog slipped over with it, and came as from this ledge one sees the Sanctuary wall,
near tumbling as a being with four legs) with its projecting courses, until they are
ess below ; observing zo,
can. All this made noise, and attracted at- lost in the
at the same time, that two sides of the
tention. Little boys and girls and big boys shaft are cut through the soil, and are selfand girls snickered and snorted and strain - supporting. Now to descend this second
ed as only people can snicker, snort, and drop the ladder is again required; aecord-

strain where they ought not to. Even some

of the elders made queer faces!

The sexton

ingly, having told the

tom

to get

under

man at

cover,

it

the. bot-

is

lowered

the ledge, from whence it is found that
then tried to put Our Dog out. But he had itto does
not reach to the bottom by several
no ideaof going. He had come with our feet. It is therefore lowered to the refolks, and he wis not going until they quired distance, and one has to reach it by
went. The strange man grabbed for him, climbing down hand over hand for about
and he dodged him time,and again with all twelve feet. On passing ‘along one notes
the marvelous joints of the Sanctuary wall
his native grace and: agility. This was stones, and also, probably,
gets a few
something like; it was fup.
The sexton blows.on skull and knuckles from falling
gave up the chase; it was ruining the ser- pebbles. Just on reaching
the bottom one
mon.
Our Dox was sorry to see him go reccollects there is still a A of unknown
and sit down; he stood at a distance and depth to be explored, and cautiously “straddles across it. Then can be seen that one
looked at him, as if to say, * Well, ain’
course of the Sabctuary wall, near the botyou going to {ry it again Pp"
tom, is quite smooth all over, the stone
id
No. No more of that. Noboly was do- eing fine I dressed, all other courses being
ed
1the drafts
; one also
inganything save that man in the pulpit. aly ses well:
two stout bo
lying against the

|

inquired

the
:

|

make ‘one yourself ?

:

Here

are the liquors, the sugar, the spices, bu! I
haven't any mint.”
ps
¢ I will make two, one for “each of us, if

Ina few moments,

hi

i

the guest returned

froma field where he found some mint, and
he made the coveted beverage. .
The tempting doses were repeated over

and over again, and the delighted landlord

oh

fit” =~

I was only six X feet deep, though it looked)
ng”.
need none of your preaching; I'm ‘superior: black enongh for a
Further explorations disclosed & su
to all that. Things zo easy enough with ranean
passage,
perhaps originally ‘copme, without coming here once-a week to structed to carry off the overflow from {
sit silent, sad, melancholy, and stupid, and Temple; and the intrepid jnvestign
be scolded at by a man whom you pay for crawled on his hands and feet. 400 fect along
this slimy drain through the mud, the
sage at
Su bootinielt 6) narrow that
Then. in an innocent and touching igno- could barely squeeze through, and the
to.

She

;

bridge across which

from Pilate to Herod on the day of his trial.
The remains of a winding aqueduct, cut in
the solid ‘rock beneath this bridge, were
also discovered. Part of this bridge has

from Virginia, and said guest called for a sit here, glum and siicnt, if you v'e a’ mind er dropping a rope down, we found that
‘“ mint-julep ” to slake his thst,

Thomas, whom the dreadful cry of ** Fire I" I can figd the mint.”

had roused in a moment.

this cut him.
But his is a selffeliant, ro
perative nature, so he threw/ himself on his

ing a viaduct which 'led from the Temple

toward the palace of Herod on the western
"hill, and constituting
perhaps the very

Our Dog would go np and see what all that Sanctuary wall, under which the men retire
was about. So he matched up the main whenever an accidental shower of stones
x
2
r
A tavern-keeper in Pennsylvania, whose: aisle,
One is
and as he "did so he waved, in a ma- renders their Jesition dangerous.
sign swung and creaked at the foot of *“ Lau- Jestic and patronizing sort of ‘way, his bushy now at a depth of seventy-nine feet from
the surface, aud fronr here we commence:
.
rel Hill,” once received a call from a guest. tajl. and it seemed to say, «“ Well, you can the exploring of the * bottomles pit.’
s

* A" mint-julep isn julep with mint.in it,”
Beyond, in the adjoining ‘replied the Virginian. ~
ce
Pe

toon,
she .could still hear little, Dick.

were closed. He soon recovered himself,
They were only folks, after all—suchi as he’
saw every day in street and house.
He began to recognize one after another.
He tried to get up a little sociability with
them, but they took little or no notice of
him. Everybody seemed strangely cBnstrained and altered. Our Dog is a pet, and,

see how comfortable it is for the feet,” and’ scramble to get out.

Could nothing save them? Had-they prayed in vain to God to watch over them that
night and keep them

an

to understand

hearts around .which the little lives were
entwined, were beating calmly and unconsciously in papa’s and mamma's bosoms,

and

|

take

naughty. And so it-would go from morning till night.
But little sister Bess had a different way,
with SJomwhat stubborn Tom. Bess seemed

on

on the realms offiction.”

was & mian,—&

do

roughed up again in less than an hour.”
“I do wish, Tom, you would take your
great boots off the window-sill I”
“'Oh, don’t bother we, Pm reading,”
Tom would say, and the boots refused to

Sh

from his mouth,** that that story borders

though, that I know
¢ The man who smoked,’

‘
Tom,

“Tom, I don’t believer you've combed
your hair for a week !”
“ Well, what’s the use? it would be all

spark of light.
Often when one of the
children was sick at night, Dick would have
to be hung in another room, such a singing

joined her voice to his, and Mr. West camb
flying up. stairs, soon followed ‘by Norah

ito their Jimmy.

pity’s sake,

ands out of your pockets!” Nell would
repeated, over and over again, *‘ Splendid
say
in her most aggravating manner.
singer he is, ma'am; warranted to sing by
‘What
are pockets for, I'd like to know,
daylight or gaslight!”
Mrs. West did
and Tom
not think much of this at.the time, but she if not to put one's hands in?
-would
whistle
and
march
off
without
a sign
soon found that the lively little fellow would
of
withdrawing
his
hands.
.
a
hop and chirp all night if he saw the least

sudden smoke.

ry; but Gypsey said her Uncle Jack told

the «door, out

Christian Weekly.

Dick of

were, ‘she ‘was blinded and choked by a

an

As she opened

hopped little Dick upon her finger, and the
grateful mother pressed her lips again and
again upon his bright feathers. - I can tell
you, Dick had an extra-big lump of sugar
that day ; and they have loved him more
and more every day since. — Illustraled

shooting a hole through the glass-door of
the bookcase .with his pop-gun, and overturning the flower-stand, as he backed out
of the réom in his dismay. Altogether,
‘both the mistress and the nursemaid had a
great feeling of relief and rest, when the
last good-nights were echoed faintly from
the three small beds in the chamber beyond
the nursery.
:
Norah had carefully turned down the gaslight, so that Dick should not chirp and disturb the little, trio of *‘ troublesome comforts,” had disposed a small towel-rack full
of aprons airing, at a safe distance from
the grate, and had gone down to sit in the
kitchen with Bridget. Mamma had smoothed her sweet face into its usual serene expression, and was reading the evening papers with papa; and for awhile everything
was safe and quiet.
Now,

how God had taken care of them, and how

little Dick was the on® who hal told
mamma that something was wrong. Then
mamma passed through the open foldingdoors into the day-nursery, and went up to
Dick's cage.

by

he could be respectable

* ’tajnt my sto-

assurance

Literary Miscellany.

being so wicked, and came: back ;: but fore

** Well,” said Sunshine,

afterward,

with a confidence. and

‘“ What do you mean?”
The children had beep-having a perfect through her tears, ** Dick's singing’ saved
touched him: it went clear over*his head.’
carnival in the nursery.
Without really your life!” and then she fell into such a
“I mean that he kept on taking grass in —Lippincotl's Magazine.
;
meaning to be mischievous, they had man- passion of joyful weeping that she could Lis liquor—until-he-died.
"
Harry did not know why he
“Did he die drinking mint-juleps ? *
aged to do a great many wrong things,
It say nomore.
should cry, but ery he did; in sympathy with'| - “ Yes, he died three months ago; he took |
had been a day when the nurse Norah, with
Mamma, seeing this, tried to too much grass in his liquor.”
all her good nature, had been fairly at her mamipa.
:
compose
herself,
and “coming to th& bed,
wits’ end and had declared ‘‘the witches
was in thim children!”
Lotty, in her soothed and patted her darling boy until he
Explorations at Jerusalem.
Our Dog in Church.
laudable desire to help mamma, had pulled fell asleep. °
i
Presently
papa
came'in,
and
after
some
a large ink-bottle upon her own curly pate,
Tha first operations were commencpd on
He was a little flustered on first entering
more tears and prayers of heartfelt thankssaturating hair and clothes. While mamma
the
western wall, at a point near w
is
the chapel—so many people there, and all
known as Wilson's [7
It receives this
and Norah were busy removing the marks giving, he took Harry up to the spare room,
sitting
80
quiet.
In
this
there
was
somename from the fact that it was first discovof this dreadful catastrophe, Mabel, being while mamma had her two little daughters
thing awesome for Our Dog, and when out ered by Captain Wilson, who had nog the
with
her
in
her
bed
all
that
long
night.
In
: fired with zeal by the sight of so much soap the morning, papa told his little children of this unnatural quiet they rose suddenly .means, however, to prosecute. any mining
‘and water, and being also by nature a tidy
Captain Warren's explorations
to sing, Our Dog was
frightened,
and operations.
little houdewife, removed all the doll’s fur- what a terrible danger they had escaped;
roved this arch to be one of a series formwould have run out of doors, only the doors

‘of him he was 'bliged to stop.

teeth ull knocked out with.a hammer,”
“I fear,” said Uncle Ben, taking his pipe

months

‘He has gone," said the boy..
* Where has he gone? said the stranger,
** He has gone up, ” replied the boy.
or 2
“What do you mean?”
‘* Ain't you the man who put grass into

singing.” . ““ O Harry ! ” burst-out mampa,, until

to teach

had to have his

Six

of drinks" with. grass in them,

‘

8chool, but the children. made so much fun

he

homeward.

Just.

Then he
wasn’t thing was wrong, but sang on bravely, and
any
woman
that
would
begin
to
have
him, at last Mrs. West, being afraid he would
ger.
3
;
So
he
got
to
drinking
whiskey,
and
went
| wake the children, told her husband to wait
+ 4 I'm glad I've got eurls, Tike God,” said
to
Lower
until she had been up to see into the matter,
California,
and
turned
heathen.”
Rubie, joyously.
“ Is that all P" asked Rubie, with his fin- | promised to be with~him again in a mo““¢ Rubie Willistolh, what do you mean P”
ment, and ran up/btairs.
;
.
asked Sunshine, in a shocked voice; and gers in his mouth.
Opening the door where her treasures
“
No;
after
a
while:he
got
‘shamed
of
she gave his plaid flannel sack a little twitch |
““ Why,”

The

Virginian left the next day, and directed
his
steps

father's liquor some time ago?»

she parted the pretty chestnut curls, and
"wanted to get married, but there
brushed them, one by ohe, around her fin-

* which turned him about suddenly. ,

had:

‘which,
‘to: a nérvous and
inexperienced
‘speaker, would be better than gold or digmonds.
He didn't care.
He smelt of the

as long as it has taken me to write about it.

of them

fire; the chair close by contained Lotty’s
clothes, and just beyond that, through the
open door, was the foot of ‘Harry's white
bed. The three precious lives were steep-

i

turned em he'd throw 'em up higher’n this
ceiling, and they’d come down all right ;
the other side, every time.”

And the fashion of her gown.

smell

Mires calls ’em flap-jacks.”

¢* and I heard Unclé Ben tell bout a man in
the army that baked cakes, and when he’

Stops to show her gaudy-trinkets

what

audiencé

in mixing liquors and making juleps.

-he had a business call to the neighborhood ‘minister, He thought he'd try and see if
ma's bed, and the two servant-girls ran of ‘‘Lgurel Hill,” .and, ‘meeting a boy in the latter were in a mood for any
sociability,
back to help fill the pails atthe taps. It the road, he mquired of him -the- wherei- No; he was busier than any of
the rest, |
was all done so quickly, thatit hardly. took. Bouts of his old friend. the landlord.
.| The stupidity and silence of all this crowd

i

of them falling off, lay on Mabel’s little

. “Yes,” said Willie, who was whittling
out a gun from a piece of kindling-wood,

And the giddy coquette, Pleasure,
On her way to Folly-town,

The

‘“ Say, Sunshine,” said Rubie, scrambling
on top of the wood-box,
¢ old Miss

:

hardly comprehending

taken place, were quickly tucked in mam-

An Incidentin Dick's Life.

| Uncle Jerry's while she was there ; and Job

“And where thé Feart's rich treasure is,

ones,

was grateful for the lessor he had received

“ Let's have supper now,” sdid Mrs. Williston, coming to the door.
*¢ Rosie, set
the chairs; and Sunshine, bring on the been more thoroughly aroused, and now
cakes, and maple syrup."—National Bap- | suddenly asked, ‘* What's the matter, mam-

one

Miss Tilly Thornley came there to spend a
| few days, and the young ladies and gentle. men in the neighborhood wanted to come to

“If thou keepest thy gem,” He said, *
s
“It.may be lost.
5

My

that

| T didn’t get to hear, "bout ‘“The s'prise
party.”
:
“ Oh,” said Sunshine, * you're always
“wanting to-hear-*bout-what happened while

Ti safely guard and keep it pure,

¢

* Yes,” said Rosie, eoming forward with
| ing dollie’s winter clothes), “ tell

here.

griddleg is obnoxious.”

| her needle and thimble (she was busy mak-

J“But, Master, it is my treasure,

My jewel rare;

to clear outo’

| bits of gold paper and ** fashion ladies,” as
| she called the colored pictures she had cut
| from an old fashion:plate.
©
4

My gem to take;

with John Thomas’ help,

emptied the water-pitchers and the pails
from ‘the bath-room close by.~ The little

“ Whew!” said Uncle Ben, rising and
Mamma had been very courageous until
knocking the ashes from his pipe ;*‘Ill have everything that she could do had been done,

dress as she placed the comb and brush in
the queer little case that she had herself
made out of pasteboard, and covered with

"Twas mine ; Who else could care for it

’ :

in

“¢¢ Jus' one story, Sunshine, ‘fore you go
| to school,” pleaded Rubie, catching her

- "Twas my own, my precious jewel,

So tenderly?

be

curl that. rested grandly on top of his head.

Engaked my care,

"God gave it me.

and Mr, West,

Rubie, em-

did, kind man ; but he had one fault,—he
smoked.
He got to smoking when he was
| the Bible if twasn’t true ? * 'Sides, 1 know
‘way off ‘mong strangers, and he kept on
:
‘God's got curls, 'Course he has! Curls | till his: old, ugly, yellow Sn
pipe-stem wore
are boofuller'n other hair, and course God's’ ‘out two of his front teeth; and his breath
got the boofulest.”
}
got worse and worse,
so that his little
Sunshine made no reply to this cenvine- nieces and nephews can't hardly bear to kiss
| ing argument, but very thoughtfully gave him ; and I'm afraid, if he don’t stop smok-H
the finishing touches to the great silken ing, he'll come to a bad end.”

Mine.

R

asserted

f phatically ; ‘ and how'd that picture

it.”

I do no such thing.

¥

I'm a dog;

J

rance that he was violating all the proprietiesof time and place, Our Dog went holdly up on the pulpit -stairs while our minister

so foul as, to thregten ~sutforation,

difficulty of his position Is indi
v
the
fact that he had to back out 200 feet befo

he could get to a point wherehe could To

was preaching, and stood and surveyed the his head.—Harper's Magazine for July.
congregation.
||
Indeed, he appropriated
y
ui
much of that congregation's attention to
dia
oan
hor
Seed)

himself, ' He stood thers and surveyed that!

Repent one day before thy! death

|

f

“
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" Gresture Language,

facturer,

ry

.. In Southern Italy there is current a“ ven-

" erable story, which'is here given
¥

with all

reserve, as the diplomats say; in other
words, it is totally unworthy of belief.” The
story Is this:
A" stranger
present at the cabinet-

council in Naples,
pantomime had taken

after
some
place, asked

sestiatesers e——

Foot, the celebrated snuff manuoriginally

nist shop at

kept

Limerick.

a small

.v

One night his house,

. business was going to begin, and was told
:

“ But,” objected the astonished stranger,
“ nobody has said a word.”
“ True,” was the answer; *‘ but surely

“

I have said myself

someyghere,

I do not

stupor,

not perpetually

imitated their: example, and took a

embracing

them, or mak-

ger,—are well known instances in proof of
the fact.
:
.Galvanism was discovered n accident.
Prof. Galvani, of Bologna, in
Italy,
gave
his ‘name tothe operation, but his w fe is

considered as actually entitled to the credit
of the discovery. She being in bad health,

some frogs were ordered for her. As they
lay upon the table, skinned, she noticed that
limbs

when

became

near an

called

her

strongly

electrical

husband’s

convulsed

condactor.-

She

attention to the fact;

he instituteda series

of experighents,

and

in 178) the galvanic battéry was invented.

Eleven years

later, with that discovery for

his

basis, Profegsor

an

Italian, bo

voltaic

Allessandro Volta, also

ll

his discovery of the

pile,

.

The Prsovery of glass-making was. effect:
ed by seeing the sand vitrified upon which
a fire had been kindled. Blancort says the
making of plate-glass was suggested by the

tact of a workman

happening to break a

produced by the ordinary.
ing.

Glass

cps

process of blowamong

the most

beautiful, inexpeysive and common ornaments worn by the
ladies, are produced by
avery singular rocess. In 16566, a Venetian
named Jaquin Niseovered that the scales of
‘a fish, called bleakfish,

possessed

ty-seven

with a finer

but

stridulous

smoke.

No;

he

comes

back

sits down. She flies to the
drawers may be even faintly
and shutting. She is at the
tains, probably. She goes

that.

What can you do?

side

to

and

dred at least, they seem

prices

You are as helpFive

hun-

a thousand.

But

be a poor

man

too,

that,

cooked

by

The Bergus

Latro is a

above the ground.
often nothing to eat

great

crab,

and

And because. he has
but cocoa-nuts, or at

least they are the best things

he

What

can find,

:

Le really does is this: when

finds a fallen cocoa-nut,

away the thick
strong claws;

husk

he begins

and

fiber

and he knows

his

perfectly well

it, and it is a curious

which you know the young cocoa-nut tree
would burstforth. And when he has got
to the eye-holes he hammers through one
of them: with the point of his heavy claw.
but

of Parisian

incline to thé more modest and moderate
establishments. — Harper's Magazine.
3

The. Young Man and Life.
eee

:

:

‘Ttisa great thing for’ a young manto

the prop-

before, and goto work as if the owner
were a surveydr intent upon mapping the
figure of the room. . But at last you hear a
dull thump on the floor. One shoe is off!

There goes the other! A, few muffled
thumps with the bare feet and your -tormentor is in bed. But you have become
so stirred up by this time, that you seek

ed-=bless you, he never has been recognized! Don't forget the mistake made by the
fly on the coach wheel, nor the disaster
that overtook the.ambition of the frog. Do
all you-can ; sink all selfish thought of self;
and compel out of you "the best thut is in

7

ou.

and

the

next

improvement

was

make

The aking: of these

beads is carried on to this day in. Venice,
The beads are all blown separately. By

over the head of a weary

compared

I'S

Pap

fa.

goes

[3

Cobb,

Disease,

died

lingering

in Harrisburgh,

consumption.

She

unfaithfulness.

ian over sixty
years. Thirty-one
meto Wisconsin, and very soon

{eure ago sh

came conneated with “others in forming the

re-—

which God set in the character of this unostenta-

tious, up
died in

ht and truly Christian woman.” She
reliance upon that Saviour whom she

had so long served

with love,

-

Miss ANICE GRAY died in Johnstown,
Wis.,
May 21st, aged 18 years and 1 month.
Typhoid
fever did its fearful work in a short time on this

that it is gain to her.

the

-Hindustan

of

inter-

they are

G. H. HUBBARD.

snake, man,

FERIA
:
Never shall I, forget the first, last, and
only time I ever saw John, Ruskin.
His
picture had hung for many years just over
my study-table—that sweet, almost angelic
face, which in somewhat coarser execution,

WILLIAM A., son of William and Helen M.
Trask, died June 1, of consumption, in Carrol,
Me.,
aged 23 years and 7 months, He was a youn
man of much promise, of exemplary habits, an
amiable in disposition, winning many friends, by
whom he was highly esteemed.
His life was °
freighted with rich promise to the world, but; he
has descended to the grave in all - his pro
$id
or rather is called to join the throng of ransomed ones around God’s throne, where with myriads of others in shining robes he is shouting the
praises of the Redeemer,
Over two years, disease had been preying upon his system, all efforts t8 save him being of no avail. Last fall, he

bade kind friends and home adieu, and traveled
Westf) 1io es to regain his health, but all in

vain.
arch he returned to the embrace of
loved ones to die; long had he ‘thought of the
subject, and prayed in secret, but now fully de-

cided to seek

as it

to

intensify

nature,

his

need.”

and

When the hour came

Jesus

* a friend

that the

in

associa-

tions of life must be severed, through grace
was enabled to acquiesce in the divine will,
signing the prospects of life with composure,

ranging for Bis funeral, and making ready

manner of

he
rear-

for his

departure. As his strength failed, his. faith increased, and he seemed fully ripened for the harvest. He said, whbn told by his'mother that he
was dying, ¢ Well, mother, if I am, I am ready;
friends are dear, but heaven is dearer.
I ha
rather depart and be with. Christ,” then took

wearing his hair and his rudely-fitting dress
only emphasized
the natural want of
charms.
Ruskin’s face has neither fineness
of feature nor winning expression. His

eye, it is true, is large

his soul’s salvation ; and found

to be the * one altogether lovely,”

ite

down

id

MRS. ELIZABETH WILBUR died “Min W
n,
I1l., June 20thy-aged 86 years and 6 months,
She
was born in Conn., but early moved to, Burlington, N.Y.
Her later years were spent with her
son in Ill. ‘She was the mother of fourteen children, nine of whom sutvive her, eight of them
attending
her funeral. She became a member of
the Presbyterian church at the age of eight years,
and ever after lived a blameless life, true to her
Christian profession, with good hope
in the Saylout to the last. The Lord heard
her prayer in
taking her gently across the river to the other
shore.
Our mother has gone.
fii

‘Ruskin's Manner.

to the ses every night to have his bath and
wet his gills, and so lives happy all his
days and gets se fat in his‘ old age that he
carries:about his body nearly a quart of pure
oil.— Good Words,
|

eloquent, but

an affectionate leave of father and mother, brothnot énough so to offset the rest of the face. ers
and sister, and numerous friends, and his
|
He
read
a
paper
to
a
few
friends
that
evenfreed spirit“ sped away to the immortal shore.”
‘What ‘Women Eat.
ing—not with much eloquence, but with a May He who has promised to bind up the. brokjerky, unnatural flinging out of the words, en-hearted, and administer consolation to the
=1
|. It is: a popular belief
that women eat noth- quite unlike the flow of a good
.American afflicted, sustain the mourners in this time of
ing. It i$ of course conceded that they sus- reader. But the charm was underneath, inf need. Funeral services Solemn and impressive,
tain life by the consumption of some article the thought itself which, like eve thing of |
. M. HAGGETT.
MRS. BABRA BALLOU died in Vershire, Vt.
of nourishment; but eating," in the whole Ruskin’s, was original, paradoxical, stimuDec. 20th, 1870, aged 71 years. The subject of
acceptance of the ‘word, is supposed to be lating.
The paper was afterwards printed,
notice was born in
Grafton, N. H.,
but in
foreign to female nature. This fallacy is and forms the first half of his Sesame and this
youth removed to Tunbridge, Vt., where. she
founded and sustained by women themselves, Lilies.
He is a good American-hater, spent nearly the remainder of her life, uniting
who, during the affected period of their lives lives in great seclusion on Denmark Hill, with the East Hill church in T., under the labors
cultivate small appetites as being of semi- one of the suburbs of London, is princely of Rev. A. Shepard, in which she remained a
worthy member till death. Ente
early upon
angelic construetion: When this pernicious in his generosities, gracious to all youn
life’s rugged duties, her path seemed
more than
nonsense is conscientiously carried
out, the art-students who seek his advice, and, wit
is usual to lead in a ‘way of hardship, toil and

résults’upon the would-be angels are squal-

all his feudal tendencies,

of the noblest spirits of our
cott’'s Magazine.

bone, reminding
how she clawed

.uaries published in the Morning

erfect

Star,

who

dn insertion.

Brevity is specially important.
Not more than a
single square can well be afforded_to any single

seems, arf] is, none

tizedby Elder Jesse Meader. For several years
he resided at Great Falls, where he was a
worthy member of the ¥. Baptist church, and
the efficient superintendent of the Sabbath
school, Here he married Betsey B. Edgerly,
who survives him. He has lived in Lowell,

experience tells
portion to their
and are no more
in the matter of
nal.

it.

obituary.

us. that women eat in proweight, as much as men,
fairies in this respect than
weight.—Appleton’s Jour:

A Famgus Street.

endeared, by reason of its memories.

Here,

ardson,

Gold-

or in its immediate neighborhood, lived RichShadwell,

Locke,

{of his Dictionary, and there lost his beléved

“ Tetty
;” #t No. 7 in Johnson’s Court he

lived twelve

Court he died.

years; and

at No. 8 in Bolt

Johnson's Court ahd Bos-

Office Court, close to Shoe Lane, took

place

that famous scene between him and
Goldsmith, which ended in the ¢ Vicar of Wakefield” bein g sold for sixty pounds;and Uoldys

Rainbow,

and

Devil

Tavern all did duty for him as a club,though

of Mrs.

Lenox’s first

novel.

¢ About

5,

Johnson's face shone with meridian splendor,” though the rest of the company were
dead beat ; the fact being that the Dr. Was

used to such diversions, and did ‘more for
the literary reputation of taverns

than any

lot of

urchins, some

some of them . decently clad and preenting a respectable appearance, who are
engaged in asserting their manhood byy
-

June

died in this® city,

No.

for

She lived

imitations,

coin in the
To
Lord.

ear,”
her

Mr,

1%

Henry

A

dress

* the full

ripe for thé garner of the
companion, her
bereaved

ices attended by the writer, aided by her former
cm. MALVERN.
pastor, Rev. Mr. Chase.

E., daughter of John and Sarah F\. Vary,é

died in Montague, N. Y., Dec. 15,

aged

1369,

promise,

uncommon

of
SARAH F., wife of John Vary and daughter
ue
the late Rev. Samuel Hart, died in Moniag
and 16

N. Y., April 16, aged3 yéurs, 4 monthsage
days.

:

All others are base

es hi
©
prescporiphiom. on will please
pl
ad-ds.
ROW ARDY WILSON
$
>
4
261 South Fhird Street, Williamgburgh, ¥ 1
.
y
m26,

She embraced rel gion at- the

of 14.

WORKS

IRON
or

I

WaOTOET AD CAST
[RN DATONG
Fences, Public “Buildings,

Poh Fouss

Bash and

ad

emetery
Des 4
Ce Wire Window Guardy, Office,
Vases
Chairs,

Counter Railings: Iron Settees,

Grave Borders, Horse Posts, Stable
| ‘Bouquet Holders,Column
s, &c.
Furniture, Iron
.
Y,ow Prices, and Work ‘Warranted
J. L. ROBERTS & CO.
Street, Boston.
63 Merrimac
No.

85

The

others.

She was indeed

She was a child of

St, Philadelphia,

BOSTON ORNAMENTAL

C.|

aged

spurce of much comfort and consolation,
a
to eaid him in preparing for a
iour of grac
servMhappy reunion beyond the river. Funeral

years,

Arch

_The advertiser, having been permanently
cured of
that dread disease, Consumption, b a simple
remedy,
is anxious to make known to his fellow sufferers
the
means ofeure. To all who desire it, he will send a
copy of the prescription used (free of*charge), with
the direction for
preparing and using the same,
which they will ind » sure cure for CONSUMPTION,

was extinct.
and his ramone" of those
The chariots
thousands of |.

be
prayers, her life, and her peaceful death, will
and a

MARY

/

!

3m23

S AND IN GEOLOGY:
A AN:or, theIN GENESI
Biblical account. of Man's Creation:
,

RE

ARE

ORDERS

NEW

FOR

THE

QUESTION BOOK,
'

THE

.

WONDRRRTL
WORKS
OF
JESUS,
CLARK,
LATHAM
BY MRS. MARY
Also, for the NEW EDITION of the

"©

SACRED MELODIES, .

B, church

Freewill ise Puliioutions

was’ an

excellent

will be filled promptly at the advertised ratey, by

for
in Harrisburgh, where her father Jroushed than
She was a woman of more
some time.
usually amiable * disposition,

d by all .who
wife and mother, and died lamente
lingering consump-

knew her. Her disease svas
tion, the pains of which «she bore
4

\

with

selected the

She

.

it

uncom-

writer

to

"

tested by Scientific Theories of his Origin and Anti.
b. D., LLD,
quity. By Josepn P. THOMPSON,
One vol., 12mo. Price,$1. Will be sept prepaid by
post, on receipt of price, by
B,
BURLING
LR.
DOVER, N. H,
.
36

In a few months she united with the F.

planing patigice.

Ld

T0 GONSUMPTIVES.

to
church and the world are pooriy Jrepared
in he temHer zeal
part with such helpers.
‘perance reform has called forth a touching memo“rial from the temperance orgamzation of which
She suffered intensely in
she was a member.
ber last illness, yet with calm resignation could
* We shall
say, ¢ He doeth all things well.”

all meetin heaven.”

612

and is sold for 50 cents per box.

years. The Charles St. church has lost one
Her: conmore of its active Christian workers.
stant and consistent faith,
manifested itself in her

life.

Proprietors on

JOHNSTON, HOLLOWAY & COWDEN,

righteous when
A. CAVERNO

blest the

. L1zzIk 8., the beloved wife of

every-day

of

OINTMENT

turned.
It has the signature of the
the wrapper of each box.
A

by his widow, and only son, and other relatives
and friends, who felt that a good man in Israel

Farnham,

the

a COUNTERFEIT

TETTER

spirit, kind, gentle and forbearing,
He was
‘modest and unassuming, . There was a beautiful
harmony between his life and profession.
He
lived an honor to religion, was the enemy of no
were
remains
His
all.
of
man, but the friend
interred on Wednesday after his death, followed

ron.

God,

in the
Com,

for the cure: of all Skin Diseases. The Genuine will
cure eve case of Skin disease, or the money re-

angels § the Lord is among them, a8 in Sinai, the
holy place.” Bro. H. was a man of an excellent

* How

of

At ten o’clock his

work on earth was done, and life
He sweetly fell asleep in the Lord,
somed soul was borne on high in
lofty vehicles of which itis suid, “
of God are twenty thousand, even

had fallen.
he dies.”

eternal

or IMITATION

rew worse.
His wife and physician were sent
or, and every
as resorted to that hope

idkvain,

hands,

Beware of
Hieskell’s

and she gave him such simple medicines as she
thought might do him good. He vomited, but

“rating his landlady in’ a high tone ” for
having arrested him for rent, Of the inns
in Fleet Street, Johnson was a great patThe Mitre,

|

Returning from the N. H.

jut all

with

Beware !

Yearly Meeting he went to his work on Monday
morning
following, in his usual"
good health.
He worked but a few minutes and
sat down.
The lady of the house where he was
at work
saw him, wentto the door, and perceiving he
was unwell, asked him to come in, He did so,

could dictate,

you have a building

made

Beware!

Mass., and some other places, in all of which he
has maintained an unexceptionable Christian
character. His death was that of a good man.

It was very sudden.

To the lovers ot literature ‘Fleet Street is
of all streets in London perhaps the most
Dryden,

Verses areinadmissible.

AMOS HURD died in Lawrence, Mass., June
19th,
of apoplexy, in the 61st year of his
y
He was born in
Newfield, Me., July 11th, 1810,
experienced religion in early fife, and was bap-

Our

heard

do

ticed upon ‘unsophisticated old bachelors,
who, when they have made the dainty
creatures theirs, fimd out by the butcher’s
book, an occular proof, what sturdy trencher women they have married. Watch a
healthy girl at supper during the intervals
of dancing
; ‘she consumes by installments
four times as much as her partner, and
the worse for

nacle be dissolved

a house not
Persons wishing obit- | heavens.”

equal to five cents a line, to insure

however, prac-

Him who was made

ugh suffering, till at last she

is voice say, * If this earthly house of this taber-

not patronize it, must accompany them with cash

:

All this is a direct deceit,

removed she clung closer to

2

them
how she
gnawed it,
it, when she found herself

alone?

age.—Lippin-

- Obituaries,
PARTICULAR NOTICE!

°

affliction, but never a word of murmur or compldint was she heard
to utter. In a family of
thirteen children, eight of them have preceded
her to the better land, and one on whom
she
leaned heavily in her Geclining years, she gave
to her country.
Asher eart
supports were

incontestably one

‘or, red noses, certain loss of vigor, general
limpidness, and some other unpleasant consequences. But as a rule, the smallest a
petites at the fashionable tables are
exhibited by those shrewed girls whose 1
1 and
healthy wants nave been thoroughly appeased
by-$ecret stuffing. Need we refer our readers to the historical poem concerning Violante in the pantry,
gnawing a- mutton-

-

‘

“,

sister doubl

C. M. PRESCOTT.
NORRY, relict of Dea. Benjamin Fowler, died
in Rochester, Wis., April 8th,
82 years and
4months. She was a native of Deerfield, N. H.,
where she was baptized at the age of twenty-one,
e Free Baptist church, thus
and united with

an

Few men are wise enough to prefer the
means of a griall tube the insides are aa. ‘blame that is useful to them. to the praise
It is fair fo
Habit ing away at execrable cigars.
need constant and anxious care.
* cately coated with the pearly liquid, and a that betrays them.
ia
of do- presume that their anxious mammas are not
habit
the
in
are
we
What
us.
s
make
waxed coating is placed over that,
of the foul habits their darling boys
ing, saying, thinking, decides the matter of aware
It requires the scales of four thousand fish
pick
up
and practice outside of the patental
dife
It
life,
of
ss.
succe
the
Do good, “and character'and
to produce half a pint of the liquid, to which
Live for something.
they should know
u- roof: but for their benefit
a small quantity of’salamonia, and isinglass leave behind.you a. monument of virtue were only a series of independent individ
ity to that it is stated that a French physician has’!
continu
moral
no
there
were
acts,
al
destioy.
never
can
time
of
“that the storms
is afterward aided to improve its color.
.
Pa

with

-

man before or since.—Chambers’ Journal,

In nothing is the young man tore wont
the Yoatter of habit. © Life
to be lax i
says to him that in nothing - does he more
b,

0

if some

how is-our friend. ‘instance, the words signifying
knife, woman.—Once a Week.

boy, he

young

M., also a daughter of Rev. . 8, Hart, ©

ed by regrets for past

found to correspond almost exactly—as, for

arn chore enon

you are a clean little.

a

.

embraced religion in early life, but the peace of
her last hours was greatly lessened and embitter-

still the same in character, fronts the titlepage of some of his works.
Who that has
seen it has forgotten it?
It is almost a
ous crab, and liking to sleep soft in spite of child's face, and has not a little of the
his hard shell, he lines them with a quanti- charm which invests one of Raphael's Sisty of cocoa-nut fiber, picked out clean and tine cherub.
But the real Ruskin, how difne, just as if he were going
to make rar
a co- ferent ! I think he is the. plainest man I.
rrr
GO
coa-nut matting of it.
ever saw ; at any rate, no face has ever imAnd being also a clean crab, as I hope pressed me with so much ugliness.
And

ment you, will sée a

man.— Beecher.

aged: 80,

esting story of ‘ Laveugro ™are taken and

* Without .morbidness, without moroseerty of communicating a pearly hue to the sleep in vain,
:
ness, just this life has said to me—1 think
“water. He found, by experimenting, that
We used to wonder .what was meant
God, and your own
_ Boy Smokers.
beads dipped into’ this “water asstgged, when the son of Jesse said, ‘‘ Over Edom it says it early—Trast
Look to no competing charright arm.
when dried, the appearance of pearls@
It will I cast out my shoe.” It was evident]
be
ation
compens
your
proved, ; however, that the pearl
at some vengeful proceeding. We hope it ity from man. Let
Here and there about the street corners
own soul, and the
when placed outside,” was easily rul i ed off, was not so bad as wearing squeaking. shoes in the reward of your
.and around the doors of plages of amusehumble hoping for the benediction of your’

the beads hollow.

fact that

the gypsy words in George Borrow’s

to get the meat ont?
He can not put his
claw in. He has no proboscis like the butterfly to suck with.
He is as far from his
dinner as the fox was when the stork offered him a feast in a long-necked jar. What
do you thipk he does ? He turns himself
rourd, he puts in a pair of his hind pincers,
which are very thin, and with them scoops
the meat of the cocoa-nut, and .so puts his
dinner into his mouth with his hind feet.
And even the cocon-nut husk he does not
waste; for he lives in a deep burrow which |
‘he makes like a rabbit, and being a luxuri-

who can not

MINERVA

and wife of David.

in affinity —with—of all tongues, the most
perfebt in comhination and structure—the
proud Sanscript, and however” modestly,
may glory in the parentage.” It has been
often asserted that Indian officers have been
able to understand the gypsy language,
simply from their knowledge of Hindustan-

he

which end to’ tear it from, namely, from the

so good;

and

bereaved and desolate.

the idioms of Northern Hindustan ; and thus,
though never so much adulterated, it stands

tearing

with

fatuor’s

her

gypsies is really a language.
One enthusiastic German
doctorgsays: * This national
system. She was a member of the Johnslanguage does not originate either in the strong
town Free Baptist church. The expectation of
Bgyptian or any other tongue, but solely in friends is thus cut off, but hopes are left behind

end where the three eye-holes are which
youcall the monkey's face, out of one of

So far,

ther, two brothers

regards the second; the folk speech of the

fruit down for himself’; “but that, it seems,is

not quite true.

os etiiy
it
iigution:e the!

nders

mother’s sickness and aRer har death ‘she su
lied her mother’s place in tal
care of
the
Pimily with an ability and faithfulness: beyond
her years, and her sudden death leaves her fi

deteriora~

in matters perder
maintain that their
physical features and peculiarities alone sufficiently answet the first
taunt; and that, as

cocoa~tuts he has learned to eat and after a
fashion it would puzzle you to imitate.
The sailors used to say that he climbed up
the stems of cocoa-nut trees, and pulled the

training ; but the majority of Bowery purses

bli

in eight decided

chose for text,

ore to be found, | Honey Creek church. * All who knew her
and that their language was little more than spected Mrs, Fowler, though perhaps none but
4 mere thieves’ slang. But the more learned her intimate friends were aware of the gems

walks upon the tips of his toes" a foot high

annexed, an-

experts

affection;

"| the countries

make out to dine at these rates. Not that -well’s Court were not so named, however,
an opportunity can not be obtained here- on his account, or on that of his biographer,
about to order an expensive dinner, and. but after much older godfathers. In Wine

less as a midsummer night man with a
above “Wis pildexterous mosquito soaring
low. 1sthere anything that requires as

many stepsas going to bed?

indeed

must

then back to the wash-stand. Then all is
still a moment. But it’s only, as it were, to
wind up the shoes. Off they go again—
this

The Cocoa-nut Crab..

nounce that sustenance for the body can be
obtained at the most reasonable prices. He

stand, then to the bureau, then to the closet,

now here, now there,to

entrances, with

at the

and

again,

a
ef an

petite for strong drinks; in three’ there was

point, for good or evil, the smith ghd Johnson.- The great lexicograoped to a high
her indeed clungto the vicinity as thoughiden of ¢ cafe Heo. even asthe Americans
have gone mad after hotéls and their un- he had the intention ¢/ immortalizing it.
homelike horrors. The painted bills of fare "At" No. 4 Gough Square, he composed niost

bureau. The
heard opening
window curto the wash-

n. In twenty-two there were seers of the circtllation,” indiges-

“tion, dullness of intellect, and a marked apeart

and

FRANCES DELPHENE, eldest
daughter of John
Vary, died by drowning, June nah
aged 15 years
and 4 months, She gave her heart: to the “Saviour at the early age of 12, and the evidence

tion of blood ; in twelve there was frequent
epistaxis, ten had disturbed sleep, and four
had ulceration of the mucous membrane of
the mouth. It is easy, then, to see how the
their mischief, are only because of that.. ranks of the drunkards and dissolute men
‘Do good, with God’s help, and you can’t “about” town are recruited, when there are
help being good ; keep doing evil and you 80 ‘many boys in training for delirium treLowcan’t help being evil. - Honesty, integrity, mens and the horrors of dissipation.—
truth, avarice, sensuality, theft, are pi 4 isville Journal.
.
habits—no way separate, irresistible acts,
»
-and are to be reached or avoided by forming
Language
of
the
Gypsies.
Life says to the |,
or avoiding the habit.
i
*
Ss
—
:
oung man that its setret ‘lies in the habit
formed and the habit avoided.—Rev. J, W.
The vulgar idea has long been that the
Ware.
“
y
gypsies were nothing more than the gathermg up of the nomadic rogues and tramps of

them.
But there are French here as well as Germans, and both nationalities have devel-

sound,

oes hither and thither. She is putting u
er things. You lie and trace all their
courses and doings by their squeaking
shoes. Now she is putting her things in
the closet, and he is fixing the fire. Now
he goes into the entry, probably gqing to

ppreach
Fp thht TUert) sermon

presented distinct symptoms of “ni-

cotine
rious

had his club besides, — At the last named
time subdues everything. At length a find out early that ire is of the minimum he
place, (next to the Child’s Banking-house,)
blessed stillness ensues. You. gradually of importance in the world; that while it which had once been his namesake, Ben
your impatience and subside toward demands of him everything that he can do, Johnson's favorite resort, he put into exefound ficool
when, all at once up start the shoes it can get on admirably Without him, In cution his mad prank of sitting up all night
sleep,
not be”
again, as if they had never taken a step all its busy, pressing forces, he is not miss- with a party of friends to celebrate the birth

crucible filled with melted glass. The fluid
ran under one of the large flagstones with
which the floor was paved. On raisi
the stope to recover the glass, it was
in the form of a plate, such as could

woman

on shire

eight boys, between the ages of a oe and
fifteen, who were addicted to the habit. Twen-

know with what correctn®ss—for definitions never are complete—that humor is
on despair, some of the poor neighbors, "wit and.love. I am sure, at any rate, that have a special care about our first doings,
gropg among the embers for what they the best humor is that which “contains most because they entail second doings, ands
could
find, stumbled upon several canisters humanity, that which js flavored throngh- second doings ensure third doings, and then
is heaps olgeiiba rise, as Himalay and Andes
of unconsumed but half baked snuff, which out with tenderness and kindness.
Virtue is the habit of good; vice is
they tried, and foundit so pleasant to their love does not demand constant utterance ‘grow.
e habit of bad; ‘that is all. ~ Repetition
noses that they loaded their waistcoat pock- or actual expression, as a good father, in
ets with it.” andy Foot aroused from his conversation with his children or wife, is makes each, Their power, their majesty,

pinch of his own property; when he was ing protestations ofhis love; as a lover.in
struck
by the superior pungency and flavor the society of his mistress is not, at least as
you observed what was
going on P”
it had acquired
from the
great heat to far as I am led to believe, forever squeezthe
said
on,”
going
nothing
saw
«1
*{ My,
which
it
had
been
exposed.
Acting upon ‘ing her hand or sighing’ in her ear,
griand
Pp
a
shrugs
w
stranger, ** exce
soul's darling, I adore you!” . Heshows
the
hint,
he
took
another
house
in
a
place
his
name.
You
maces and the king signi
called Black Yard, erected ‘ovens, and set pis love by his conduct, by his fidelity, by
don’t mean to say you call that business?”
about
the’ manufacture of that high-dried his watchful desjre to make that beloved
“ Of course,” was the answer.
* What's
widely person happy ; it lightens from his eye when
the use of a long talk, when we can ex- commodity which soon became
she appears, though
he may not speak it;
press our, meaning as well, and more known as Black Yard snuff. Eventually he it fills his heart when she is
present or abtook
a
larger
house
in
Dublin,
and
making
* quickly, by signs
sent; influences all his words and actions;
his
customers
pay
liberally
through
the
The story, though an exa,nL eration,
his-whole-being--it—sets—the
father
beso is, l nose, —amassed-a—great—fortane
“yrevertheless,
for
having: suffuses
cheerily to work . through the long “ay,
seems to the English reader. Southern been ruined.
supports him through the tedious labor of
Italians use a
great deal of gesture while
the weary absence or journey, and sends
speaking ; not
because they are deaf and
him happy home again, yearning towards
Squeaking
Shoes.
dumb, for they are quick of hearing, everthe wife and children.
’
C—O
lasting talkers, and remarkably intelligent,
This kind of love is not a spasm, but a
Among the minor evils of life, few are to life. It folitles and caresses ui due seasons,
but because they have piéturesque instincts,
shoes. nodoubt ; but the heart is always beating
and.are not satisfied with expressing their be ranked higher. than squeaking
ideas by feeble: words; while “they satisfy When a boy, we used to regard this qus)- fondly and truly, though the wife is not
their natural impatience by using gestures ity with high favor. On one occasich, sitting hand in hand with him, or the chilin liey of whole sentences, and can, and do, when héing measured for a new pair of dren
hugging his knees.
‘And so witha
occasionally carry on conversations without, shoes—they were to be our best shoes, and loving humor, I thinkit is the genial writany speech at
For example: I have of course to be worn only on Sunday—we er’s habit of being; it is the gentle spirit’s
seen a man in a balcony near the top of a stipulated that the maker should put in way of looking out on the world—that
house narrate, eitirely by gestures, his day's somes squeak leather. When the shoes sweet friendliness
which fills his heart
adventures to a friend on the ground-floor came home, and were as mute as if made of and/his style.
You recognize it, even
fur, we felt that word had béen broken thought thefe may not be a single point of
of a house on the opposite side ofa street.
The gesture-language is believed to bey with us, and that the fellow Had cheated us wit, or a single pathetic touch in the page ;
in the main, the same all the world“over; out of an important element. It used to though you may not be called upon to sastill, in places widely apart, in° which the afford us much speculation what it was that lute Bis genius by a laugh or a tear. That
habits of life are very different, it is natural made the noise; and, indeed, to this day, collision of ideas which provokes the one
to expect a corresponding difference in a the problem is not solved.
or the other must be occasional. The
We well remember an elderly gentleman must be like papa's embraces, which
language which is plainly imitative, and
whose
boots
were
all
ablaze
with
blacking
nothing else. In Mr. Tylor's work upon the
spoke of anon, who only. delivers them now
‘ Early.History of Mankind,” which con- —Day & Martin's we think it was, that is, and again, and can not be expected to go on
tains a very interesting account of this lan- the blacking, not the boots or the gentle- kissing the children all nighty
And so the
walked his room - for hours writer's jokes and sentiment, * his ebullitions
guage, it is stated that, according tothe man—who
He seemed to read a-foot. His of feeling, his outbreaks of high spirits,
veneral practice of mankind, shaking the everyday.
head isthe sign
for the negative ‘ No.” In steps were slow and delibérate. Every must not be too frequent.
One tires of a
Southern Italy, however, shaking the head particle of squeak, at each tread, gushed
page of which every sentence sparkles with
never means ** No,” but always, “1 don’t out in full, with a. most impressive effect. points, of a sentimentalist who is always
understand you; what do you mean ?” We sought to imitate it, but it was too pumping the tears from his eyes or your
for our little pit-a-pat own. One suspects the genuineness of the
while ** No? is expressed by elevating the regal altogether
chin and protruding the under-lip a little; steps. We often contrasted this measured tear, the naturalness of the humor; these
old gentleman with ought to be true and manly in a man, and
and a still stronger negative by the same tread of the dignified
movements, to which is added scraping - the thé quick-step of a nervous-footed lady, everything else in life should be manly and
undler-side of the chin with the tips of the who went back and forth on household true; andhe loses his dignity by laughing
“right-hand
fingers, holding the knuckles duty, with a short and pert squéak in the or weeping outof place, or too often.—
outward, and the fingers slightly bent. In shoes that seemed to say, * Quick, quick, | Thackeray.
the curious affidavit in support of the will quick,” just as plainly as the solemn old
of a deaf-and-dumb man, unable to read gentleman's 41 ‘* Be qui-et ; be qui-et.”
As people grow out of boyhood they are
and write, quoted by Mr. Tylor, which exGerman Sociability.
plains the signs used by the testator to ex- less content with mere noise, and at length
| w—
Gi
become
impatient
of
it.
After
a
time
we
_ press his testamentary wishes, it is to be
If
there
is
any
feature
that is more char" observed that the testator expressed his felt our admiration of musical boots sensiteristic of the Germans than their love of
death by laying the side of his head in the bly abated. There lingered for a long time home,
itis their sociability. Americans are
a pleasant association with the sound passpalm of his right hand, and then loweri
It at once gregarious and exclusive,—witness
the right hand, palm upward,to the ground. ingin the street under our windows.
the crowded solitude of our immense hotels,
In Southern Italy, a Catholic
country, seemed to be a sign “of respectability. Did and the swarming isolation of our waterdeathis expressed by making the sign of any one ever know of a shabbily dressed ing-places. Englishmen are neither one
the cross with the first two fingers of the man whose boots squeakett? The first de- thing nor the other, being merely insular,
right hand, held together, upright, before cided rebuff which our partiality received |. and as much insulated as the condition’of
the face, that being the final action of the was the result of attempts, in boyish games, their individual pockets “will . admit. A
«priest when administering the sacrament. to to hide. Our shoes betrayed us. Then
and down
the nervous shrewd look around us, and up
a dying person. - The gesture by which the later came a sick spell, and
a
few
of
these
parallel
and
side
streets,
will
English deaf-and-dumb man expressed his impatience of a squeaking-shoed servant. give us a tolerable notion of the several
. death would, omitting the lowerin
of the Still later, and in early manhood, while ‘descriptions of ‘‘homes” supplied by the
hand, mean, in Southern Italy, sleep. In some interesting discourse was going on, civic geography of this quarter, and
the
this country we beckon a person toward us if there was anybody in the audience that
large in
means
no
by
is
them
of
percentage
the colic, or nose bleed,
by holding a hand or finger with the tips was goingto have
which one would care to spend the even-'
upward. In Southern Italy, however,
the it was sure to be aman whose boots were
evenin
more especially a Saturday
tips are held downward, and the English full of blarney: Men whose ‘boots squeak ing,
at is to be done then? Sha
are in summer.
manner of beckoning is used for salutation? always sit near the speaker, and
the multitudinous heads that peer out of the
The verb **
go” is expressed in Southern obliged to walk down the whole length of
as if reaching for air, remain
Italy by holding the open hand, the palm the room. ‘Only néw and then one 1s bold windows,
evening ? Some of them will, if
the
all
there
perpendicular, to the- ground, and pointed enough to walk flat-footed to the door.
help it. Shall all the human
not
can
they
_ in the intended direction, and shaking the In general they have a sneaking consciousnarthese hives swarm around
hand up and down from the wrist; while ness of their misdemeanor, and go through be
row
stoops and entry ways? They dre
in this country we Simply
int with the “all manner of ungainly efforts to abbreviate crowded with chattering coteries of beings
index-finger. In Southern Italy hunger is or muffle the noise. They walk on the
©
yet but a few are there.
expressed by extending the thumb and first extreme tipsof their feet, or on the edges, of all ages, and narrow and ill-smelling
these
Promenade
finger, keeping the others closed, over the or even on the heels. This only modifies
Yes, that also,if it does not rain ; but
mouth, anc
ving a rotary motion from the noise, and makes the hearer more cu- streets?
that is indéed a barren resource, and woerious
to
follow
it,
and
so
results’in
-a
more
the wrist.
The readeris at liberty to try
fully insufficient. What then?
Why, here
this upon any organ-grinder he meets, and effectual disturbance.
secret of the endless cafes,
and
cause
the
is
mark the result.Lah To-day” is expressed | There is but one projet wayin regard: to beer-cellars, and *‘
gartens,” and their inby closing all the fingers of the right hand squeaking boots or shoes—leave them at
little tables with chairs for four,
‘except the index, then pointing downward, home, and if need be, stay there with them! numerable large;round tables with chairs for
making a rapid, slight movement of the But, if by any misfortune you are caught- and their “The Celt or the Yankee may
hand up and down; ‘‘ to-morrow” is the in an assembly and need to go out, pull off a “dozen.
the bar, alone or in. company,
same, except that the-movement is greater, vour shoes and carry them out as you mareh up to
more or less fiery stimulus,
his
take
and
If you have
and from the elbow,
Numbers, of course, | would a lizard or cockatiicé.”
like a *“ health to the dead,” standing and
for that, then don’t crouch,
are shown by holding up the fingers.— not cou
saw a true Gerand go mincing along on your toes, but in silence. But who ever yet
Appletons’ Journal,
in his right mind; take his Saturdayman,
with
done
be
and
quickly,
step flatly and
alone ? You will not witit. It is one of the cases in which a run, evening lager all
this evening, though
solecism
a
such
ness
Discoveries by Accident.
even, would be welcome to all whom you
for recreation has arrived; and the
hour
the
—
1
leave behind you.
:
:
full.
Not a few discoveries in the arts and
But of all nerve-vexing trials, what is to public resorts are
Yes, no doubt; that's all very well for
scienced have been made or suggestad by be compared with an attempt to go to slee
the men, but what of the women and chilaccident. The use of the pendulum, sug- with a family above your head in whic
dren P”
;
gested by the vibrating of a chandelier both man and wife wear squeak-leather !
You shall see, and at the
What of them?
in a cathedral ; the
power of steam, intimatIt is late already. You are to take an
ed by the oscillating of the lid of a tea-ket- early train. You've lost much sleep lately. same time learn a lesson that is worth learntle; the utility of coal gas for light, exper- Importamt duties are ahead. By ten o'clock ing. If these Germans could only ‘* naturimented.upon bY a ordinary tobacco-pipe you are lying at full length, and about to alize” . the idea of making a family mstiey
of white clay ; the telescope, stumbled Upon drop off. But just then the family above of all amusements, fewer men would disace their manhood by going where the
by an optician’s apprentice while holding return to their room. The man strides
re not take their wives and children wit!
spectacle glasses between his thumb and fin- across the room with a sonorous step; the

their

investigated the effect of smoking

it, no dependence of part on part; if nothing were repeated, it would everywhere be
a failure,
tis repetition that twists the
fibre of existence
into something permanent, “coherent,
Otherwise it would be
only a rope of said. And so. we ought to

Humor.

tobacco-

which was uninsured, burned to the ground.
As he contemplated the smoking ruins on
the following morning, in a state bordering

silent
when

that it was over,

et been

-—
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Paragraphs:
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Maples large enough to make three ten- foot
| rails each, with four thousand trees to ‘the acre,
MISCELLANEOUS.
Another outrage by the band of negro outlaws | 3 have been raised from the seed in seven years
in Robeson, coppty, North Carolina, is reported. | [in ‘Monroe county, Iowa.
A beautiful Indian tomahawk, made of bronze
It is stated that
Red Cloud has threatened to

drive all whites from_the

elaborately engraved, was

vicinity.of Fort Lara-

A resolution has been offered in the New

7

turned up in plowing

sters,

and

some of the species

varieties.

The

erronéous

cut them;

The

Lincoln

Governor Hoff
Nas thanked the

Monument

£50,000 to complete

Xssociation

wants

the. original design

for the

work.

not take effect until next year. Upon Commence-

Charles Nordhoff has resigned
leading

editor

and

writer

on

his position of
the

New

York

to be filled each year.

company for over thgee years, discovered a hard
substance under the

Newburg,

N.Y.,

committed

suicide

‘arrested, and one has turned State’s evidence.
A State senator was at the head of the gang.

FOREIGN.
The murderer
rested.

of

skin, and

proved to be an

American

tory system has developed

substance,

quarter

ple—the

bear

miles, and the average

*‘ feed”

The ship Nahmor, from Bombay, bound for
Penang from London, has foundered in the

bales of hay

comparative

of the

weekly 3700 bushels of the above
are

used.

is

grains and 450
carried

product at 430

and its average

Monument

bankment.

to Shakespeare

on the Thames

em-

explosion of petroleum

were killed and

by

which

wounded

and

tween Alphonse Barrette and Alphonse Mondon, the former set 2088 ems and the latter 1944
,ems in an hour. The measure,type and copy were
‘similar to those-used in the match - held through«

fifty persons

many

buildings

burned.

The chiefof police of Dublin
from

wounds:

received

hands of a supposed
has been arrested.

afew

days

Fenian.

since

The

at the

srderer

* The weathér in Englands fair and favorable

How

gratitude, it is vaguely said, a private railway

enon, essential to the very existence of plants
and animals, a few faets, derived from observa-

ed with

Prince

special use,

all comforts.

The

luxuriously

dom. This action Was rendered necéssary by the
noise and confusion incident to the proceeding.

The first Atlantic

cable was

at a uniform temperature, we should never have
rain, hail, or snow.
The water absorbed by it in

evaporation from the sea and the earth’s surface
would descend in an imperceptible vapor, or

which time there were transmitted over it exactly 400 messages. The second cable was laid on

The first direct entire cargo of teas from China

to the province of Ontario has just arrived by
the Satsuma at, Montreal, consigned to a Toronto

July 28, 1860; the third was lost onthe 2d of
August,

1865, when

cease to be absorbed by the air when it was once

fully saturated.

about. two-thirds laid, and

mesphere,

firm. The eargo
is'm fine condition, the ‘vessel recovered on the 2d of September, 1866, and com"having made one of the quickest ‘passages on’ ‘pleted on the 8th of the same month. The
record.
Fourth (French) cable was completed on the 23d

in Mexico,
ng
being prevented,

of July, 1869.

Lb
24
wl

than in warm

promulgated an
‘.. system of
henceforth
is granted,

that

Gladstone has

official announcement that the
of army commissions is
royal warrant, Time
~# reconsideration of

the bill by the Houseok Lords: The committee
of Parliament has ‘reported against the contagious diseases fet.
The cholera prevails alarmingly in Persia, and
the ravages caused by the disease are dreadful.
Magshal Serrano has formed
a new ministry,
. and the
der,

All
"ne

Spanish

cortes

has

adjournedin disor-

battle between

two

swarms of bees a few

days

ago. One swarm, he says, took forcible pogsession of their neighbors’ barracks, and as the attacked defended their
, a furious fight com-x
menced, and the battle raged from 4:30 to 9». M,
Next morning, as the sun appeared, the battle
was resumed, the marauders appearing notin
condition, yet

showing

great pluck.

The

of Friday contained’ Sarnage continued without intermission till 10
A, M., when hundreds of dead bodies lay on the
royal warrant, of the act legalizing the purchase plain. At11the battle ended, when there was
of army - commissions. The Times, Post
not one of the attacking party lef: to tell the tale.

Standard believe. the course of the ministry
unconstitutional, while thé News and Telegraph

*Hard Times for Farmers.
|

A farmer, I say, needs pluck. * Capital
desirable, but

pluck is worth

more

is very

to a farmer

than capital, A little capital and a good deal of
pluck is what is wanted. “ Times are hard,” but

what of that?
much,

Itis

not

pleasal

find that

what we

g only $1.00, But al:

business is subject

fluctuations,

to such

and we

There igatalk ofa plan for partially repair- are, on the whole, no worse off than other peo|
ing
the Tuiléries. Experienced architects have | ple. Iwas at the West once ‘when corn was
. approve to the fullest extent the step taken by"
the ministry, The warrant was laid on the ta- examined that unlucky palace, and are of opin- worth only ten cents a bushel; and many of the
ion that the center portion, architecturally the wild-cat bank-bills in circulation were not worth
ble in the Commons Friday.
a.
France is
plans for the re-organi- finest partof the pile,is not so much damaged over fifty cents on the dollar. The bottom seemed
as to preclude-its restoration. The pavilions at to have dropped out of everything. I expected
zationof the army. Criminal
proceedings have
been begun against the Avenir andthe Nationa- each extremity of the building. would also be to see farmers thoroughly disheartened. Not a
le for calumniating the government. General retained, and the garden would be extended [bit of it. They * kept right on,” working harder
Douay
has been presented
with the
of the into the _vacant spaces that would remain be- and faster, if possible, than before. Tn less than
Legionof Honor. The Prugiaus will evacuate tween them and the central edifice. One can two years from that time, corn, in the sume place,
Rouen, and the departinents of Somme, Lower
imagine that the effect of this might be very pleas- was worth $1.10 per bushel, and the firmers who
Seine, Amiens and Fure, ,
ing, while the coup d'@il from the great court went ahead, got their reward. It will be the
in the ranch appeubly on of the. Louvre, hwaugh he phys
the same again, There will be a sharp reaction in
Elysees to the
e
Triomphe, would prices, and I should not be surprised if it comes

| be

fe Biyscer vo fine.

Thus transformed i

| three distinct mansions; the Tuileries might not
again afford
a suitable residence to sumptuous
Emperors .or to Kings of long descent; but if

sis to remain a. republic, who
its future
‘might not
tént to take up his abodéin ‘that Central
| ion de PHorloge of which the clock. has.
tle hour of so many. remarkable events?
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before another harvest.

But at any

rate all the

food wé can raise will be wanted. Most of us
will lose. money this year. We have paid too
high wages, but if wise, we can ootredt this mis-

take next yearg -

'°

i

labor account

men,

two

This
time,

hours

with the low wages preamounted, with board,to

If the expense

of cutting and

$072,

$162.50, which being deducted from

leaves $809.50 as the netprofit of

ing experiment,

But it would

this soil

be only just to

éstimate
the gain
in manure.
One hundred
loads were saved, and if we say this is worth
double, thus saved under cover, what the droppings in the field would have been, then this

judge of the character of a farmer, by casting his

eye over the premises. If the weeds are not to
| be regularly and systematically destroyed, the

was worth

idea of conducting agricultural operations profitably may as well be abandoned, for the one is
incompatible with the other.
And
is even more pointedly so with the

$60 extra,

making

the whole gain

$859.50. To this might be added something for
the better condition of the aymate and the larger
Tonsuity of milk.

or 25 per ceut.

to seed;

and

do

mot

BROWN’S BRONCHIAL TROCHES.

Nearly all tender flowering bulbs and tiibers
should be kept in dry sand through the winter,
als, which suffer sometimes

Perenni-

during the winter,

are better pegged to the ground and covered with
earth, where practicable, than bound in straw or

BROWNS

matting.
Covering only the tips will often ena~
ble.them to go through the winter nicely. Roses

except the more sturdy growing kinds,

‘+ 6m52

winter

:

admirably in this way, especially. if trained to it

f

while young. Beds containing the so-called hardy
to protect them

Japan

from

the

lillies, should

cold.

and narcissus give a much

therefor.

Tulips and

hyacinths

Even

crocus,

|

better bloom

"How
How

are benefited
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small fruits? How much better is your stock of
horses, of sheep, of cattle? How much of error
have you discovered in your mode of treatment
of the different crops you have grown? How
much have you learned from your neighbors,
fronr your agricultural papers, from your experi
ence in relation to’ your farm operations? How
much have you done to aid your wife and daugh-
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with improved household utensils, and “having a

better locatiom and arrangement of wells, cistern,

towards -the needy and: helpless? “How. much
man, are

you

r | mer you were-one one year ago t—Prairie FarAn the mean time let us take good care of our mer.
own stock. Instead of forcing grain upon an ]
over-supplied market, let us feed it ont. ‘We shall
Let each one strive to yield oftenest to the wishget our money back with interest. Do not sella | ¢s of the other?
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mugh better is your farm than it was

husband,

“THE

Bishop Soules LIniment,

year ago? How much better are your implements? How much more lovely have you made
your home by the planting of trees and shrubs?
How much have you added to the value of your®

better

SEEDS.

Clover,Northern,10 @..

3 : i %

BEEF.

that we celebrite the event by reducing its price. Though
82 pages more than similar books, its price
it contains
be the sameas that of the * Charm,”
after this date will
single copy in boards 35 cents: $3.75 a dozen; or $30 a
hundred, The * Prize ” is the cheapest as well gs one of
ap
the very best books extant.
ROOT & CADY,
Chicago, July 1, 1871,
wi)

very much by the same treatment.
Of course
the mich must be removed in the spring before
they appear above ground.
Mulch upon any
plants should, however, be left on the ground as
moval tends to cause them to sprout and blossom
sometimes before the temperature is. high erlongh
for them to sustain themselves.

AT

BRONCHIAL
TROCHES.
SOLD EVERYWHERL.

THE PRIZE FOR OUR SUNDAY SCHOOL, b: George F,
Root, published by us about folifteen months ago, aas
reached an issue 50 much in excessof

always

‘long as possible in the spring, since an early re-

0

:

@ 1 60
15

ee ensu108 to 18.

lief, For BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA, CANSUMPTIOM and THROAT Diseases, they
have a soothing effect.
SINGERS and PUBLIC SPEAKERS use them to
clear and strengthen the voice.
Owing to the good reputation and popularity of the
Troches, many worthless and cheap imitutions
are
offered, which are good for nothing. Be sure to OBAAIN the true
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Requires immediate attention, as
neglect often results in an incurahle
Lung Diseases.

throw into the public highway such as do, to be
washed dow
pon the land of your neighbors.—
Ger. Tel.

such as dahlias,

GRAIN.
Joli - fo

Southern

row,

A COUGH, COLD or SORE THROAT

they may be fought all

go

The whole number is said to

be about 8,000,000, valued at $2,666,000,000, or
something more than the whole national débt.

summer and prove victorious in the end.
weeds

Cran

JULY 49, 1871.

the same platform.
One must be nfdster, and it
is for the owner to say which.
Ifa garden is

Again, let ng

’

Shingles. pine 2Wasn
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‘The increase of the number of horses in the
“They ean not stand on} United States since 1860 is estimated at 1,750,000,

them once get ahead, and
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cv

eedsgand a garden crop are as antag-

onistic as life and death.
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~ CHRISTIAN BAPTISM,
This little book has been revised by
the author, has been clothed in an en-

tirely new dress, and presents a very
pi
appearance, It should be in
every B aptist family, Let every pas| r and
urch-member have a copy of
this newly revised and. useful book. —
Price, in cloth, “only 25 cfs.; in paper
‘overs, 15 cts. Postage extra jon the

ormer, 4.cts., on the latter, # cents.
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adh Ia an

‘ing, makes

days, and the weeds may get a start; but this
happens rarely, and an observing man can always

We do not raise any. too

expected $2.00 for, will

Three

7@..8

do. sliced....

Be

aD

Box.

heart. Had it all been in prime condition, the
surplus would have been very
much
larger,
Now, let us dissect this experiment,
and see

The

6}

5 @..

dried d

Shand ¥ Xo¥bu 7
ranger. 03 a8 .8 0.. ||Potatoes,

Bulsins, bunch-

Russia, sheet.. 11}a..
LEAD.

the sum of $65.

be found upon it. Sometimes, even upon wellmanaged farms, a field here and there; owing to
adverse weather, a shortness of hands, or a rush
of work generally, may be neglected fora few

Peoplemusteat and it is our busi-

ness to raise the food.

five acresof clover

sowing this sixty-five tons of hay be estimated
at $1.50 per ton, (whichis more than it cost,)
amountingto $97.50, added to the labor of soil-

best manner, and if so cultivated few weeds will

jonquils

gives a history of a

the

@..
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these animals.
vailing at that

Every good farmer knows that to insure satisfactory crops his land mustbe cultivated in the

can not hold. How singular, yet how simple is
such an arrangement for the watering of the
’

second,

8

a..

PRODUCE. ~

Apples,

|

.48a.. 4

Pea Nuts
Figs common...
CRABB, ore crscss
Lemons, #boxé

and timothy; next, the oats, then the timothy
meadow, till it became too tough; next the
second cutting of cléver; then sowed corn and
hay till first of December,~leaviig a surplus
of sixty-five tons of hay, which were sold for
$972. The'soiling began May 20th; and continued
six months and ten days. Fifty acres of this land
were in poor “condition, and the balance in good

each day were required to cut the grass and feed

timated the orange-peel on the London pavements kills more people than m the English
railroads.

earth 1— Scientific American.

five in clover and tim"

whether it was ‘profitable.

pours out water which its diminished capacity be thickly covered with mulch during the winter

in Canada

acres of clover;

by the spurs,
delivered over

dred and forty persons were killéd; and it is es-

control, while in the streets of London one hun-

A gentleman

acres in timothy meadow,

othy, two in sowed corn, and one in oats. The
order of feeding was as follows: first, the two

——

in cold

a bigher to a lower latitude, its capacity to retain
moisture is diminished, clouds are formed, and

In

posed to be just sufficient to pasture this stock
for the season=one hundred acres. These hui"
dred acres were occupied as follows:
ninety

is first to be examined.

air near the surface of

currents descending from above, or rushing from

weather.

1862 we tried a large experiment, soiling twenty
steers, four years old, seven cows and six hors.
eg,—being perhaps,equivalent to thirty-five cows.

A frame resembling the running gear of a

bulbs, particularly

editorials on the subjectof the cancellation, by

"Thiers said in the

We sef apart the amount of land which we sup-

the result is rain. Air condenses as it cools, and
like a sponge filled with water and compressed,

[good

the London papers

The

the colder we find the atmosphere. Hence. the
perpetual snow on very high mountains, in the
hottest climates.
‘Now, when from evaporation the air is highly
saturated with vapor,—though’ it be invisible,—
Jfits tempetature is suddenly reduced by cold

y

says

air.

the earth is warmer than itis in the region of the
clouds. « The higher we ascend from the earth

During the monthof March, 1871,

to. pe; minister, but there were transmitted across the Atlantic 12messages, Or, on an average, about 405 per
of the ‘congrega-

of an income tax.
A London despatch

The absgrbing power of théat-

her, as the

one-eighth to one-

than warm

dressed...0
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Shelled .
Currants
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devotes three acres to feeding her through the
summer.
If one acre will winter
a cow, then

in cold

FRU IT.
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less than an acre should ‘summer
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same animal will consume

choice extra, 7 25 & 7 50 |
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esed.

d

”

Ho

Rye Flour....5 » @ 650

and

We condense the following notes on this important subject from Hearth and Home:
“The good farmer raises
bdy enough upon
an acre to feed a cow through the winter, but

and consequently its eapability to re-

tain humidity, is proportionably greater

day; about seven per cent. of these were for the
The famous, of infamous,—~Mordaunt
i
divorce press and paid but half rates. The companies
during the past year paid from seven to nine
case is to be re-opened,
it is rumored.
The French budgetof 1871
has been reduced’ per cent. dividends, but set aside no reserve fund
124,000,000 francs, though the appropriations | for repairs or renewals.
for the war department are unaltered. ExploOut of three hundred and seven. million people
gions continue in the powder manufactories at carried on English railroads in 1869, only sevenVincennes. The Siecle favors the imposition teen were killed by agauses -beyond their own
tion.

tly @

is «adapted tion and a long train of experiments, must.be re- systematically worked —and without system, no
.| garden is. worth having—the labor of keeping
membered.
‘Were the atmosphere everywhere, at all times, down the weeds is reduced one half. , But let
successfully laid

on the 5th of August, 1858,and ceased to work on
. the 1st of September of the same year, during

Corn
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Soiling Cattle.

carriage

for use on all railway lines,

ing in Hyde Park, the object of which was
thepromotion of emigration from the United King-

provid-

17 00 @20 00
FLOUR AND MEAL. |p Family
& 7 % [Extra Clear. 18 50 @19 00
5. Lowia,sup,§
choice extra 8 00 @ 9 00 | Clear, ..... Xen

five feet two inches in circumference, where the
main trunk branches, and the arbor which it cov-

construction, easy adjustment, light weight and
is effective in working.
An upright apron of

garden
To understand the philosophy of this phenom-

carriage for his

im

A Roman Catholic entered a protestant church

Rain is Formed.

1548..16

23 §-.25

Sane vasy

| Refine

FISH

peaches the

branches are three inches in diameter,
are kepf trimmed to prevent its spreading.

The Question of Weeds.
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The big grapevine at Santa Barbara, Cal., is

wagon, and are connected by chains with pulleys

ence still more, giving 9,000 pounds of food from
the dairy to 8,000 pounds of meat.
The loss of
bone and cost of cooking adds still another item

to the difference.— Willard’s Address.

Iandwill market 83,500,000 baskgts

upon the ends of the lower cylinder. The movement of the wagon causes the cylinders to revolve, and the hay which has previously been

increases the differ-

Bismarck, as a token of

ed to preseiit to

t $20,000to the French

4

v#lue,

Carpetings—
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|YArnishes....
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‘Lowell sup. 3-ply
Extra Superfine.

coming season; 500,000 more than 186 , that has
been thé’champion year. There have been about
500,000 new trees planted.

fourth more

raked into, winrows, is collected
carried up through the shoot and
the apron upon the rack.”

Ginghams...... 00 @.. 00 Varna Yellow. . 4@.. pi

ported Young Hyson.
The latest reports are that Delaveare and Mary-

.

trivance, are attached to the hind wheels of the

per year for 12 years, al-

The Associated German Railways have resolv-

to the crops.

.
for the orphans made
the late civil strife. ¥%The police of London have dispersed a m

pounds

of beef in nutritive

out Canada and the United States. on the 10th
of May last. The best done then was by George
Arensberg of Philadelphia, who composed 1822
ems, receiving the championship prize from the
international union,
5

died on Sunday

is

give 4,500. pounds of wholesome food.
In other
words, three steers representing 12 years’ growth
- give 3,000 1bs. against 4,500 pounds from the cow
in the same time.
A pound of cheese, being equal to two pounds

Montreal claims the champion type-setters. At
a recent match in La Nouveau Monde office, be-

A fire at Rheims, France,on Sunday, caused an

price
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;ige:4tion from frosts. Good Judges pronounce it to
Do.shore. 5 50 @ 9 75 Beef—Mess,
i
be not inferior in fragrance and flavor to the im- Salmon, tce..00 00 g0V 00 | Western. ...15 00.g17.00,

on, the rear portion being suspended by chains
from the apron.
Upon this as a foundation is
placed an upright frame of light but substantial
make.
Two cylinders are suspended upon this
frame, one at either end.
Over these revolve
eight leathern belts armed with steel spurs,about
five inches in length, upon which the hay. is
caught.
The driving wheels, by a simple con-

lowing nothing for the first two years of her life,

.| daily receipts. a¥e $3500 while on “ extra” days
A public meeting in London, on Monday even- they ruil up to $5,000'a day.
of a

scarcity of meats, and the

of @a.. 11

0. White

4-4..... 12}@..

Heavy

inal plants having been obtained from the Agricultural Department at Washington in 1858. The

muttiplied in a

sleigh is attached to the hind axletree of the wag-

An

ing the difficulty.
To illustrate his meaning more fully, Mr. Willard drew a comparison between the relative cost
of producing beef and cheese.
A good steer at four years old will produce
1,000 pounds of beef; and three would produce
8,000 pounds, net. A good cow will yield from
500 to 600 pounds of cheese per year. Taking her

horses, and

company

last year, 25,600,000 passengers,

erection

food.

is essential

the speaker, the dairy must be the means of solv-

Indian Ocean, and thirty lives were lost.
the

cheap

nutritious food

The increase of our population is attended by a

Corn

with cut hay for the

certain

of producing

1

Liveaeduens 12 8.

No.

DOMESTICS.

been raised there for the last ten years, the orig-

other useful machine has been added by the ingenuity and enterprise of Mr. N. B. Douglas, a
farmer in this town. This is a machine for loading hay, and promises to be of great practical
benefitto the farmer. . It combines simplicity in

rack.

1 "

Sheetings and Shirtings— | Zinc, ground in oil—

It appears that the teaplant is now successfully cultivated near Knoxville, Tenn.
It has

boards is attached to the rear of an ordinary hay

fac-

princi-

Neatsfoot¥’gal 1209
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He sold the wood at. $3 per cord, four hundred
fencing posts at50 cents
a piece, and the chips
at $2.50 per load ; total, $248,560.

frosts,

‘A New Machine for Farmers.

to the highest civilization of any nation. Poverty and crime always accompany a scarcity of
food. Cheap food is one of the elements of the
intellectual progress of the American people.

time of

The, magazine of a Greek’ man-of-war exploded on'the third instant, killing forty of the crew.

almost

another great

difficulty must be still further increased. It isan
urgent question what other form of animal food
can be substituted for beef. In the opinion of

roadis eight

emies to success have seemingly

The weeds car-

and employs 800 men in doing its work. The
depot is an immense structure built of brick.
Another story will soon be added to the depot.
The contract for the fron, which is to cost §§35,000
was signed on Wednesday last. The whole improvement will cost over $200,000. The length of
and mixed by steam -power

renders

till the

already beyond the means of ‘the poor, and this

and oats are ground

ing,

means

abundance of cheap,

How the piece of Loin came

a trip is one hour and twenty minufes.’

Prim has been ar¢

do-not seed

Docks

The company has 1800 horses, 800 passengny cars

this

Marshal

withdrew the hard

must be cut early.

COTTON.
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active.

the blight of

Wo
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usooviod
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0 sssvasesines 10 @.» 18 |Rofinied Gun.

in diameter acress the stump, and pfoduced four-

has ténded to perfect the quality of fruits the en-

that

Aside from economizing labor, the cheese

incision

The Third Avenue Horse Railroad Company
in New York ran its first cars October 10, 1855,
and curried on the first day 22,000 passengers.

their best. to

avoid being examined.

inthe
which

made a slight

tions yet to be answered.

. Washington despatches show conclusively that

did

doctor

there, or how long it has been there, are ques-

several democratic witnesses, instead of being
told that there was no time for them to testify
before the Ku-Klux committee, were afraid to
and

The

ing date of 1838.

A small Magazine atthe Washington arsenal
exploded on Saturday morning. séfting fire to
several storehouses, destroying considerable ammunition and a valuable museum. The total loss
will be about half a million.
»

sickness

fact.

crops of clover

Cheese vs. Beef for Food,

the.right

er, veterinary surgeon ¢f the firé department,
to that

endeavoring to grow large

our agriculture is ‘its weediness.
ry off half our profits.

shoulder, and called the attention of Dr. Crock-

at the

State lunatic asylum on Thursday.
.
Nine of the Ku-Klux in Kentucky have been

appear, pleaded

horse’s skin, near

conceded that if they escape

and yet one of the most marked characteristics of

The San Franeisco * Call ”” says that one of the
hostlers of the Central Railroad Company, while’
currying a horse which had been owned by the

8 Robert Buffum, the murderer of Mr. Seaverns
at

)

So the old corporation is

The work of rebuilding the docks of New York
has begun.

to prove

nearly exhausted, I have no doubt Mr. J. is right
@
in saying that it will die. We may assume that
the only way to kill docks the first year is to pull
A correspondent of the New York 7imes,
writing from Vermont, says:
them up by the roots, or else cut them below the
crown; but the second year, cutting them after
‘ We took a ride up through Cornwall, one of
the oldest and richest towns in the State. Everythe seed js partially formed, is better than pullwhere evidences of ‘wealth abounded. ‘ Vermont
ing: for if pulled, there” is so much vegetable
matter stored up inthe root, that the seed will + is a grazing State, and this section of it is reaping
ripen after the plant is pulled up.
this season an immense harvest of grass. Many
Itisa capital
thing for a farmer to get the idea fully established
farmers are gathering from 150 to 250 tons of hay.
in his head that weeds can beskilled. Many peo- We saw fields which had been mowed for fifty
ple seem to suppose that weeds spring spontaneyears regularly without eveii having been turned
by the plow—and these yielded one and a half
ol from the soil. And yet the soil can no more
crea tg woed than I can crea¥e 8 man or a mon- ton to the acre. The gathering of such large,
key.
11 the roots in a sdil, 4nd cause all the ‘crops requires a large amount of help, both out
seeds to grow, and then kill the young plants,
of doors and in doors, besides involving great exand you have land free from weeds.
Ido not
pense. Hence the farmers find the utility of
suppose that this can be absolutely attained in . using every possible help in the way of machinery. The mower, and horse-rake and tether are
practice, but a thorough conviction of its truth
will stimulate our efforts. Our sedsons are ex- essential. Without them it would be quite 1mpossible to gather these large hay harvests.
Anceedingly favorable for the destruction of weeds,

still in power for two years.
The law does not
require that the alumni shall be ' present to cast
their votes, and it is more than possible that it
may be done by letter in the case of absentees.

selling its columns for party purposes.

his

This will naturally suggest” suppressive measures
on the part of fruit growers, as it seems to be

but if the cutting is delayed till the second year,
when the seed is partially formed and the plant

their terms of service by lot, for one vacancy is

Evening Post after filling it since 1860.
Ben Butler has made a square bid for the
Massachusetts governorship.
Rev. E. E. Eggleston has, resigned his position as superintending editor of the Independent.
Rumor siys it is because he didn’t believe in

is tikely
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derived relief, by drink-

pal

This is early for the ‘appear-

campaign

PRICES,

“MOLASSES,

3 « Wi

COAL.

but it is a capital

An Indiana farmer cut down, recently, an oak
tree which measured eight feet and nine inches

ance of this pest,and may be regarded as a hint that
the curculio

CANDLES,’
Youide Vasa vens

Aggricultural Brevities.

New York

second year. If cut off the first year the root will
corresponding ratio. The only road to success is
throw
up several seed stalks the-next season; and through-a-constant warfare with the depredators
the process seems to do more harm than: good; | among which the curculio ranks as chief.

ment day, 1872, the alumni of five years’ standing will elect from their number six persons,
who will upon their election: proceed to decide

.

sand of dyspeptics have

’

found the * Little Turk ” already pursuing
vocation on them.

thirst requires;

WHOLESALE

For the week ending, JULY 19, 1871,
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| in the morning, amd on goingto bed at night.

to the Western
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the morning, and on going
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Farmers’ Club, at its last meeting, that on inspecting his fruit trees a day or two previous, he

In pass

BOSTON

to car-

ing the season of active perspiration, the quantity
is considerable. ‘When shall this water be taken
into the system? It may be introduced ‘through

they will get but limited crops of fruit unless they
how to kill docks by cutting clover early.” This fight for them often and long, It is somewhat
is enfouraging, and is an additional reason for- disheartening to reflect that as scientific research

that.ihe State

The bill recently passed by the Connecticut
legislature, allowing the places in the corporation of Yale College to be filled by alumni, does

ry on the functions of the animal economy,

the day, when

my

——

,| ing one, two or three tumblers of water on rising

i

burs are formed, and putting a handful of salt on
the top of the stalk.”
Mr. J. adds: “I found out

gine ering, which vwas his profession before the
was meager in bird-life, and especially lacked
TWAT,
——
| singing-birds, arose from the fact that the early
All complaints diate the New York police | routesdf travel lay chiefly over nearly
treeless
‘previous to the 12th have been dismissed, for plains, where few birds remain the long dry
meritorious conduct on that day. An indignaseason...
tion meeting of Irish Roman
Catholics, on a
Mr. F."R. Carpenter, whose painting of the
small scale, was
held in Chicago. on Monday
Reading of the Emancipation Proclamation has.
night.
acquired a wide reputation, succeeded in securDr. T. 8. Sherman, the Washington aBortioning a study of the Joint High
Commissioners
ist, was sentenced to two years imprisonment.
while in session, and is now engaged in designA traveler was robbed of $150,000 at Harrising another grand. painting to illustrate the
burg, Penn., Thursday.
_.
Treaty of Washington.
The Orangemen have thanked
man, and Governor Hoffman
» militia.

but it depends on the season.

Tis CY

Drinking.
Sr

A cértain amount of water is necessary

That is a very

Curculio.

Prof. Clark stated

ture-fields, they are soon cut with a scythe. In
wheat and meadows they have to be cut with a
knife. Never mind trampling down a little wheat
or timothy. You will save it all in getting rid of
dock. IKill burdock by cutting off when the

have many local

notion

do for money?”

The

The stalk dies in the ground} but you must cut
them so close to the ground that you leave no
leaves on the stock, else they will not die. About
the end of June I found generally the best time to

tive species of birds, more or less noted as song-

the Indian commissioner,it
return to.the practice of en-

we to

humbug, and charge nothing.
Cut them off close
to the ground when the tops are fully out, but the
seed not fully formed, and they are done for.

The police are receiving furloughs for faithful
duty.
In 1868, 178 freedmen’s-bureau schools contin
The latest revised tables at the census office
ued open. through all the heats of a Louisiana
‘show the following - aggregate of population of {#ummer,—in Mississippi, 70 schools, with an atall the States snd organized Territories : Whité, | tendance of 8500 scholars,
kept through
the
83,586,680 ; Colored, 4,879,323 ; Indian,25,733 ; Japsummer.
Over 600
schools were taught through
anese, 50; Chinese, 63,106; total, 38,049,987,
that, summer
vacation,
In 1869, 1200 schools
The Washington ‘grand Jury has brought in
were carried on through the vacation months,
bills againgt' Messrs. White. Ramsdell, Tinker, 809 of them in Alabama alone.
and Kirby, in the matter of the premature pubIn California there are eighteen or twenty nalication of the treaty of Washington.

General Parker,
is understood will

what are

Water
['}

question. It is what I have asked myself
" Eradicating Docks.
oa ugly
many times during the past month, and the only
nll
f—
answer I can get or giveis “pluck.” There is
Mr, Harris, in Ais *° Walks and Talks on the | light ahead. Good farming will pay in this counFarm,” says:
try as in any other.—and I think better. Let us
- Our venerable friend, John Johnson Writes: have faith and keep Working: — American Agri
“ IT will tell yow how to eradicate docks; and no culturist.

Georgia, for its supply of melons, and thousands
are annually shipped. from that’ city to New
York, Charleston, Savannah and other places,
where they finda ready sale at high prices.

York

R6, 1871.

| pound of hay . Feed it outCa] let our fieldsha ve a
dressing of good manure next spring, “It is all
very well to talk in this way,” you say, “but

|

a field in Ridgeville; Lorrainé county, Ohio. The
mie, and that an additional force has heen asked
for protection.
”
‘| steel blade was devetailed into the bronze, and
has almost #ntirély diskppeédred by rust, showAwe more cases of Lynch law in the "West
e reported. Governor Palmer has, ordered ing its great antiquity,
wiTe etiation: of the recent affair at Watseka, . The whole colntry depends almost entirely
Illinois,
upon the immediate neighborhood of Augusta,
board of police commissioners forbidding general processions in the streets, without a permit,
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